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MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE ELECTRODYNAMICS

Summary

Significant deficiencies exist in our present understanding of the basic physical processes taking

place within the middle atmosphere (the region between the tropopause and the mesopause), and

in our knowledge of the variability of many of the primary parameters that regulate Middle Atmo-

sphere Electrodynamics (MAE). Knowledge of the electrical properties, i.e., electric fields, plasma

characteristics, conductivity and currents, and the physical processes that govern them is of funda-

mental importance to the physics of the region. Middle atmosphere electrodynamics may play a

critical role in the electrodynamical aspects of solar-terrestrial relations. The time is ripe to initiate

a coordinated assault on these problems with fresh approaches and renewed vigor. As a first step,

the Workshop on the Role of the Electrodynamics of the Middle Atmosphere on Solar-Terrestrial

Coupling was held in Reston, Virginia, on January 17-19, 1979, to review the present status and

define recommendations for future MAE research.

The interest in this research discipline is rapidly broadening as'is evidenced by the participation of

more than 80 scientists in the three-day Workshop. A comprehensive and feasible direction is pre-

sented in the concensus recommendations. The fact that the middle atmosphere can have signifi-

cant impact on our environment is exemplified by the recent attention to the ozone balance. The

electrodynamics of the middle atmosphere needs to be investigated systematically making best

use of the parallel programs.

The summary chart on the opposite page outlines the recommendations. The recommendation

numbers (abbreviated as Rec #) refer to sections in Chapter III and the "Means" are the Workshop's

choice of the best platforms from which to perform the measurements.

As is indicated in the summary chart, the recommended investigations are grouped into three major

parts, all interrelated. Part 1 on middle atmosphere electrodynamical parameters emphasizes

measurements that will f'ill gaps in our basic knowledge. Instrument development is needed in

several of these aieas. In parallel with the new measurement efforts, models need to be developed

and evolved (Part 2). Part 3 requires simultaneous coordinated measurements performed in several

different regiom to explore coupling phenomena. Only a representative subset of the problems is

given in the chart. As the measurement capabilities are developed, more coupling investigations will

become practical and scientifically valuable. Implementation of each part will be an iterative

process as new information in one area generally places new requirements on other areas.

The next five to seven year period is an auspicious time for augmentation of research in this area.

During this period MAP (Middle Atmosphere Program) will extensively study the properties and

dynamics of the neutral middle atmosphere, DE (Dynamics Explorer) will investigate magneto-

sphere-ionosphere-atmosphere coupling, and UARS (Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite) will

sense remotely on a global basis middle atmosphere parameters affecting the chemistry, energetics

V



and dynamics of the region. MAE complements each of these efforts. The present program can be

merged with those efforts according to the following schedule:

a. Develop new techniques and improve existing techniques to measure middle atmosphere

electrodynamical parameters (1980-1982).

b. Develop models of the coupled electrical system and of the ion composition and chemistry

on local event scales and global scales. (1980-1986).

C. Investigate the coupling of middle atmosphere electrodynamics to external influences

emphasizing electrical fields. Many of these investigations will be coordinated with DE

which will be launched in the summer of 1981. (1981-1983).

d° Examine the role of current carriers in the electrodynamic coupling of the middle atmo-

sphere to external influences, emphasizing ion composition and chemistry in the investi-

gation. Coordination with MAP (1983-1985) and with UARS (planned launches in 1983

and 1984) will be important. (1983-1986).

vi



MIDDLEATMOSPHEREELECTRODYNAMICS

Report
of

TheWorkshopon the Role of the

Electrodynamics of the Middle

Atmosphere on Solar Terrestrial Coupling

I. INTRODUCTION

The middle atmosphere, which is defined as the region bounded below by the tropopause near

10 km and above by the mesopause near 90 to 100 km, has long been regarded as a passive medium

through which electric fields and currents are transmitted from sources above and below. However,

there are insufficiences in our knowledge of the physical processes and parameters which govern the

electrodynamics of this region. Recent attempts to measure electric fields within this region even

bring into question the assumption of passivity. These attempts, in conjunction with renewed inter-

est in electrical mechanisms for solar-terrestrial coupling, have created an impetus to understand

middle atmosphere electrodynamics (MAE).

The electrodynamics of the middle atmosphere are known to be affected from above and below by

solar protons, cosmic rays and other ionization sources, by thunderstorms and the fair-weather

electric field, and by magnetospherically and ionosphericaUy generated electric fields. The nature

of these effects has to some degree been modeled; however, measurements to verify and improve

models are sparce since the bulk of this region is above balloon altitudes and below satellite alti-

tudes and the measurement techniques are difficult. The deficiencies in our understanding of mid-

dle atmosphere electrodynamics and its interaction with neighboring regions now limit the scope of

solar-terrestrial coupling processes that can be studied. We ought to understand these relationships

well enough to determine if they are important in solar-weather relations.

The diversity of inputs across the boundaries to themiddle atmosphere that affect middle atmos-

phere electrodynamics requires the amalgamation of many disciplines in a coordinated effort in

order to examine the problems comprehensively. This in turn makes the next five to seven year

period a propitious time to attack these questions. During this period under the aegis of MAP (Mid-

dle Atmosphere Program), research will be conducted to (1) determine the structure and compo-

sition of the atmosphere with special attention being paid to minor species, (2) determine the inter-

action of radiation from the Sun, the Earth and the atmosphere with the middle atmosphere and (3)

investigate motions on all scales within the middle atmosphere and monitor them on a continuing

basis (see MAP Planning Document). The DE (Dynamics Explorer) satellites will be launched to

study the coupling between the magnetosphere, the ionosphere and the upper atmosphere. In addi-

tion under the planned UARS (Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite) program, parameters (espe-

cially neutral) in the middle atmosphere and above will be remotely sensed on a global basis from a



seriesof satellitesto studythechemistry,energeticsanddynamicsof thoseregions.A studyof the
electrodynamicsof themiddleatmospherecomplementseachof theseefforts.

With theaboverationaleasafoundation,aworkshopwasconvenedat Reston,Virginia,onJanuary
17-19,1979,to establishaconsensusonwhatproblemsaremostimportantin the areaof middle
atmosphereelectrodynamicsandwhatapproachesmightbestbeadoptedto solvethem.

It washopedthattheMAEworkshopwouldalso:

Determineoutstanding research needs in the area of middle atmosphere electrodynamics

related to the solar-terrestrial coupling.

Assess the importance of middle atmosphere electric fields and currents in solar-terrestrial

relations.

Improve communication among researchers knowledgeable about individual aspects of

middle atmosphere electrodynamics and associated physics.

The meeting program, program committee, review panel, and attendees are given in Appendix B.

The Workshop was sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Space

Plasma Physics Programs Office. Participation was open to anyone.

In parallel with this Workshop the Workshop on the need for Lightning Observations from Space

was held February 13-15, 1979, under the sponsorship of NASA's Office of Space and Terrestrial

Applications (NASA CP-2083). Investigations of lightning are useful to middle atmosphere elec-

trodynamics in that they address the problems of understanding the electric field source at the

lower boundary of the middle atmosphere. At the MAE Workshop the topic of lightning observa-

tions was therefore referred to their expertise.

Recommendations relative to outstanding research needs in middle atmosphere electrodynamics

were discussed, drafted and agreed upon in principle at the MAE Workshop. A select panel was con-

vened at the Workshop to review the recommendations relative to worth, appropriateness, balance

and completeness. The recommendations presented in Chapter III of this report are an edited

version of the drafts reflecting the meeting concensus. The editing of the recommendations was

done with the concurrence and assistance of the select panel and the session chairmen.

In order to acquaint scientists from diverse backgrounds with the manifold scope of middle atmos-

phere electrodynamics a series of tutorial lectures was presented. Each of these papers is presented

in Appendix A as a review of the present status of knowledge. A synopsis of background informa-

tion most pertinent to the Workshop recommendations is given in Chapter II. For more informa-

tion and references on any particular topic in Chapter II, the reader is referred to the appropriate

review paper in Appendix A.



II. SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND

1.0 SOURCES OF MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE ELECTRIC FIELDS

The major generators in the Earth's atmosphere are found in the troposphere and in the ionosphere/

magnetosphere. In the troposphere, the most important generator is thunderstorm activity,

although some contributions are also made by volcanoes, dust storms, blowing snow, etc. An

average of about 2000 thunderstorms that are active over the globe at any given time drive electric

currents upward into the middle atmosphere and maintain it at an average potential of some 300 kV

with respect to the Earth. The current path is closed by downward flow in fair-weather regions and

lateral flow along the Earth's surface to the origin. The fair-weather atmospheric electric field

associated with the downward current flow is inversely related to the atmospheric conductivity and

is typically a few hundred volts per meter near the Earth's surface. In the typical description of the

"global circuit", it has been general practice to regard the upper atmosphere above _60 km altitude

as a perfect conductor, since the conductivity there is about 4 orders of magnitude greater than the

conductivity at cloud altitudes. In this picture tropospheric electric fields do not penetrate this

"perfect" conductor, which has been referred to as the electrosphere or the potential equalizing

layer. However, this picture is now known to be incorrect.

For example, recent model calculations using more realistic upper boundary conditions show that

horizontal fields up to "-1 mV/m can be expected in the ionosphere over large thunderstorms, as a

result of these storms, and also in the conjugate ionosphere. (Above "_90 km, geomagnetic field

lines may be regarded as equipotentials transmitting large scale electric fields from hemisphere to

hemisphere with little attenuation.) These fields are comparable in magnitude to the fields gener-

ated within the ionosphere by dynamo action from neutral winds in the lower thermosphere drag-

ging ions across magnetic field lines and would be important in troposphere/ionosphere coupling.

Calculated field strengths, however, are subject to large uncertainties due to uncertainties in the

modeling of middle atmosphere parameters.

In the ionosphere, the above dynamo generates electric fields of the order of 1 mV/m, which, when

integrated over the characteristic distance, yields a horizontal potential drop of the order of 30 kV.

A stronger and more variable source of electric field is the solar wind interaction with the magneto-

sphere. Horizontal electric fields of 10 to 100 mV/m exist in the polar cap and auroral ionosphere,

and the total potential drop across the polar cap ionosphere may vary from 20 to 200 kV. These

fields of magnetospheric origin are strongest in the high latitude regions and diminish to 1-10 mV/m
in the middle latitudes.

It has long been accepted that the ionosphere and the magnetosphere were closely coupled and that

a complete electrical circuit must include generators and loads in both regions. However, coupling

of these regions to the middle and lower atmospheres has not been considered important until

recently.



It isnow recognizedtheoreticallythat largescalehorizontalelectricfieldsoriginatingin the iono-
sphereandmagnetospherecanmapdownto _"10km altitudewith little attenuationandthat the
accompanyingvariationsin the ionosphericpotentialaredirectlyreflectedin theverticalatmos-
phericelectricfieldall thewaydownto the Earth'ssurface.At highlatitudes,magnetospheric
modulationof fair-weather-atmosphericelectricfieldsmaybeaslargeas50percentor more. Thus,
solaractivity induceddisturbancescanproducelargeelectricalsignalsdownto theground.These
effectsneedto be investigatedcarefullyfor hereinmaylie the elusivemechanismof coupling
betweensolaractivityinducedprocessesandthetroposphericweather.

Althoughtherehasbeenincreasingevidencefor solaractivity-weathercorrelations,skepticism
remainsbecauseit isextremelydifficult to explainsuchcorrelations.Twoof themoreserious
difficultieslie in thefactsthat (1) theenergyin solaractivity inducedprocessesismuchsmaller
thantheenergyin weatherprocesses,and(2) it is difficult for thesedisturbancesto propagatedown
to thetroposphere.Theseconddifficulty canbecircumventedby invokingelectricalcouplingas
mentionedpreviously.Thefirst difficulty, however,still remainsin spiteof recentattemptsto
invoke"trigger" mechanisms.For example,it hasbeensuggestedthat themodulationof theatmos-
phericelectricfield by solaractivity inducedprocessesmight control the initiation of thunder-
clouds.However,atpresentthereisnot evengeneralagreementon thefundamentalquestionof
howthundercloudsbecomeelectrified.

Observationalprogramsduring the past decade have yielded a first-order description of spatial and

temporal variations of ionospheric electric fields. There have been no systematic observations of

the propagation of these electric fields into and through the middle atmosphere. Knowledge about

middle atmosphere conductivity variations during solar activity induced events that are thought to

affect electric field and current distributions on a global scale is meager.

In the past and in the above discussion, the middle atmosphere has been regarded as a passive

medium through which electric fields and currents are transmitted from the sources above and

below. However, there may be important electrody namical effects within the middle atmosphere

that have thus far been ignored. For example, exceptionally energetic thunderclouds are known to

penetrate the tropopause. Strong electric fields around the tops of such clouds may have important

effects on charged stratospheric aerosols. Recent measurements suggest that during geomagnetically

quiet times large vertical electric fields may exist in the lower mesosphere. In addition, strong iono-

spheric electric fields that reach 100 mV/m during geomagnetic disturbances may produce signifi-

cant Joule heating not only in the thermosphere as has been observed, but also in the upper meso-

sphere. These effects have not received much attention because of observational difficulties. A

program dedicated to middle atmosphere electrodynamics should provide opportunities to explore

these areas.

2.0 MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE PLASMA CHARACTERISTICS

Any understanding of the electrodynamics of the middle atmosphere requires a knowledge of the

plasma and its behavior. The plasma is best def'med through direct measurements of the positive

and negative ion composition, charged particle densities, ionization sources and critical neutral

4
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species. The in situ studies are conducted simultaneously with laboratory measurements of chem-

ical rate constants, each effort driving the other until a self-consistent model is developed which can

predict the observed time-dependent plasma behavior as a function of various sources of ionization.

2.1 ELECTRON CONCENTRATION

Electrons are the primary current carriers and constitute the majority of the negatively charged

particles in the upper part of the middle atmosphere. The daytime electron concentration profile

has a plateau near 500 electrons per cm a in the D region between 70 and 82 km and falls off

rapidly below 70 km where negative ions start to become dominant. D-region electron densities

vary significantly with changes in season, solar elevation, and sunspot activity. Variability in the

sources of ionization (Section 2.5) can create up to two orders of magnitude change in the electron

density at high latitudes. Those variations are of interest in radio propagation where reflection

heights change with changing conditions.

Electron concentrations have been measured by a variety of techniques from both rocket and

ground-based instrumentation. The most accurate measurements in the upper middle atmosphere

have been derived from a combination of Faraday rotation, differential absorption, and Langmuir

probe measurements on rockets. Ground-based radar measurements using partial reflection and

incoherent scatter techniques have also been used. Below about 70 km densities are well below

100 electrons per cm a and comparison of reflection coefficients of several VLF waves provides the

best method of measurement.

2.2 POSITIVE ION COMPOSITION

2.21 MEASUREMENTS

There exists now a body of rocket measurements of positive ion composition in and above the

mesosphere between about 60 and 120 km made with pumped ion mass spectrometers. Rocket

programs have been conducted to study diurnal variations, latitude effects and a number of disturb-

ances, including solar proton events, aurora, relativistic electron precipitation, winter anomaly, solar

eclipses, sporadic E, meteor showers and noctilucent clouds. The measurements have generally

shown that the D region consists primarily of water cluster ions, H 30 ÷ (H 20)n, which decrease
rapidly above about 83 km in daytime and about 86 km in twilight or nighttime. Above these

altitudes NO ÷ and 02 ÷ are dominant and meteoric ions, mainly Fe ÷ and Mg÷ , are present in a broad

layer near 93 km and in more variable layers at greater heights. During highly disturbed conditions,

NO ÷ and 02 ÷ ions predominate to much lower altitudes. The complexity of the D region may be

appreciated by examining Tables I and II which list the species measured in the D region and

possible identifications.

There are a number of difficulties associated with the measurements requiring improved instrumen-

tation and techniques in the future. The measured relative abundances of the cluster ions are un-

certain because fragmentation of these complex weakly bound ions occurs through thermodynamic

breakup in the shock-heated layer or by energetic collisions from large ion draw-in potentials. To

overcome these problems, subsonic measurements or the use of the conical sampling probes which



TableI
D-RegionPositiveIon Species

AMU SPECIES AblU

19 H5160+ 88_1

*90

21 H3180 + 91

30 NO + 92

52 02 + 94

34 160180 + 96

99

39 H5160180 + 100
+

46 NO 2 106

48 NO+(H20) 108
+

S0 02 (H20) 109

55 H705 110

58 NO+(N2) 112
60+1 ? 118

+ + +

63+1 H30 (C02),NO 2 (H20),O 4 124
+

66+1 NO (H20)2 126
+-

68 02 (H20)2 127

72 FeO++ 128

73 HgO 4

74 NO+CO2 137
.+

80+2 HsO 2 {C023, NQ+(H20)(02)

84+_1 NO+(H20)3

*Masses above 90 amu uncertain by + 1 or 2 arau.

Table II

Meteoric Atomic Ions

TABLE II: Meteoric Atomic Ions

AHU SPECIES

25 Na + S2

24 54
+

25 Mg S6
26 SS

27 A1 + 58

28 Si + 60

39 K+ 59

+ Na+(H2 O) 6341 K , 65

40

42 Ca +

44

48 Ti +, SO+

Sl Va +

SPECIES

FeO_ +

FeO {H20)

HllO5 +

Fe-(H20)2,NO+(H20)C02

Ni+{H20)2

Ni+(H20)2

H703+(CO2 )

Fe+C02
+

FeO_ {H20 )

FeO- (H20) 2

HI_06 +

Fe (H20)3

?

Fe+{H20)C02
+

FeO_ (H20)2

FeO-{H20) 3

HIS07 +

Fe+(H20)4

Fe+(H20)2C02

SPECIES

Cr +

Fe +

bin +

Ni +

Co +

Cu +

6



attach the shockwave as well as lowered draw-in potentials have been attempted more recently with

some success. However, it is still not certain that the problem has been totally solved since the

larger cluster ions are so weakly bound. For this reason the upper ion mass limit is currently
unknown. The measurements also suffer from inaccurate mass numbers due to insufficient sensitiv-

ity and mass resolution so that the ion identities are in doubt. This is seen to some extent in

Table I, for masses greater than about 80 amu there is considerable uncertainty in the ion identities.

The development of ion chemical models has been further hampered by inaccurate absolute ion

concentrations, unknown temperature profiles and critical neutral species distributions.

In the upper stratosphere some preliminary measurements of the positive ion composition have

recently been made with cryopumped balloon-borne ion mass spectrometers. In addition to the

expected water cluster ions H 30 ÷ (H 20)n, n = 1, 2, 3, 4, species identified as H ÷ (NaOH) x (H 20)y
where x = 1,2, or 3 and y = 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4 yielding ten ion clusters from 41 to 139 amu were

detected. The mass numbers were uncertain by plus or minus one to two amu and are clearly

critical for proper ion identification. More stratospheric measurements are required with higher

mass range and resolution and should be extended to include the lower stratosphere.

2.22 POSITIVE ION CHEMISTRY

The current status of D region theory is peculiar in that the highly disturbed D region can be

modeled much more accurately (especially for nighttime) than the quiescent normal situation. This

is simply because the chemistry of the disturbed case where 02 + is the precursor ion is well estab-
lished and a reasonable model agreement with measurements has been accomplished. In quiet

periods when presumably NO + is the primary ion it has long been a problem to find a fast reaction

path to convert NO + to the observed water cluster ions. A scheme of clustering and switching

reactions has been proposed (Appendix A: Figure 1, Ferguson) whereby NO + • N 2 or NO +. CO 2 is

formed leading to NO + (H 2 O) and through fast switching reactions to NO + (H 2 O)3 which f'mally

reacts exothermically with water to yield H 70a ÷ + HNO 2 . Some evidence for the "intermediate"
ions in this reaction path exists from the rocket measurements. However, the identities of these

ions are still open to question. Further a number of the chemical rate constants remain to be meas-

ured. Thus although this reaction scheme appears attractive, it should be placed on much f'mner

ground.

In the stratosphere the ion chemistry to explain the observed water cluster ions, H30 + (H 20)n , is

well established (Appendix A: Figure 3, Ferguson). The chemistry to produce the I-1+ (NaOH) •

(H 20)y clusters is summarized in Ferguson's paper (Appendix A). There remains to determine

whether there is enough neutral sodium in the stratosphere for these species to be generated and

indeed if these are the actual species. In general, more stratospheric measurements and laboratory

chemistry studies of the meteoric species are required to clarify their ultimate fate in both the

mesosphere and stratosphere.



2.3 NEGATIVE ION COMPOSITION

2.31 MEASUREMENTS

Negative ion composition measurements are more difficult to perform and are much fewer in

number than positive ion measurements. The electrodynamic problems of sampling from a neg-

atively charged payload and low signal strengths are the major difficulties. Rocket measurements

have been made to examine diurnal variations and such disturbances as a solar proton event, aurora,

relativistic electron precipitation and solar eclipse. Generally the measurements of one group (e.g.,

Appendix A: Figure 5, Ferguson) show large cluster ions below 92 km consisting of species tenta-

tively identified as NO 3" (H 2O) n n = 0-8, CO 4 and some possible admixtures of CO 3 (H 2 O) n .
Other ions at 55 -+1 amu and 121 -+2 amu are unidentified. The upper mass limit is unknown but

the high pass transmission mode of the quadrupole mass spectrometers indicates sizable quantities

of even more massive ions. The large ion clusters are typically observed in a broad layer peaking

at altitudes near 84 km (day) and 88 km (night). During disturbed periods O and 02 ions predom-

inate in the D region; however, most of the O is made in the sampling process when the electron

density is enhanced by the reaction e + O 2 _ O- + O. Some of the 02 - may also be made by the

energetic charge transfer reaction O + 02 _ O + O_ , however, this does not appear to account for

the large amounts of 02 - observed. Ions of CI and NO 2 are detected in the E region but are
believed to be due to contaminants.

The single measurement of another group during a weak nighttime auroral event is different in

character, showing CO3 , CI and NO 3 below 80 km along with ions tentatively identified as

HCO 3", CO 4" (H 2O) or NO 2" (HNO 2 ). The heavier clusters of CO 4" (H 2 0) 2 and NO 3- (HNO 3 )

as well as 02 were present above 80 km.

All the measurement difficulties associated with positive ions apply identically for the negative

ion measurements. There is clearly a need for better instrumentation and rocket measurements.

Special stress should be placed upon improving the mass number accuracy, extending the mass

range, obtaining accurate ion concentrations and performing simultaneous measurements of critical

neutral species.

Initial measurements of stratospheric negative ions have been reported recently. Nine species with

masses from 125 to 295 amu were observed between 33 and 37 km, including cluster ions identified

as NO 3" (HNO 3 )x (HC1)y. With errors of plus and minus 2 to 3 amu the ion species cannot be
identified unequivocally. Many more stratospheric measurements are required to establish the

negative ion composition and its variations.

2.32 NEGATIVE ION CHEMISTRY

Negative ions are initially formed in the D region primarily by three-body electron attachment to

molecular oxygen creating O2. This ion, through the complex scheme depicted in Figure 4 of

Ferguson's paper (Appendix A), is converted to the "terminal" ions of NO 3" or HCO 3 The

terminal ions are then assumed to undergo further hydration ractions. According to this chemistry
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fastassociative detachment reactions between atomic oxygen and 02 - or O prohibit negative ion
production above 80 km. This is inconsistent with most of the observations which show relatively

large concentrations above 80 km. Although the chemistry predicts the NO 3 (H 2 O) n ions, it can-
not explain their excessive hydration as well as their presence at such high altitudes. Similarly the

relatively large amounts of 02" observed above 80 km cannot be explained. The conflicts between
the measurements and the chemistry remain to be resolved.

As is true in the D region, the stratospheric negative ion chemistry is strongly affected by trace

species. The core ion predicted is the highly stable NO 3" ion and this can cluster with trace species

forming such complex ions as NOa'. £H 20 .m SO2 • n HNO 3 . The initial stratospheric measure-

ments have also suggested HSO 4 cores and H 2 SO 4 neutrals as part of the cluster ion. Stratospheric
negative ion chemistry is in an early state of development and will very likely improve as more in

situ measurements are available.

2.4 AEROSOLS

Various observations in the middle atmosphere indicate aerosols are present at all levels from the

tropopause to about 85 km at certain times and geographical locations. Aerosols are arbitrarily

defined to cover the size range 10-7 to 10 -2 cm diameter. They are further classified as Aitken

particles (of major importance to atmospheric electricity) _ 10 -7 to 10 s cm diameter, large par-

ticles, 10 s to 10 -4 cm, and giant particles, >10 -4 cm. Two distinct "layers" are known: the Junge

layer having a rather broad maximum around 20 km and noctilucent clouds which appear at high

latitudes within the cold summer mesopause between 80 and 85 km. It can be generally stated that
the mechanisms for the formation of the aerosols are not well established. Observations of the

Junge layer show concentrations of 0.6 to 5 cm 3 for particles larger than 3 × 10s cm diameter and

SO 4 = as the major constituent. Noctilucent clouds appear in 1-km-thick layers and are thought to

be comprised of ice particles in estimated concentrations of between 1 and 50 cm "a and radii of

about 1.4 × 10"n cm. Measurements of the more numerous Aitken particles have been severely

restricted because of a lack of adequate instruments.

The role of aerosols in electrical processes in the middle atmosphere is complex. Ions can act as

nucleation centers to form aerosols suggesting that a direct link between ionizing radiation and

aerosols may exist. The aerosols, in turn, can affect the ionization through heterogeneous chem-

istry and ion annihilation processes. Although it is unknown, the aerosols may also have a charge

distribution. Massive ions, by their large cross sections, influence the conductivity as well as electric

fields in the middle atmosphere. Not only are these massive ions present below the mesosphere

where expected but there also exists evidence from two areas indicating both their presence and

dominance in the mesosphere. Positive ion measurements with Gerdien condensers have shown

heavy ion current carriers with mobilities one-tenth that of the light ion carders. The heavy ion

concentrations exceeded those of the light ions by factors of two to ten between 55 and 75 km.

Also, several measurements of very heavy negative ion clusters have been made near the mesopause

with ion mass spectrometers. This perhaps suggests production by heterogeneous chemistry since

these ions cannot be accounted for by current gas-phase chemistry. In fact, one suggested mech-

anism for noctilucent cloud formation is nucleation of water vapor on ions.
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Aerosolspresentverydifficult andchallengingproblemsfor the future. Laboratoryandtheoretical
effortsmustcontinue;newin-situandremoteinstrumentsmustbedevelopedto determinethe size
andchargedistributions,mobilities,compositionandchemistry.

2.5 SOURCESOFIONIZATION

All of the important ionization sources for the middle atmosphere are galact.ic, solar or magneto-

spheric in origin. These sources are tabulated in Table I of Rosenberg and Lanzerotti (Appendix A)

along with estimates of the incident energy flux from each. These energy fluexes range over 10

orders of magnitude. However, the relative importance of each cannot be judged by merely com-

paring incident energy fluxes, as many sources are limited to specific height or latitude ranges.

The major quiet time mesospheric ionization source is solar Lyman-alpha radiation at 121.6 nm

which ionizes the NO molecule. Lyman-alpha is only weakly absorbed by 02 and penetrates most
of the mesosphere, reaching unit optical depth at about 75 km for an overhead Sun. The chief

source ofO2 + is the ionization of O2('A)from solar radiation in the 102.7 to 111.8 nm range. Solar

x-rays are also a significant source of 02 ÷ and NO +. These are the primary ions in the positive ion

chemistry chains described in Section 2.22.

In the auroral zones, one routinely encounters high fluxes of precipitated energetic electrons, which

will dominate as an ionization source in the upper portions of the middle atmosphere a large frac-

tion of the time (see Appendix A: Figure 14, Rosenberg and Lanzerotti). Even at midlatitudes

during highly disturbed periods the ionization produced by precipitated energetic electrons and the

associated bremsstrahlung exceeds daytime sources above _55 km.

In the lower half of the middle atmosphere the particle component of galactic cosmic rays is the

dominant ionization source under normal conditions. The existence of the Earth's magnetic field

results in a pronounced magnetic-latitude effect on the incoming flux such that the full cosmic ray

spectrum reaches the Earth only at latitudes greater than 60 ° magnetic. This hardening of the

spectrum as the latitude decreases results in a lowering of the height of maximum production from

13 km at high latitudes to 10 km near the Equator. The solar wind tends to exclude cosmic ray

particles from the Earth, which explains why the cosmic ray flux is lower on the average during

solar maximum and more intense during solar minimum.

The various sources of middle atmosphere ionization all display variations on a wide variety of time

scales. In addition, anomalously large electron concentrations are known to exist in the mesosphere

on certain groups of days each winter at mid-latitudes (known as the D-region winter anomaly).

The cause of the enhanced ionization may well be the transport of polar air that is rich in such

minor constituents as NO to lower latitudes where it becomes subject to photoionization (see

Appendix A: Reid). Changes like this in the neutral composition can greatly affect the resulting

ionization levels.
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3.0 MIDDLEATMOSPHERECONDUCTIVITYANDCURRENTS

Conductivityis dependent upon all the factors discussed in Section 2. In the lower mesosphere con-

ductivity is dominated by the ions. Both the ion densities and ion mobilities (positive and negative)

are linearly related to conductivity (see Appendix A: Reid). The mobilities are in turn related to

both the ion and neutral masses. For ion masses that are much larger than neutral masses (a con-

dition satisfied by many of the hydrated ions in the middle atmosphere) the mobility should be
nearly independent of ion mass.

In the upper mesosphere the principal ions become comparable in mass with the neutrals; however

most of the current at these higher levels is carried by the electrons. In this region the geomagnetic

field begins to have an important effect on the electron conductivity. Electrons which are con-

strained to spiral around magnetic field lines can only move transverse to those field lines through

collisions creating the directionally dependent conductivity tensor applicable in the ionosphere.

Conductivity along magnetic field lines is much greater than that in the directions perpendicular to

the magnetic field.

Throughout the whole middle atmosphere the ions are collision-dominated and are not constrained

by the magnetic field. Figure 6 of Reid's paper (Appendix A) depicts the ion and electron (both o e

along B and ope perpendicular to B) conductivities in the middle atmosphere. There is a substantial
increase in the gradient of the total conductivity between 60 and 70 km where the electron conduc-

tivity begins to exceed the ion conductivitiy. The effect of aerosols on middle atmosphere conduc-

tivity is still unknown.

Because the conductivity of the atmosphere increases nearly exponentially with altitude, the bulk

of the total columnar resistance occurs below 10 km. Only 10 percent of this total resistance

occurs above 10 km. Thus it has generally been assumed that large variations in upper atmospheric

conductivity due to solar-activity-induced influences on the middle atmosphere plasma may occur

without affecting the global resistance. Recently efforts are being made to model comprehensively

the whole global electrical system without the restriction of an equipotential layer in the middle

atmosphere (see Appendix A: Roble and Hays). As the scope of the modeling of the Earth's

electrical environment necessarily increases, middle atmosphere conductivity and currents must be

realistically included into any comprehensive study of the coupled electrodynamical systems.

Current systems in the middle atmosphere, the product of conductivity and electric fields, are

presently understood only in terms of model calculations. Vertical currents upward over thunder-

storms and downward in fair weather regions in the troposphere must close in the middle atmo-

sphere regions or above. Details of this closure are not known, nor has the question of existence of

localized current systems been investigated.
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III. RECOMMENDATIONSFOR RESEARCHIN MIDDLE ATMOSPHERICELECTRODY-
NAMICS

1.0 MIDDLEATMOSPHEREELECTRODYNAMICALPARAMETERS

Importantdeficienciesexistin ourpresentunderstandingof thebasicphysicalprocessesandof the
variabilityof manyof theprimaryphysicalparametersthat governthe electrodynamicsof themid-
dleatmosphere.Thisis largelytheresultof thedifficulty of measurementtechniquesandof the
limited in-situaccessto theregion(soundingrocketsbeingtheprimaryvehicle).Middleatmosphere
electrodynamicsaffectsboth theionizedandneutralconstituentsof thatregionandisanintegral
partof manymechanismsfor couplingthetropospherewith theregionsabove.Duringtheearly
andmid 1980'sionosphere-magnetospherecouplingwill beinvestigatedin theDynamicsExplorer
Program(DE)andtheneutralpropertiesof themiddleatmospherewill bestudiedby theMiddle
AtmosphereProgram(MAP)andareplannedto beremotelysensedby theUpperAtmosphereRe-
searchSatelliteProgram(UARS). A coordinatedprogramto investigatemiddleatmosphereelectro-
dynamicsduringthisperiodcomplementstheseothereffortsandisnecessaryto understandand
evaluatemanysolar-terrestrialcouplingprocesses.

Recommendationsin Section1addressthemselvesto basicgapsin ourknowledgeof parametersre-
latedto the electrodynamics.Eachrecommendationisconcernedwith animportantelementof in-
situmeasurementneedsandcouldbeaddressedeitherseparatelyor aspartof thecoordinatedmeas-
urementsdiscussedin Section3. Laboratoryandmodelingneedswill bediscussedin Section2;
thesediscussionsincludeareasrequiringtheoreticalattention.

1.1 BasicElectrodynamicswithin theMiddleAtmosphere

Becauseof thedifficulty of accessandof thedifficulty of manymeasurementtechniquesbasicin-
formationis lackingon theelectricfields,conductivityandneutralmotionsin themiddleatmos-
phere.All Workshopdiscussionsstressedtheneedof acoordinatedapproachto treatthecoupled
system(to bediscussedspecificallyin Section3); however,certainindividualproblemareasneedat-
tentionasbuildingblocksfor abasicunderstandingof thecoupledsystems.

1.11 ElectricFields

It isgenerallybelievedthatelectricfieldsin themiddleatmospherearecausedbyprocessesthat
takeplacein thetroposphere(e.g.,thunderstorms)andin the ionosphere-magnetospheresystem
(e.g.,ionosphericdynamo,magnetosphericconvection).In theory,the determinationof theelec-
trostaticfield in themiddleatmospherecanbeviewedasaboundaryvalueproblemthat canbe
solvedin astraightforwardwayif theconductivitydistributionthroughoutthemiddleatmosphere
aswellastheupperandlowerboundaryconditionsareknown. Severaltechniqueshavebeendevel-
opedin recentyearsto modeltheelectricalstructurefrom thegroundup to ionosphericheightsand
beyond. Thesemodelspredictstrongelectricalcouplingbetweentheupper,middleandlowerre-
gionsof theatmospherethat maybeanimportantfactorin understandingsomeof theoutstanding
problemsin solar-terrestrialrelations,suchasreportedsun-weather-climatecorrelations.However,
quantitativepredictionsfrom thesemodelsaresubjectto largeuncertaintiesdueto our imprecise
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knowledgeof modelinput parameters and due to the lack of observational data to compare with

model outputs.

Electric field measurements between balloon altitudes and 100 km (above which radar and satellites

are useful) are almost non-existent. Those that do exist suggest that the electric field structure is

more complex than would be expected from a passive coupling of the fields from magnetospheric

and ionospheric sources to those from the tropospheric source. The problems separate into: (i) Are

there unexpected sources of electric fields in the middle atmosphere? (ii) To what extent do elec-

tric field variations correspond to spatial and temporal variations in conductivity? and (iii) What is

the role of temporal and spatial variations in the ionospheric, magnetospheric, and tropospheric

sources? The last two will be further treated in Section 3.

RECOMMENDATION: Determine in-situ the structure of the vector electric field in the middle at-

mosphere, probing the existence of middle atmosphere sources.

Scope and Technique:

Measurements below 100 km will require an extension of present techniques. Double probe meas-

urements appear feasible with special care. Measurements of the vertical electric field have also

been attempted with a field-mill. Rockets have to be the principal vehicle. It may also be desirable

to utilize parachute-borne payloads ejected from rockets. Measurements should initially be at-

tempted at high latitudes where the electric fields from the magnetospheric source are strong. Meas-

urements should also be made at mid and low latitudes and at different local times and magnetic

conditions. Coordination of these measurements with those of other parameters will maximize

their usefulness (see Section 3).

1.12 Parameters Affecting Conductivity

Conductivity in the middle atmosphere is dependent predominantly on electron concentrations in

the upper middle atmosphere and ion concentrations below. Other influences are ionizing agents

(as discussed in 1.3.2), mobility of ions, and factors that affect the ion composition (i.e., ion chem-

istry, neutral _position effects on ion chemistry, the role of aerosols, etc.). Our knowledge of

these parameters has been limited by the means of access and the measuring techniques. Develop-

ment of or improvement in measurement techniques is needed.

1.121 Ion Composition

Information on the positive and negative ion compositions below 120 km is sketchy. Conductivity

in the middle atmosphere is dependent on the ion composition. Also the production of neutral

species such as odd hydrogen and odd nitrogen during charged particle precipitation and solar x-ray

events is affected by ion-neutral reactions. Models which describe the relationship of ion composi-

tion to middle atmosphere electrodynamics are dependent on knowledge of the photochemistry and

general circulation of the middle atmosphere,.
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RECOMMENDATION: Develop a systematic program of ion composition measurements in the

mesosphere and stratosphere and coordinate these measurements with other programs for the

measurement of neutral composition and temperature.

Scope and Technique:

Ion mass spectrometers have been used for composition measurements from both balloons and roc-

kets. Information, however, is still sparse, especially for negative ions. Current instrumentation

needs to be refined to minimize uncertainties and extend the mass range. Experiments need to be

developed to identify the core in cluster ions. The data set should be expanded to cover locational,

seasonal and solar activity. The feasibility of detecting and identifying ion species using remote

sensing techniques such as radar should be explored.

1.122 Neutral Dynamics

It is difficult to formulate a picture of the global electrical circuit without knowing the velocity dis-

tribution and spatial distribution of ions. Except near the upper boundary, and in specialized en-

vironments such as clouds, the velocity distribution of ions in the middle atmosphere largely mirrors

the velocity distribution of the neutrals. Moreover, neutral motions redistribute the ion composi-

tion, which further affects the electrical properties in the region of interest, between 10 and 100 km

altitudes. Gaps in our knowledge of neutral atmosphere motions can be found on all scales, in-

cluding tides, planetary waves, gravity waves, and regions of shear.

RECOMMENDATION: Investigate the electrical conductivity response to neutral winds and wave

structures in the middle atmosphere.

Scope and Technique:

There is some evidence that temperature and atmospheric neutral waves affect the vertical structure

of electrical conductivity profiles. It is important to establish whether or not these variations are a

normal occurrence, what classes of atmospheric waves modulate conductivity, and what the physi-

cal connections are. Measurements of neutral motions can be made by such techniques as ground

based radars and in-situ chemical releases. They need to be made in conjunction with conductivity-

related measurements to explore the detailed connections. The theory of neutral wave propagation

also needs further development, especially through the use of large-scale numerical modeling to

study such specific topics as stratospheric warmings, D-region winter anomalies, and the reflection

of planetary waves.

1.123 The Role of Aerosols

The effects of charged aerosols on atmospheric electrical parameters such as mobility and conduc-

tivity are very important. There have been some suggestions from rocket measurements with

Gerdien condensers and ion mass spectrometers that very massive ions may exist in significant con-

centrations within the middle atmosphere, some perhaps multiply charged. The processes respon-

sible for these large and heavy ions, which have radii in the range 10 to 104 fit, are unknown.
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RECOMMENDATION." Develop and apply new techniques to measure in-situ and/or remotely the

concentration, size and distribution of aerosols in the 10 to 10 4 A radius range and conduct labora-

tory and theoretical studies to establish the physical-chemical characteristics of these aerosols in-

cluding charge distribution, ion-induced formation, heterogeneous chemistry and ion annihilation

processes in order to determine the effect of these aerosols on conductivity.

Scope and Technique:

While no techniques presently exist for in-situ measurements of aerosols in this range two ap-

proaches have possible application. One approach is to extend LIDAR techniques for both in-situ

and remote sensing of particulates in the specified size range. A time-of-flight drift-tube mass spec-

tron.eter can be developed to determine in-situ both the mobilities and composition of the charged

aerosol population. These measurements need to be made in unperturbed (or background) condi-

tions and during such distrubances as solar proton events, noctilucent cloud events and the winter

anomaly. Simultaneous correlative measurement of ion composition and density, temperature and

water vapor content are recommended. It is desirable to include these measurements as part of the

coupled system studies in Section 3. Laboratory studies will be similar to those recommended in

Section 2.3.

1.13 Intercalibration of Techniques

A number of the above measurements involve advances in present measurement techniques. Also

there are questions as to the best and most reliable method. It is necessary to conduct simultaneous

comparisons of various techniques for measurement of atmospheric electrical parameters in order to

establish the reliability and repeatability of measurements and to provide intercalibrations.

RECOMMENDATION: Establish the reliability, repeatability and accuracy of measurement tech-

niques for middle atmosphere electrical parameters through one or more of

a. coordinated rocket and balloon flights to intercalibrate instruments making similar meas-

urements on different vehicles,

b. simultaneous soundings with identical payloads, and

c. laboratory determinations of absolute accuracy.

Scope and Technique:

These studies are necessary to help reduce the uncertainty and controversy concerning many of the

present measurements and measurement techniques. While useful in all measurements, such studies

have particular value in the measurement of the basic middle atmosphere parameters recommended

in the previous sections.
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1.2 Definition of theLowerBoundary

Recognizingthatthetroposphericfair-weatherelectricfield,whichisgeneratedby thunderstorm
activity,isasourceof electricfieldsin themiddleatmosphereandthat a largebodyof dataexists
for thissource,ourrecommendationsin thisareaarespecificallydirectedtowardthedevelopment
of quantitativeinformationaboutits variabilitywith solaractivityandsolarinducedactivityandits
penetrationinto themiddleatmosphere.

1.21 Fair-WeatherElectricFields

RECOMMENDATION." Perform synoptic studies of the temporal variations of the tropospheric

fair-weather electric field by:

a. measuring in-stu the "Earth-stratosphere potential" daily or more often.

b. monitoring short term changes in the Earth-stratosphere potential and large scale horizon-

tal potential gradients using reliable ground measurements.

Scope and Technique:

The Earth-stratosphere potential at mid to low latitudes is thought to be a measure of the Earth's

overall atmospheric electrification from thunderstorms. The temporal variation of Earth-strato-

sphere potential can be measured by simple radiosonde class instrumentation and/or a tethered bal-

loon to establish a geoelectric index. The time resolution of the index would be determined by the

frequency of balloon soundings. Such instrumentation could also be used to measure horizontal po-

tential differences between judicious locations in the troposphere and stratosphere. The instru-

mentation should be developed and a minimal program of routine (at least 1 per day, more frequent

at times of solar flares, etc.) measurements should be conducted from a suitable launch site for an

extended period of time such as one year.

Although such balloon soundings have been made in the past, the results are not suitable for corre-

lation studies of solar-terrestrial effects (solar flares, sector boundary crossings geomagnetic storms),

because measurements were made at irregularly spaced times with many days or weeks between

soundings. A minimum time span of one year is required even for small sample statistics. Higher

time resolution over selected periods can be obtained by continuous monitoring from a tethered
balloon.

A long history of ground based measurements of electric fields, air currents, and conductivity exists.

It is not suggested to reproduce these measurements. Note that some previous measurements have

suffered from excessive weather-related and man-made noise and are not well suited for studies of

middle atmosphere and global problems. Thus, judicious choice and use of ground instrumentation

in conjunction with middle atmosphere campaign operations and statistical studies should be made.
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1.22Storm-TimeElectricFields

RECOMMENDATION: Study the penetration of electrically active storm systems into the lower

stratosphere and obtain quantitative measurements of the electrodynamical effects of these storms.

Scope and Technique:

The mechanism of electrification in electrically active storm systems has not yet been identified.

While detailed cloud microphysics is not considered to lie within the scope of middle atmosphere

electrodynamics, it is important to relate electrical parameters to the type of cloud, storm intensity,

cloud altitude, etc. and thus to develop more quantitative information concerning the lower bound-

ary condition of the middle atmosphere.

There are several coordinated research programs within the United States such as TRIP (Thunder-

storm Research International Project) that are directed to studies of severe electrified storms and

their local environment. Measurements of storm parameters that are necessary inputs for middle at-

mosphere studies should be made. Such a program can be implemented more easily as an add-on to

existing efforts than by establishing a new independently organized program and will also benefit

greatly from having a wealth of supporting meteorological data available. Specifically, high latitude

aircraft and/or balloons should fly over and through storms that are selected for intensive study and

measure vector electric fields, currents and conductivity as well as ion and particulate concentra-

tions.

1.3 Definition of the Upper Boundary

The second most significant source of electric fields in the middle atmosphere is the magnetospheric

electric field as it maps down below the ionosphere. Of smaller total magnitude is the ionospher-

ically generated dynamo electric field. While only limited measurements of the electric fields from

these sources presently exist, a detailed study of them is planned in the Dynamics Explorer program

(involving two satellites to be launched in 1981). The variability of these sources with solar induced

activity is important to the understanding of middle atmosphere electric fields.

Energy is deposited directly into the middle atmosphere across the upper boundary. Galactic cos-

mic rays, ultraviolet and x-radiation from the Sun including Lyman t_, energetic electrons of mag-

netospheric and solar origin and their bremsstrahlung x-rays, and solar flare particle and x-ray fluxes

are principal sources of ionization in the middle atmosphere and thus influence the conductivity.

The knowledge of sources of ionization is rarely as precise as desired, even for quiet-Sun conditions.

The situation during solar flares and magnetic storms is even less satisfactory and is a focus for par-

ticular emphasis. Ionization levels are interrelated to recombination rates and, along with other

electrodynamic properties of the middle atmosphere, determine conductivity; hence, they should

not be studied in isolation. The overall objective of the ionization measurements is to determine

sources of ionization to about 20 percent precision.

Recommendations in this area largely involve satellite monitoring of these parameters. It may not

be necessary to generate new satellite programs for this purpose, if these needs are considered along
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with theprimarymissiongoalsof approvedandfutureprograms.Coordinatedmeasurementsin the
middleatmosphereshouldbeplannedto takeadvantageof availablesatellitemeasurements.

1.31 MagnetosphericElectricFields

RECOMMENDATION." Perform a synoptic study of the spatial extent and the integrated potential

of the magnetospheric electric field source, by systematically recording variations in these param-

eters with solar activity over a solar cycle.

Scope and Technique:

The above measurements can be made using the double probe technique from a polar orbiting satel-

lite at ionospheric altitudes. A minimum of two passes per day are desired over as much of the time

period as possible. The study can be started with the approved Dynamics Explorer mission during

solar maximum conditions and should be continued on a future polar orbiting mission through solar
minimum.

1.32 Energetic Charged Particles

RECOMMENDATION: Measure, using orbiting satellites that can monitor the auroral and polar

regions, the energetic electron and ion distribution functions (spectra and pitch angle) supplemen-

ted by imaging of the back-scattered x-ray spectrum to determine the variability of these energy

sources with solar and solar induced activity.

Scope and Technique:

Particles that deposit significant energy in the mesosphere and below have energies above 50 keV

for electrons and 1 MeV for protons. Detection techniques for these particles are well known. Re-

cently techniques for imaging the associated bremsstrahlung x-ray fluxes have also been proposed.

The spatial extent, temporal variability, energy spectra and the incident angular distribution of en-

ergetic electrons and associated bremsstrahlung are the essential inputs to energy deposition calcula-

tions to derive ionization-rate prof'fles in the middle atmosphere. This ionization source can be sig-

nificant, and at times the dominant source term, in the upper regions of the middle atmosphere at

high and mid latitudes. Both short- and long-term compositional changes in the neutral and ionized

constituents of the atmosphere result from these inputs. These measurements will be of primary

importance to middle atmosphere electrodynamics when combined with remote and in-situ meas-

urements of the middle atmosphere neutral and ion constituents.

1.33 Solar Radiation

RECOMMENDATION." Utilize data from current and planned solar monitoring spacecraft to define

with improved precision the range of variability of non-flare and flare-associated solar x-ray and ul-

traviolet fluxes (including L yman ce).
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ScopeandTechnique:

Current estimates suggest that the relative importance of x-ray ('x,100A) versus UV (including

Lyman or) sources can change appreciably with changes in solar activity. This is a particularly im-

portant consideration for ionization levels at altitudes above 60 km. Detection techniques are well

known. The study should be limited in scope and should concentrate on events where cause and ef-

fect can be investigated.

1.34 Galactic Cosmic Rays

RECOMMENDA TION: Encourage continuation of the programs investigating solar modulation of

galactic cosmic rays.

Scope and Technique:

Galactic cosmic rays are the principal source of ionization in the region between the tropopause and

40 km altitude. Measurement sets spanning about 2 solar cycles are available. Correlations of

changes in cosmic ray flux with solar flare indices are not perfect, although the existence of solar

modulation is evident. Continuation of measurements is desirable to establish cyclic solar modula-

tion effects, primarily for long term solar-middle atmosphere response studies.

2.0 MODELS AND SUPPORTIVE LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS

Modeling plays a vitally important role in all atmospheric research. In the specific case of middle at-

mosphere electrodynamics modeling on a global scale of the coupled electrical system provides pre-

dictions of the large scale interactions between electric fields and conductivity that are testable with

the measurements recommended here, which in turn provide new inputs to the models. On a local

scale, modeling of ion chemistry forms the connecting link between laboratory measurements of ion

reactions and predictions of ion composition, and thus of atmospheric electrical parameters.

Models and hypotehses of the coupled system behavior under solar-induced perturbation will be the

foundation of any solar-terrestrial coupling connection that may exist. It is within this context that

recommendations are made in Section 2, which relate to models and laboratory measurements, and

in Section 3, which are oriented toward coordinated measurements that will verify or disprove pres-

ent hypotheses.

2.1 Electrical Models

Through models, the coupled electrical system concept can be developed, tying electric fields, con-

ductivity and currents together with realistic boundary conditions. As this interrelation is under-

stood and proven through measurements, the iterated versions can be applied to study coupling

processes through the middle atmosphere.

RECOMMENDATION." Develop models of the middle atmosphere electrical systems, coupling

tropospheric and magnetospheric electric field sources on a global scale and on a limited area and/or

event scale in order to identify and understand electrical coupling mechanisms through the middle

atmosphere.
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ScopeandTechnique:

Globalscalemodelsarebeingdevelopedwhichattemptto tie togetherthetotal electrostaticen-
vironmentbelowtheionosphere.Verificationandrefinementof thesemodelswill bepossibleaswe
obtainmoredataon thedistributionof thunderstormsandcurrentsources,middleatmosphereelec-
tric fieldsandconductivity,andmagnetosphericelectricfield sources.Activitiesrecommendedin
Sections1and3 will provideimportantdatafor usein this task. Moredetailedmodelson alocal
scalearenecessaryto understandperturbationsto thesystem.Thesemodelsshouldinclude,asthey
areidentified,theeffectsof localizedmiddleatmosphereconductivityperturbationsandpossible
middleatmosphereelectricfieldsources.

Relatedto thesemodelsandtheinterpretationof measurements,werecognizetheimportanceof
solarandgeophysicalactivityindices(e.g.,Zurich sunspot number, 10.7 cm solar flux and geomag-

netic indices Kp, AE, Dst, etc.) and recommend that continued production of these indices be sup-

ported.

2.2 Modeling of Ion Composition

Modeling of ion composition is an essential step in increasing our understanding of the important

physical mechanisms, and in the development of a predictive capability, in the field of middle at-

mosphere electrodynamics.

RECOMMENDATION: Develop comprehensive models if ion composition with input from the

Bgeneral circulation models to understand the interaction between ion composition and neutral com-

position and temperature.

Scope and Technique:

Most ion composition models have utilized a separate model of the minor neutral constituent com-

position, derived from one-dimensional photochemical models or from direct measurement, and

have also used some standard atmospheric temperature profile. Ideally, the ion composition and

other chemical parameters should be modeled in conjunction with the neutral composition as an in-

tegral part of a photochemical model. Since temperature is a vitally important factor in cluster ion

growth, it is essential that the temperature profile used in electrodynamic models be consistent with

the minor constituent composition. Thus a better model of the radiative balance of the middle at-

mosphere is possible. Atmospheric motions are also important, since they lead to changes in both

neutral composition and temperature.

2.3 Middle Atmosphere Ion Chemistry

The problem of middle atmosphere ion chemistry has three aspects: (a) observations of ion compo-

sition, (b) laboratory determination of ion molecular processes involved in controlling the ion com-

position and (c) theoretical modeling to rationalize observed ion composition with laboratory meas-

urements and atmospheric parameters. Item (a) has been covered in Section 1.1, and item (c) was

discussed in Section 2.2. Laboratory measurements (b), form an important link in this iterative proc-

ess.
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Thecurrentapproachis to improveandcorrectD-regionpositive and negative ion schemes and ex-

tend them into the stratosphere. These schemes are discussed in the background section of the re-

port. Problem areas that remain to be solved in order to quantitatively validate these models in-
clude:

a. Mesospheric positive ions: Laboratory measurements are needed of the formation and

breakup reactions of weak cluster ions, in the chain from NO + to the terminal distribution

of H ÷. (H 2 O), ions, (e.g., the reaction NO +. H 20 + CO2 M_.,.NO +. H 2 O- CO 2 ). The meas-

urements are extremely temperature dependent and must be made in the appropriate at-

mospheric temperature range. In addition, processes such as

H +" (H 2 O) n + N2 M H +" (H 2 O) n . N2

have not been investigated and may be important. Thermodynamic data are important as

well as kinetic (reaction rate) data.

b. Stratospheric positive ions: Uncertainties in this chemistry relate primarily to possible ion

reactions with trace neutral species which can be important down to the 10 s/cm 3 concen-

tration level, i.e., chemistry which has not yet been identified. The recent suggestion of

the possible importance of metallic compounds arising from meteorites is a case in point,

e.g., the role of MgO, FeO, NaOH and KOH in stratospheric positive ion chemistry. A

large number of necessary measurements of reaction processes are not currently available.

c. Mesospheric negative ions. The principal concern at present involves reactions that have

yet to be included in the present scheme.

d. Stratosphere negative ions: Certain possible reactions of negative ions with trace atmos-

pheric constituents (and aerosols) have not yet been investigated. For example, recent first

observations of stratospheric negative ions suggest that H 2 SO a becomes involved in the ion

chemistry as HSO 4 core ions. This is not encompassed in the present scheme. Species

known to be present in significant concentration (e.g., C1ONO3, HO2, NO 3 ) should be
considered for their potential role in the ion chemistry.

RECOMMENDATION: Perform laboratory measurements of ion-molecule reactions potentially im-

portant to the ion chemistry responsible for the observed ion species in the middle atmosphere.

Scope and Technique:

The following are representative of measurement needs as seen at this time:

a. Additional laboratory measurements of association reactions of both positive and negative

ions with the major species N 2 , 02, and CO 2 at atmospheric temperatures are needed in

order to understand the time evolution and steady state distribution of ion composition.

Present techniques are available for this.
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b. Reactions of the known atmospheric ions (H ÷ (H 2 O),, NO 3 (H 2 O),, etc.) with neutral

species of concentrations greater than 10 s/cm 3 in the middle atmosphere are required as

these neutrals become known either from atmospheric measurement or theoretical models.

Present experimental technology must generally be extended before such measurements

can be carried out.

c. Laboratory studies of the interactions of ions with aerosols are needed. Reasonable ex-

periments of this nature remain to be developed.

d. Laboratory measurements of photodissociation (and photo-detachment) processes of both

positive and negative ions are needed.

In addition it will be important to use the in-situ ion composition and correlative data gathered

from the coordinated investigations in Sections 1 and 3 to complete the loop in this iterative proc-

ess of understanding ion composition.

3.0 INVESTIGATION OF SPECIFIC PROBLEMS IN THE COUPLED SYSTEM

The subject of the electrodynamics of the middle atmosphere is a stucLy of a complex, interrelated

set of parameters, many of which are driven from outside sources. Coordinated measurements that

address specific physical hypotheses are the best attack on the problems involved. In this section

we have attempted to define specific problem areas within the overall topic that can be addressed

by campaigns of coordinated measurements. Recognizing that this subset is by no means complete,

the recommended approach for choice of problem areas is to focus on specific issues and hypothe-

ses rather than employing a shotgun approach. It should be noted that a particular campaign may

advantageously attack more than one problem area.

3.1 Electric Field Coupling During Disturbed Geomagnetic Conditions

Large electric fields in the high latitude ionosphere during geomagnetic disturbances and PCA events

are expected to spread to lower altitudes and significantly modify the electric field distribution

down to the ground. Enhanced horizontal fields can cause significant Joule heating in the upper

mesosphere. In the troposphere, the main effect is expected to be in the vertical field. These high

latitude disturbances can have global effects through horizontal spreading of electric fields to lower

latitudes and through modification of the global current path due to greatly enhanced conductiv-

ities down to "x,30 km altitude in the polar region. Electric fields may provide an effective mecha-

nism by which high-latitude solar-terrestrial disturbances can affect the middle and lower atmos-

phere on a global scale.

RECOMMENDATION." Perform on a campaign basis coordinated electric field and conductivity

measurements aimed at understanding how high latitude ionospheric/magnetospheric electric fields

spread to lower altitudes and to lower latitudes. These measurements shouM be made under geo-

magnetic quiet conditions, during substorms, and during PCA events.
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ScopeandTechnique:

Instrumentsmountedon balloonsandrocketswould be used to measure vector electric fields and

conductivity over a wide range of altitude extending up to the ionosphere in the auroral zone and/

or in the polar cap. Existing techniques can be used at balloon altitudes, but further development is

needed to insure reliable measurements in the mesosphere. Simultaneous measurements of over-

head ionospheric electric fields can be made by a ground-based incoherent scatter radar, a low-

altitude satellite, or chemical release experiments. Balloons at sub-auroral latitudes can be used to

determine the latitudinal extent of the electric field perturbation. Ground-based measurements of

vertical electric field and air-Earth current would also provide important supporting data.

3.2 The Response of the Electrical Conductivity to Solar UV and Geomagnetically Induced En-

ergetic Radiations

Atmospheric electrical conductivity is a function of both ion mobility and concentration. In addi-

tion, the mobility can be affected by the presence of charged aerosols and particulates. The changes

in conductivity in response to variations in the different types of penetrating radiations must be

studied in order to establish whether such changes are induced by mobility or ionization changes.

During periods of sunrise, the conductivity exhibits a rapid increase at altitudes too low for penetra-

tion by solar ionizing radiations (<60 km). The assumption has been that conductivity changes

must be incurred by non-ionizing solar radiation, causing dissociation of the ions to smaller size.

Soundings with Gerdien probes (which give simultaneous measurements of mobility and concentra-

tion) have indicated that the change is related to mobility. The details of these processes are essen-

tial for us to comprehend the nature and role of ions and charged aerosols within the stratosphere,

and to estimate its response to, sensitivity to, and modulation by normal changes in the solar UV

radiation reaching the stratosphere. This knowledge can be adapted to studies concerned with the

various coupling processes proposed, including photochemical and transport considerations.

In order to evaluate ionic changes it is also necessary to measure variations in 03 and other trace

species. Such measurements should be coordinated with electric field studies, to evaluate the im-

pact of conductivity changes on the electric field.

RECOMMENDATION: Develop integrated rocket and balloon payloads using available instrumen-

tation to permit simultaneous measurements of sources (energetic electrons and protons, x-rays,

UV) and responses (electron and ion densities, temperatures, electric fields, neutral dynamics) to

evaluate the middle atmosphere conductivity perturbations associated with transient geophysical

phenomena and rapid changes in solar UV illumination.

Scope and Technique:

The coordinated measurements stated above are necessary to understand the causes of conductivity

changes, separating out changes in ion mobility from ion density changes. This requires the source

and response to be measured in the same spatial and temporal frame. Campaigns should be con-

ducted to take maximum advantage of available data from satellite passes and ground based radar

for the purpose of obtaining information on the boundary conditions.
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Theminimumeffort to studychangesat sunriseshouldincludesimultaneousmeasurementsof con-
ductivityandmobility,usingGerdianprobesfrom arocket. Thepayloadshouldalsomonitor the
penetratingsolarradiationasa functionof altitude. A simultaneousflight of aballoonnear40km
couldbeusefulin providingthetimestructurefor theseparametersnearthe lowerboundaryof the
effect. EarlycampaignsshouldconcentrateonEquatorialsites,wheremodulationsinducedby en-
ergeticparticles,cosmicrays,andgalacticx-raysaresmall. Formiddleandhighlatitudes(andalso
low latitudesif possible)x-rayandcosmicrayscanbemonitoredon theballoonflight, andparticle
detectorsshouldbeincludedon therocketpayloadsto evaluatesupplementalenergysources.

3.3 MiddleAtmosphereElectricalCouplingAboveTroposphericThunderstorms

Thunderstorms are generally thought to be the major generators that maintain the global fair-

weather electric field. Large storms extend vertically into the stratosphere. It is important to know

how much current flows upward and how it spreads out horizontally at higher altitudes. Strong

electric fields above thunderclouds may have important local effects on charged aerosols in the mid-

dle atmosphere. Furthermore, theory predicts that thundercloud electric fields may have significant

effects even in the ionosphere and magnetosphere. However, since calculated field intensities de-

pend critically on conductivity prof'fles that are not well known at present, it is important to verify

theoretical predictions by making direct measurements over active thunderstorms.

Several theories in global electric field coupling and in sun-weather coupling involve severe modifica-

tion of currents and atmospheric conductivity above thunderstorms. Measurements are needed to

evaluate these hypotheses. At the same time the study of neutrals NO x and O a would permit the
evaluation of recent proposals concerning stratospheric ozone depletion induced by lightning in

thunderstorms.

RECOMMENDATION. Investigate the upward penetration of electrostatic and electromagnetic

fields above thunderstorms into the stratosphere, mesosphere and ionosphere with coordinated

measurements of electric fields, currents and conductivity. In addition, verify the predicted deple-

tion of the stratospheric ozone layers by thunderstorm electrodynamics.

Scope and Technique:

Instruments on aircraft, balloons and rockets would be used in campaigns to make simultaneous

measurements above thunderstorms at suitable locations at middle or low latitudes. Ionospheric

measurements can be made with an incoherent scatter radar, a low-altitude satellite, or high-altitude

rockets. Measurement of conductivity, electric fields, and neutral parameters in the stratosphere

and of electric fields and conductivity in the mesosphere are necessary. Measurements of horizontal

gradients in these parameters with respect to the center of the storm should be made.

3.4 Long Duration Monitoring of the Electrodynamics of the Stratosphere on a Quasi-Global Scale

Existing data on parameters relating to middle atmosphere electrodynamics are sparse and often

contradictory. As our knowledge in this area is increased it will be important, relative to testing and

improving global electrodynamical models, to measure parameters from several platforms at varying
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locations simultaneously and over long periods of time spanning changes in troposphere and solar-

terrestrial coupled activity. Superpressure balloons have been demonstrated to provide a long-

duration platform for making in-situ measurements in the stratosphere. Specific problems include

temporal and spatial variations of the conductivity in the middle atmosphere, spatial structure of

the middle atmosphere electric fields as they relate to the penetration of continental electrical

"plumes" into the middle atmosphere, and the large scale spatial structures created by solar induced
geomagnetic activity and meteorological disturbances.

RECOMMENDATION: Measure using long-duration superpressure ballons the large scale spatial

structure in the middle atmosphere vector electric field, conductivity (and mobility), ionization

rates and aerosols in order to test global electrification models and their response to perturbations.

Scope and Technique:

Under favorable conditions, a single superpressure balloon can cover large portions of the southern

hemisphere in the course of a few months. Three simultaneous flights would provide continuous

data coverage as well as information on large scale spatial variations of the measurements of the

above-mentioned parameters. Balloon tracking and data telemetry can be handled by an available

satellite system such as the Tiros-Argos system. These measurements should be made in conjunc-

tion with an operational polar orbiting ionospheric satellite that monitors the vector electric field

and the incoming energetic particle and x-ray fluxes in order that knowledge of the upper boundary

conditions and their variations can be available to aid in the interpretation of the balloon data. Cor-

relative lower boundary information including meteorological conditions is also available.
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THE MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE

G. C. Reid

Aeronomy Laboratory

National Oceanic Atmospheric Administration

Boulder, Colorado 80307

1. INTRODUCTION

The _erm 'middle atmosphere' is a fairly recent one, coined to describe the region lying approxi-

mately between the tropopause and the mesopause, with possibly a slight extension into the lowest

part of the thermosphere, i.e., the region of the atmosphere lying between about 10 and 100 km

altitude. As such, it includes the stratosphere and the mesosphere, both of which are regions about

we know comparatively little, although our knowledge has increased greatly as a result of recent

concerns with potential damage to the ozone layer. Planning is now underway for a coordinated

international attack on the unsolved problems of this region to take place in the early 1980s under

the name of the Middle Atmosphere Program (MAP), which makes the present Workshop particu-

larly useful at this time.

There are three major sources of electric fields in the atmosphere: tropospheric thunderstorms,

wind action in the dynamo region of the lower thermosphere, and the interaction between the solar

wind and the outer magnetosphere. Although the middle atmosphere is not the source of any of

these fields, its electrical parameters are bound to play an important role in determining the extent

to which the fields can penetrate through in either direction, or can affect the middle atmosphere

itself. The main objective of this paper, then, is to provide a quick introduction to some of the

important electrical properties, and to the factors that influence them and their variability.

The chemical composition of the middle atmosphere is an important factor, and several of the

minor constituents, of which typical profiles are shown in Figure 1, play prominent roles. The

temperature structure and the wind systems of the middle atmosphere are determined by a balance

between the rates of heating and cooling. The heating is due to the absorption of solar radiation

by ozone, and the cooling to infrared radiation, mainly by carbon dioxide, so that these two minor

constituents are chiefly responsible for the structure of the middle atmosphere. The other constit-

uents shown in Figure 1 are the recognized chief participants in the production of ionization, or in

the ion chemistry that determines the steady-state ion concentration and composition, but our

knowledge is not so complete that we can affort to ignore other potential contributors.

During the winter, there is a pronounced equatorward-directed temperature gradient in the middle

atmosphere, and the resultant geostrophic winds are westerly, just as in the troposphere. Wind

speeds reach their maximum near the stratopause, forming the so-called polar-night jet, surrounding

a strong polar vortex. During the summer the situation tends to be reversed, with a poleward-

directed temperature gradient caused by the combination of a high-latitude ozone maximum and

essentially continuous insolation, giving rise to prevailing easterlies throughout most of the middle
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atmosphere.Thespringandfall transitionsbetweenthesetwo averageconditionsareperiodsof
particularinterestin themiddleatmosphere,asaresuchtransientphenomenaasthemajorstrato-
sphericwarmingeventsof the latewinter.

Verticaltransportin themiddleatmosphereis usuallyparameterizedthroughtheuseof aneddy-
diffusion coefficient whose profile is based on observed vertical diffusion rates. Characteristic

vertical mixing times are long, varying from years in the lower stratosphere to months in the upper

stratosphere and lower mesosphere and to weeks in the upper mesosphere. Since these are much

longer than the characteristic lifetimes of ions, the ions are not themselves directly affected by

vertical transport. Many of the minor species that determine the ion composition, however, are

dominated by transport effects rather than by photochemistry in much of the middle atmosphere.

2. PRODUCTION OF IONIZATION

Ionization is produced in the middle atmosphere by a variety of sources. The extreme ultraviolet

and soft x-radiation from the sun that produces the overlying ionospheric layers is almost entirely

absorbed before reaching the mesosphere, but there is a small contribution from harder x-rays,

particularly during solar flares, when the flux of hard x-radiation can increase by two or three

orders of magnitude over its normal value. The metastable 02 (1 A) molecule provides a source of

O_ in the upper mesosphere, but its importance remains somewhat uncertain. These excited
molecules are produced by photodissociation of ozone, and their long lifetime and excess electronic

energy (amounting to 1 ev) make them susceptible to ionization by solar radiation in the wave-

length range from 102.7 to 111.8 nm that cannot ionize ground-state 02 . The concentration of

02 (1 A) is large enough that this would provide a major source of ionization were it not for the fact

that the wavelength range needed is strongly absorbed by CO 2 , reducing the role of 02 (1 A) ioniza-
+

tion to a relatively minor one. It remains, however, the chief source of 02 in the mesosphere under
undisturbed conditions.

The major source of mesospheric ionization is the NO molecule, which can be ionized by solar

Lyman-alpha radiation at 121.6 nm. By chance, the Lyman-alpha line coincides with a window in

the 02 absorption spectrum, and penetrates most of the mesosphere, reaching unit optical depth
at about 75 km for an overhead sun. The primary ion species produced by this source is, of course,

+

NO +. Figure 2 shows the rates of production of both 02 (from the 02 (1 A) source as well as from

x-rays during average solar conditions) and NO + for a solar zenith angle of 45 ° and for currently

accepted profiles for NO and 02 (1A).

In the lower mesosphere and throughout the stratosphere the chief source of ionization is provided

15y galactic cosmic rays under normal conditions. The rate of ion production by cosmic rays is

shown in Figure 3 for different geomagnetic latitudes during the solar minimum year of 1965, based

on the balloon measurements reported by Neher [ 1967]. The existence of the geomagnetic field

gives rise to a pronounced magnetic-latitude effect in the incoming cosmic-ray flux, in such a sense

that the full cosmic-ray energy spectrum reaches the earth only at latitudes higher than about 60 °

As we move to lower latitudes, successively more and more of the lower-energy particles are ex-

cluded, and only particles with energies greater than about 15 Bey have access to the magnetic
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equator.Thesuccessivehardeningof the cosmic-ray spectrum with decrease in latitude is evident

in Figure 3 from the lowering in height of the maximum production rate from about 13 km at high

latitudes to about 10 km near the equator. The short barred segments indicate the average tropo-

pause level at the different latitudes, and show clearly that the bulk of cosmic-ray ionization lies in

the troposphere at low and middle latitudes, and in the stratosphere at high latitudes. Even at high

latitudes, however, the tropospheric ion production rate is considerably larger than at low latitudes.

The solar wind tends to exclude cosmic-ray particles from the inner solar system, and thus from the

earth, through mechanisms that are not fully understood, but that probably involve the scattering

effects of magnetic-field irregularities. The chief result is that the cosmic-ray flux at the earth is

lower during solar maximum, when the solar wind is more intense on the average, than during solar

minimum. This is illustrated by the broken curve in Figure 3, which shows the high-latitude ion

production rate in 1958, again based on measurements by Neher [1961]. There is a considerable

reduction in the peak ionization rate, coupled with a slight decrease in the height of the peak caused

by the fact that the solar wind preferentially excludes the particles with lower energy. This pro-

duces a regular solar-cycle variation in the electrical properties of the middle atmosphere that may

have some significant effects.

3. ION CONCENTRATION MOBILITY AND CONDUCTIVITY

The steady-state ion concentration profile of the middle atmosphere is illustrated in Figure 4, which

shows the results of a recent model calculation of positive-ion concentrations for a solar-maximum

year at geomagnetic latitude 40 °, and for a solar zenith angle of 45 °. Also shown are the results of

direct measurements of small-ion concentrations reported by Widdel et al. [ 1976] for a similar

geomagnetic latitude, but for different phases of the solar cycle. Obviously there is a general agree-

ment in the shape of the profiles, but the sharp enhancements in ion concentration that appeared at

65 km in 1968 and at 45 km in 1975 have no counterpart in the theoretical results. The model

results also appear to be higher by about a factor of 3 than the actual observations over most of the

range. Since our knowledge of the ion production rate is unlikely to be seriously in error, at least

below 60 km, the discrepancies must reflect our lack of knowledge of the full details of the ion

chemistry of the stratosphere.

Figure 5 shows the results of a similar model calculation of the concentrations of the negatively

charged species-negative ions and electrons-for the same conditions of solar illumination, but for

polar and equatorial latitudes. The very sharp transition between the overlying electron-dominated

region and the underlying negative-ion-dominated region is the most obvious feature, and there is a

certain amount of observational confirmation that the transition occurs at about 70 km during

quiet daytime conditions, as predicted by the model.

The ion concentration is related to the conductivity through the mobility. The current density, j,

is given by

j = ni e(V* -V-)
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wheren. is theconcentrationof ionsof eithersign,e is theelectroniccharge,andV÷andV" arethe
I

velocities of positive and negative ions respectively. Expressing the velocities as V = kE, where k is

the mobility, and using the Ohm's Law relationship j = oE between current density and electric

field, where o is the conductivity, we have

o = n i e(k ÷ + k)

The simplified Langevin theory of ionic mobility predicts that

k = B (1 + mn/mi)l/2

where m and m. are the masses of the gas molecules and of the ions respectively, and B is a con-
n 1

stant of the gas. This relationship is borne out reasonably well in practice for small molecular ions,

and indicates that if the dominant ions are much lighter than the parent gas the mobility should be

proportional to mil/2 If the ions are much heavier than the gas molecules, on the other hand, the

mobility should be nearly independent of the ion mass. In the middle atmosphere, as we shall see,

the latter is generally true, since most ions will be hydrated, i.e., will be surrounded by several water

molecules, leading to characteristic masses several times greater than those of the air molecules.

Toward the lower thermosphere, the principal ions become comparable in mass with the air mole-

cules, but most of the current at these higher levels will be carried by electrons rather than by ions.

Figures 6a and 6b show theoretical profiles of conductivity for equatorial and polar latitudes, again
for solar maximum conditions and for a solar zenith angle of 45 °. The solid lines represent the

ionic component and the broken lines the electronic component of the conductivity, with the cross-

ing points marking a sudden increase in the gradient of total conductivity. Below this altitude, sub-

stantial horizontal potential differences can be maintained, but the conductivity at greater heights is

large enough to allow only relatively small potential variations on a global scale. The 'fair-weather'

electric field exists between this conducting layer and the surface of the earth, each of which can

be regarded as one plate of a spherical-shell capacitor whose charge is determined by a balance

between the charging effect of global thunderstorm activity and the discharging effect of vertical

leakage currents.

In the upper mesosphere the geomagnetic field begins to have an important effect on the electron

conductivity. The electrons are forced to spiral around the direction of the magnetic field, and if

the collision frequency is low enough they can no longer move freely along the direction of an

applied electric field that has a component perpendicular to the magnetic field. Collisions with gas

molecules, however, break up this organized spiralling motion, and allow some movement along

the electric field direction, thereby preventing the electron conductivity along the direction of the

electric field from vanishing entirely. The residual electron conductivity perpendicular to the

magnetic field is known in ionospheric terminology as the Pedersen conductivity, and is shown in

Figures 6a and 6b by the broken line labeled Oee. The conductivity along the direction of the

magnetic field is unaffected by the spiralling motion of the electrons, and is identical to the uniform

conductivity that would exist if there were no magnetic field. It is shown by the broken line
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labeledoe . Since the electrons drift along a direction perpendicular to both the magnetic and elec-
tric fields between collisions, there is a third component of the conductivity, known as the Hall con-

ductivity, but it differs in character from the other components by virtue of its vanishing power dis-

sipation (since JH E = 0).

Throughout the middle atmosphere the ions remain collision-dominated, and are just as free to

move perpendicular to the magnetic field as they would be in the absence of a magnetic field. The

total current is thus carried to an increasing extent by the ions in the upper mesosphere and lower

thermosphere, and the total Pedersen conductivity reaches its peak value in the uppeI E region of

the ionosphere.

4. ION COMPOSITION

The nature of the ions is a matter of some interest since it has a direct bearing on the electrical

properties of the middle atmosphere. The paper by Ferguson will provide an overview of the ion

chemistry that determines the steady-state ion composition, but I shall show some examples taken

from a series of calculations based on our present understanding of the ion chemistry. I shall dis-

cuss only the 'small ions', i.e., ions of molecular dimensions. The role of large aerosol-size ions in

the middle atmosphere is still an open question that will probably be aired at some stage in this

Workshop.

Throughout most of the middle atmosphere, hydrated protons were until recently thought to be the

dominant positive ions. Figure 7 shows a typical set of profiles of the hydrated protons of the

chemical form H ÷ (H 2 O), (often written, perhaps more properly, as H 30 ÷(H 20)n. 1 ), with each of
the curves labeled with n, the number of clustered water molecules. Since the clustering bonds are

relatively weak for the higher members of the series, they are subject to collisional breakup, and the

ambient temperature is a very important factor in determining the detailed height distributions. In

the lower stratosphere temperatures are low, and the heavier clusters can survive, but as we go up-

ward the characteristic mass becomes smaller, reaching a minimum near the stratopause, where the

temperature is highest. At greater heights, the heavier clusters again try to form as the temperature

drops, but the decreasing pressure leads to slower formation rates, and eventually the reactions

leading to formation of the heavier clusters cannot compete with loss of the ions by recombination.

Above this point the hydrated protons lose their dominance, and are replaced by other species.

The few existing measurements of positive-ion composition in the stratosphere have shown that the

hydrated protons are indeed dominant above about 40 km, but that they tend to be replaced at

lower heights by other species, many of which can be explained as hydrates of a core ion of mass 41

[Arnold et at., 1978; Arijs et al., 1978]. Ferguson [ 1978] has recently proposed that this core ion

is H ÷ (NaOH), and it appears that this explanation is consistent with estimates of the sodium con-

tent of the middle atmosphere arising from meteors and with the known proton affinity of NaOH.

This development is too recent to have been included in the model calculations shown, and implies

a significant revision at heights below 40 km. At greater heights, the dominance of the hydrated

protons has been shown by a large number of rocket mass-spectrometer flights, beginning with that

of Narcisi and Bailey [ 1965 ] carried out in 1963.
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4- +

The primary positive ions formed in the middle atmosphere are NO+, 02 , and N2, with traces of

other minor species. N 2 is very rapidly converted by charge exchange into 02 , so that the only im-
4-

portant primary species are NO+ and 02 . These are both converted into the proton hydrates by a
series of chemical reactions, the details of which remain somewhat obscure, at least in the case of

NO+. Figure 8 shows height profiles for some of the intermediate species involved in one model of

NO+ chemistry [Reid, 1977]. Appreciable concentrations are reached only at heights above those

at which the proton-hydrate spectrum is fully developed, but they become of major importance in

the 70-85 km height range, and only above the mesopause does NO + itself become the dominant

species. Figure 9 shows the height profiles for the 02 intermediates, which never become major

constituents in the middle atmosphere under normal conditions. During intense particle ionization

events such as major solar-proton events, however, 02 becomes the principal primary ion species,

and the 02 -series intermediates assume more importance.

The negative-ion composition of the middle atmosphere is much less certain, since the number of

direct in-situ measurements is very small. Figure 10 shows the results of a model calculation based

on the presently accepted ion chemistry, and using the same conditions as the positive-ion model.

The most notable feature is the overwhelming dominance of the nitrate ion, NO_, at all heights at

which negative ions have significant cortcentrations. Hydration processes for these ions have been

omitted from the model, but they will in fact be hydrated. Narcisi et al., [ 1971] report observa-

tions of the appropriate ion masses for NOg (H 2 O) n with n = 1 to 5.

Above about 70 km in daytime conditions negative-ion formation, which takes place through three-

body attachment to 02, can no longer compete with dissociative recombination as a sink for free
electrons, and the negative-ion concentration rapidly drops to quite small values. At night, when

positive-ion concentrations are greatly reduced, dissociative recombination is much slower, and the

negative-ion region extends to greater altitudes.

The rates of most of the important atmospheric negative-ion reactions have been measured in the

laboratory, and they will be described in outline in Ferguson's paper in these proceedings. One im-

portant negative-ion process about which we still know very little, however, is photodetachment of

the principal terminal species, NO_. The reason for the predominance of NO_ is its large electron

affinity, which prevents it from undergoing any further exothermic reactions with atmospheric

species. The electron afFmity has recently been measured as 3.91 -+0.24 ev [Davidson et al., 1977],

so that photodetachment requires light in the 299 to 339 nm wavelength range, i.e., in the near

ultraviolet. Each successive hydration of the ion will add to the energy needed for detachment,

since the binding energy of the water molecule will also have to be supplied. Since the flux of pro-

tons with energies above these limits is much less than the flux of visible-light photons required for

photodetachment of such ions as 02 and O-, whose rates are known, the photodetachment rate of

NO_ will be much smaller than those of the simpler atmospheric ions.

In order to estimate the possible importance of photodetachment, calculations were carried out

with a photodetachment rate (reciprocal lifetime) of 0.002 sl, following Turco and Sechrist

[ 1972], who based this value on a uniform cross section of 10 _s cm 2 for all wavelengths shorter

than the threshold given by the electron affinity. The computed prof'fles of electron and negative-

ion concentrations are shown in Figure 11, and indicate that the major effect of photodetachment
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onthenegative-ionconcentrationis confinedto asmallrangeof heightsnearthetop of thedistri-
bution. At lowerheights,theelectronsreleasedby photodetachmentquickly becomeattached
again,andthereductionin negative-ionconcentrationisnegligible.Photodetachmentalsoenhances
theelectronconcentration,but onlyin regionswheretheyareveryfew freeelectrons.

Theinfluenceof photodetachmentis thuslikely to befairly insignificant,at leastduringundis-
turbedconditions.Sunlightwill haveamoreseriouseffectin anindirectway,however,throughthe
productionof atomicoxygenin themiddleatmosphere.Atomicoxygentakespart in associative
detachmentreactionssuchas

02+0 _ 03 +e

which effectively reduce the rate of formation of negative ions.

5. VARIABILITY

The various sources of middle-atmosphere ionization all display variability on a wide variety of time

scales, and a corresponding variability in the electrical parameters must exist. In the mesosphere,

the solar x-ray flux varies with the 27-day solar rotation period, with the 11-year solar cycle, and

most dramatically of all with individual flares, when its intensity can increase by at least three

orders of magnitude above the normal value in the case of the more energetic x-rays. Except during

intense solar flares, however, x-rays remain a fairly negligible ionization source.

The major mesospheric ionization source, Lyman-alpha ionization of NO, must certainly have a

variability that reflects the known variability of the solar Lyman-alpha flux. The latter increases by

nearly a factor of two in going from solar minimum to solar maximum [Weeks, 1967], and by

about 30% in the course of a solar rotation [Hall and Hinteregger, 1970]. The concentration of NO

itself in the mesosphere may also be variable, reflecting a variability in the production of NO in the

lower thermosphere by energetic particles. Auroral ionization is known to be accompanied by the

production of large quantities of NO near 100 km altitude, but the extent to which this NO survives

to diffuse down into the mesosphere is still unknown.

Anomalously large electron concentrations are known to exist in the mesosphere on certain groups

of days each winter at mid-latitudes. This phenomenon has long been known as the D-region winter

anomaly, and is closely associated with stratospheric wanning events, marking a major breakdown

in the winter polar circulation. The cause of the enhanced ionization may well be the transport of

polar air that is rich in such minor constituents as NO to lower latitudes, where it becomes subject

to photoionization.

In the stratosphere, cosmic-ray ionization undergoes a regular solar-cycle variation, as noted above,

and this should produce a corresponding variation in conductivity by 30% or so. The most dramatic

changes in middle-atmosphere electrical properties, however, are undoubtedly those that occur as a

result of intense solar-proton events. As an illustration, Figure 12 shows the calculated rate of pro-

duction of 02 (and N_ ) at the peak of the major solar-proton event of September 1966, together

with the rate of production by the normal sources. Obviously there is an increase in ion production
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by severalorderof magnitude,andtheremustbeacorrespondingincreasein conductivityat all
heights.A simplecalculationshowsthat duringthisparticulareventtheheightof thetransitionbe-
tweennegativeionsandelectronsastheprincipalcurrentcardersdroppedby about20km, from 60
km to 40km.

Intensesolar-protoneventsrepresentverymajordisturbancesin all aspectsof middle-atmosphere
electricalproperties,andtheycanalsoproducesignificantchangesin neutralcompositionthrough
themoleculardissociationthat accompaniestheintenseionization. Directeffectson globalatmos-
phericelectricfieldshavenowbeenreportedfor thecaseof theAugust1972event[Holzworthand
Mozer,1977], butmuchremainsto belearned.

In conclusion,wehaveseenthat theelectricalpropertiesof themiddleatmospherearebothcom-
plexandvariable.Themiddleatmosphererespondsto drivingforcesfrom aboveandfrom below,
andissubjectto electricfieldsof both troposphericandmagnetosphericorigin. It is likely that any
mechanismfor solar-terrestrialcouplingthat reachesdowninto the loweratmospheremustinti-
matelyinvolvethemiddleatmospherein someway,andpossiblemechanismsinvolvingatmospheric
electricityhavebeensuggestedin thepast. If weareeverto be in apositionto evaluatesuchpro-
posals,weneedto acquireamoredetailedandlesssuperficialknowledgeof theelectricalparam-
etersof themiddleatmospherethanwepresentlypossess.Oneof thechiefpurposesof thepresent
Workshopis to planactivitiesthat will lay thefoundationfor movingforwardin thissomewhat
neglectedareaof atmosphericphysics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this review is to examine direct energy inputs to the middle atmosphere. As a

working definition of the extent of the middle atmosphere we have adopted the height range from

30 to 100 km, a more restricted range than that used by Dr. Reid in his introductory lecture. The

neutral and ionic composition and the dynamics within this height range are, for the most part,

poorly understood. This is because of the sparsity of in situ measurements by rocket or balloon

techniques. We assess, from available information, the importance of various particle and photon

energy sources, including their variability, for ionization of the neutral atmosphere in this height
range.

Knowledge of middle atmosphere ionization sources is important for a variety of reasons. For ex-

ample, large variations in the ionizing input may play a role in aerosol formation (Mohnen and

Kiang, 1978) and a role in altering the concentrations of minor neutral species (Crutzen et al., 1975;

Thorne, 1977; Reagan et al., 1978). Variations in the ionization input can also modulate atmos-

pheric electricity via the influence of conductivity variations on the mapping of electric fields and

current flow (Markson, 1978). Thus, for the middle atmosphere at all geomagnetic latitudes, it is

important to determine the relative importance of the ionization rates from the various background

(quiet-time) energy sources; it is also important to evaluate the atmospheric response to transient
solar-geophysical phenomena.

2. PENETRATION OF THE MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE BY PARTICLE AND ELECTROMAG-
NETIC ENERGY

Figure 1 pictorially presents the atmospheric penetration depth for various particle and electromag-

netic energy sources. Of particular interest for ionization of the middle atmosphere is the wave-

length range from the ultraviolet (UV) through x-rays, electrons > 0.01 MeV and protons > 0.3

MeV. Higher energy heavy nuclei (not illustrated here) can also penetrate to the middle atmos-

phere. Although it is not accurately depicted here, portions of the solar UV spectrum are absorbed

above 100 km and, in the extreme ultraviolet (EUV), some solar line emissions (e.g., hydrogen Ly
ct) can penetrate below 100 km and can be the dominant source of ionization at altitudes above
_, 60-70 km.
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A moreconventionalviewof particleandx-raypenetrationof theatmosphereisshownin Figure2.
Thisfiguredefinesmorepreciselytheenergyandwavelengthlimits of interestfor thisreview.The
curvefor x-raysgivesthe 50%transmissionheightfor agivenenergy.Thus,x-rayswith wavelength

< 10A (energyE> 1keV)woulddepositmorethanhalf of their energybelow100km. How-
ever,x-raysof longerwavelengthsmaycontributesignificantlyto theionizationof themiddleat-
mosphereif, asin thecaseof solarx-rays,the incidentflux is sufficientlylarge.Notethat only rela-
tivisticelectronscanaffectdirectlythe lowerhalf of themiddleatmosphere(below_ 60km). The

high proton energies required for penetration below 100 kin, and particularly below * 60 km, ef-

fectively precludes a significant contribution from precipitating magnetospheric protons. At high

latitudes, of course, solar proton events become important, as will be discussed below.

3. IONIZATION SOURCES FOR THE MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE

All of the important ionization sources for the middle atmosphere are galactic, solar, or magneto-

spheric in origin. Previous reviews of ionization sources for the lower ionosphere (e.g., see Potemra

and Zmuda, 1970; Potemra, 1973, 1974; Reagan, 1977) have emphasized different aspects of the

subject (for example, application to VLF propagation, maintenance of the midlatitude nighttime

ionosphere).

Table I lists the energy sources that contribute to the ionization of the middle atmosphere, together

with estimates of the incident energy fluxes. In the table the various sources have been separated

according to whether they contribute to the background (quiet-time) ionization levels, or are asso-

ciated with specific events. Event sources can have durations ranging from a few minutes, as in the

case of solar flare x-rays, to several days as in the case of solar cosmic ray events or for the midlati-

rude precipitation of energetic electrons following a geomagnetic storm (Spjeldvik and Thome,

1975).

The contributions of auroral or ring current protons are not shown in the table because penetration

to middle altitudes does not occur. In addition, two of the penetrating sources listed in the table

have been shown to be of negligible importance. These include the 1-10 A cosmic x-rays from both

the diffuse background and from discrete sources including SCO X-1 (Potemra, 1973). These

sources will not be discussed further here.

Direct energy deposition by auroral electrons is not a major factor for most of the middle atmos-

phere, in spite of the high fluxes indicated in the table. This is because the dominant fluxes of

auroral electrons have energies < 10 keV. However, the lower fluxes of higher energy electrons

which often accompany auroras, and which can precipitate on the dayside of the Earth as well as

considerably equatorward of the nominal auroral regions, may at times be dominant ionization
sources.

The x-ray bremsstrahlung produced by precipitating electrons will be deposited much deeper in the

atmosphere than the primary electrons themselves. Since the bremsstrahlung production efficiency

is of order 0.01% to 1% at the energies of interest, (Evans, 1955), the flux values listed in the table

for magnetospheric electrons should be reduced by 10 .4 - 10 .2 to obtain associated x-ray energy
fluxes.
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Theenergyfluxesof thevarioussourceslistedinTableI rangeover10ordersof magnitude.Be-
causethe energydepositedin theatmosphereby many of the sources is specific to some limited

height or latitude range, the relative importance of different sources as ionizing agents cannot be

judged merely by comparing the magnitudes of the incident fluxes. Consequently, as a quantitative

measure for comparison, we have used the height profiles of the ionization rates of the sources.

The computations of the energy deposition or ionization rates require the use of appropriate at-

mospheric density models, absorption coefficients, and range-energy relationships for each specific

source. The details of these calculations are not considered here.

4. GALACTIC COSMIC RAYS

The charged particle component of the galactic cosmic rays is the dominant ionization source for

the lower half of the middle atmosphere. Figure 3 shows the integral incident particle energy spec-

tra of galactic cosmic rays before encountering the Earth's magnetic field, as a function of particle

energy/nucleon. The minimum particle energy in this plot corresponds to 100 MeV protons, which

can reach ,x, 30 km altitude in the absence of geomagnetic cutoff effects.

The data for protons and alpha particles are plotted for both solar maximum and solar minimum

and the total intensity ('x, 10 .2 ergs cm2sec 1 > 0.1 GeV/nucleon)is given for solar minimum con-

ditions. In this representation the effect of solar modulation over a solar cycle is seen to be < 10%.

This is due mainly to the fact that galactic cosmic ray spectra at the orbit of Earth have broad peaks

at proton and alpha particle energies of about 200-300 MeV/nucleon. Thus, although the solar

cycle modulation for particles of energies < 200 MeV/nucleon may reach a factor of 5 or more, the

relative contribution of these energy particles to the total incident energy flux is small (Lanzerotti,

1977). In spite of the fact that protons and alphas dominate the composition of the primary cos-

mic rays (_ 98.5%), they contribute only *50% to the rate of production of ionization (Velinov,
1968).

Two factors, the latitudinal (i.e., geomagnetic cutoff) effect and the solar cycle modulation, as just

mentioned, substantially affect the cosmic ray flux incident on the atmosphere. The latitudinal

effect enters through the dependence of the particle's cutoff rigidity on the magnitude of the

Earth's magnetic field. The effect is illustrated in Figure 4 which plots the relative intensity of

cosmic rays at ,x, 10 km altitude as a function of geomagnetic latitude. At this height the variation

is almost a factor 2 between the equator and the auroral zone. Beyond _'m -_ 70°, essentially all

cosmic rays have access to the top of the atmosphere and the effective cutoff is only atmospheric.

The solar cycle dependence of the ionization rate is illustrated in Figure 5. This figure shows the

ionization rate at 20 g cm "2 altitude (* 20 km, or near the base of the middle atmosphere) over 4

solar cycles, corrected to polar latitudes. Also plotted are the annual sunspot numbers. The atmos-

phere cutoff corresponds to protons of ,x, 500 MeV. The ionization rate at this altitude is seen to

vary by about a factor 2 within one solar cycle and from one cycle to another (Pomerantz and Dug-

gal, 1974; Lanzerotti, 1977).
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Summarizing,weshowin Figure6 thealtitudeprofile of the ionizationratefor 3 geomagneticlati-
tudesandfor solarmaximumandminimumconditionsat thehigherlatitudes,adoptingvaluesde-
terminedby Velinov(1968)andWebber(1962). Thesolarcycledependenceat theequatorisvery
smallandisnot differentiatedhere. Theionizationratevariesby 5ordersof magnitudeoverthe
middleatmosphere.Above* 60-70km,anddependingonday/nightconditions,theratefallsbe-
low theratescontributedby otherbackgroundsources,mostnotably thephotoionizationof nitric
oxide(NO)by solarH Ly a.

5. SOLAR H Ly a, OTHER EUV, AND X-RAYS

As was illustrated above in Figure 6, in the upper portion of the middle atmosphere the ionization

from solar H Ly a overwhelms the galactic cosmic ray ionization. The energy flux of solar H Ly a

incident directly on the atmosphere, and the time variability of this source, has been a topic of

some debate. For example, Smith and Gottlieb (1974) adopted the incident energy value 8.5 ergs

cm 2 sec 1 for moderate solar activity. They attributed to this line a variability of _< 20% over a

solar cycle, including solar flare activity. More recently, Vidal-Madjar (1977) concluded that the

Lyman a irradiance of the quiet sun increases by nearly a factor of 2 in going from solar minimum

to solar maximum conditions. Typical values range from approximately 4.5 to 6 ergs cm 2 secl (as

listed in Table I). The absolute accuracy of these determinations is now believed known to better

than -+30%. Enhancements associated with solar flares are negligible (< 20%) except for very un-

usual flares (Vidal-Madjar, 1977; Smith and Gottlieb, 1974).

The flux of scattered solar H Ly ct on the nightside is more uncertain. Measurements tend to show

it to range from 10a to 10 .2 that of the direct flux (Donahue, 1966;Tohmatsu, 1970). The higher

figure has generally been adopted by most researchers.

The photoionization of nitric oxide by solar H Ly et in the height range 70-100 km is usually com-

puted using the nitric oxide densities obtained by Meira (1971) from daytime midlatitude rocket
measurements of the resonance fluorescence of NO. However, Strobel (1972) has argued that lower

NO densities below _ 80 km are also consistent with the data. The ionization rates for both the

Meira (1971) data and the Strobel (1972) interpretation are shown in Figure 6. These two density

estimates illustrate the critical dependence of the rates on the NO concentration and, in turn, on the

altitude at which cosmic ray ionization becomes dominant.

Smith and Gottlieb (1974) reviewed the solar photon flux and its variations at all wavelengths. The

measurements are summarized in Figure 7 according to the level of solar activity. For solar photon

wavelengths X < 100 A there are order of magnitude variations, even in the absence of pronounced

flare activity. For _ > 100 A there is little variation, except during major flares.

The solar x-ray fluxes in several wavelength ranges are further summarized in Table II (from data in

Smith and Gottlieb, 1974), for different solar activity levels. Quiet sun refers to sunspot numbers R

10-40 and the absence of large plage regions (a solar minimum condition). Active refers to R *

100 with no flares present (a solar maximum condition -essentially the present (1979) situation).

Slowly - varying refers to the growth and decay of large active regions and their appearance and dis-

appearance as the sun rotates. The photon energy flux increase is a factor of 20 for )t < I 0 A, 3 for

10-30 A, and % 1.5 for 30-100 A for a change from quiet to active conditions.
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Althoughthex-rayflux increaseduringsolarflarescanbespectacular,theenergydepositionin the
atmospherefromanx-rayflareoccurs within a time interval of only _ 15 min. Thus x-ray flares

are less likely to be important in the long term than the general non-flare background. However,

whether or not solar x-ray flare ionization can serve as a "trigger" source for some geophysical proc-

ess under some conditions remains a matter of pure speculation.

The ionization rates from solar x-rays, compared to UV and H Ly a, are shown in Figure 8. The

heavy solid curves labeled MIN and MAX? refer to calculations performed by Thrane (1972) for a

solar zenith angle of 50 ° and are based on pre-1970 measurements of the non-flare solar x-ray flux.

His results for solar minimum conditions seem reasonable still in view of the Smith and Gottlieb

(1974) estimates. However, Thrane's (1972) results for solar maximum seem to be based upon a

considerable overestimate of the solar cycle flux increase. The thin solid line (labeled MAX) in the

figure is our estimate based upon the average values suggested in the tabulation of Smith and Gott-

lieb (1974). Figure 8 suggests that ionization by non-flare solar x-rays may dominate over the H Ly

ot contribution above * 85 km on the dayside during the active years of the solar cycle. The ioniza-

tion rates for solar UV (other than H Ly a), taken from a previous review (Potemra, 1973), are seen

to be of secondary importance compared to the x-rays, except near the very top of the middle at-

mosphere during solar minimum.

6. MAGNETOSPHERIC ELECTRONS AND BREMSSTRAHLUNG X-RAYS

A picture of the geographical distribution of observations of trapped 100 keV electrons at altitudes

of 250-400 km from measurements obtained on a polar-orbiting satellite during a several-day inter-

val in 1961 is shown in Figure 9 (Seward, 1973; Paulikas, 1975). This figure graphically illustrates

the presence and approximate extent of the auroral zones as well as the regions of trapped fluxes

extending to quite low latitudes, including the magnetic anomaly region in the South Atlantic.

These measurements, although of trapped electrons, were among the first to suggest that energetic

electrons probably also precipitate into the atmosphere over a similarly extensive region. Later sat-

ellite, rocket, and balloon measurements have, of course, largely supported this view. Most of the

precipitation occurring over this vast area is believed to be driven by wave-particle interactions oc-

curring in the magnetosphere. The particle energy spectra are complex, as are the pitch angle dis-

tributions, and the precipitating flux levels are dependent on latitude, longitude, and the level of

geomagnetic activity.

Interest in the precipitation of energetic electrons at low and middle latitudes arose because of their

possible importance in the maintenance of the undisturbed nighttime D region and for their possible

production of magnetic storm after-effects which are observed on VLF communication signals.

Potemra and Zmuda (1970) reviewed the available midlatitude satellite and rocket data on precipi-

tated > 40 keV electron fluxes. They parameterized the ranges of flux levels with power law energy

spectra and computed the ionization rates assuming isotropic pitch angle distributions. Their re-

suits, compared with some measurements and other ionization rates already discussed, are shown in

Figure 10 (Potemra, 1973). Curves A, B, and C refer to energy fluxes and power law exponents of

* 5 X 10 "3 (-3), 2 X 10 .4 (-3), and 1.5 X 10 .3 (-5), respectively. Spectra B and C correspond to

relatively undisturbed conditions, whereas spectrum A corresponds to a more active period. The
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quiet timeionizationratesby theelectronsexceedthescatteredH Ly a contributionbetween_ 70
and90km, dependinguponthespectrumchosen.TheA spectrumisalsocomparableto orexceeds
thedirectH Ly a contribution on the dayside (compare with Figure 8, for example). Thus, ener-

getic electron precipitation at middle latitudes can be a significant ionization source for the lower

ionosphere for both nighttime and daytime conditions.

The importance of midlatitude electron precipitation to the ionization of the middle atmosphere

has also been discussed by Gough and Collin (1973), Larsen et al., (1976), and Spjeldvik and

Thorne (1975).

Gough and Collin (1973) compared 13 rocket measurements of > 40 keV electron precipitation

from the L = 3.6 site of South Uist, Scotland, with the Kp sum for the 24-hr interval centered at the
launch times. They found the relationship illustrated in Figure 11. Clearly, larger fluxes were en-

countered with increased magnetic activity. Electron fluxes sufficient to produce ionization equiv-

alent to the nighttime and daytime levels from other sources (the "threshold" level) were estimated

as 102 and 104 cm 2 sec 1sterl, respectively, on the basis of the measured energy spectra. The

lower horizontal axis scale in Figure 11 show the percentage of days at solar maximum and solar

minimum when the magnetic activity exceeds the corresponding Kp sum. Gough and Collin (1973)
concluded that the nighttime threshold was reached on 35 + 20% of the nights at solar maximum

and 15 + 11% of the nights at solar minimum. Corresponding percentages for reaching the daytime

threshold were estimated at 1% - 5% at solar maximum and * 0.1% at solar minimum.

Most estimates of the electron-produced ionization at low and middle latitudes have been based on

rather imprecise knowledge of the actual energy and pitch angle distributions of the precipitated

electrons. More recently, Larsen et al., (1976) used detailed energy spectra obtained by satellite to

evaluate the ionization produced at L = 3.6 during moderately disturbed periods. A sample spec-

trum from their work is shown in Figure 12. Electron energy information was available from 10-40

keV and > 130 keV. Using the spectral form given by the dashed/solid curve, and an isotropic

pitch angle distribution, Larsen et al., derived the ion pair production rates shown in Figure 13 for

both the direct electron impact ionization and the ionization produced by the associated electron

bremsstrahlung x-rays.

Figure 13 indicates that direct electron production rates far exceed other daytime sources at alti-

tudes above ,x, 55 km. In contrast, the production rates from bremsstrahlung were negligible at all

altitudes. Energy spectra measured for a number of other events also gave rates that exceeded those

from non-precipitation sources in the 60-70 km altitude range and were competitive with these

sources at higher altitudes.

Finally, Spjeldvik and Thorne (1975) have shown that electron precipitation fluxes sufficient to

produce ionization rates similar to those shown in Figure 13 can be derived from midlatitude obser-

vations, during magnetic storms, of trapped electron energy and pitch angle distributions. Their

model is based on resonant pitch angle scattering of trapped electrons with extremely low fre-

quency (< 1 kHz) electromagnetic waves within the plasmasphere.
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Considerablyhigherfluxesof precipitatedenergeticelectronsareroutinely encounteredin the
auroralzonesthanin middlelatitudes. Thereseemslittle questionthat ionizationproducedby sub-
stormelectronswill dominatetheupperreachesof themiddleatmospherealargefractionof the
time,in thenarrowlatitudestrip(< 10°) definingtheauroralzone. Accordingto estimatesby
Daviset al.,(1978),theEarthexperiencessubstormconditions(asdefinedby auroralelectrojetin-
dex(AE)valuesexceeding1003,)from ,x, 24% to ,x, 36% of the time, depending on the phase of the

solar cycle.

The spectrum of precipitated electrons in the auroral zone is characterized by the relatively low en-

ergy (< 10 keV) electrons that produce the visible aurora at night and the higher energy electrons

(> 40 keV) that are principally responsible for the radiowave absorption recorded on the dayside by

riometers. Rees (1969), Boyd (1975), and Bailey (1968) have reviewed the characteristics of

auroral zone electron precipitation and the related ionospheric effects. Calculations of the energy

deposition by electrons have been performed by Rees (1963), Berger et al., (1974), and Banks et al.,

(1974). Rees (1964), Berger and Seltzer (1972), and Newkirk et al., (1974) have also calculated the

bremsstrahlung energy deposition from precipitated electrons. We show here, in Figure 14, two rep-

resentative examples of the electron and bremsstrahlung ionization rates for exponential electron

energy spectra and isotropic pitch angle distributions, using the calculations of Berger et al., (1974),

and Berger and Seltzer (1972).

For the nightside spectrum (ionization rate curve 1) a flux and spectrum was chosen sufficient to

produce ,x, 10 kR of auroral luminosity and ,x, 1 dB of auroral 30 MHz radio absorption. For this

spectrum, 60% of the total energy flux is in electrons with energies < 10 keV. For the daytime

precipitation, a flux and spectrum was chosen sufficient to produce a 4 dB 30 MHz radio absorption

event (corresponding to the average peak absorption on the dayside found by Berkey et al., (1974)

in a study of 60 substorms). For each spectrum, the electron-induced ionization rates dominate

over the nonprecipitation sources, above an altitude of _ 85 km for spectrum 1, and above * 60

km for spectrum 2. It is interesting to note that, in the absence of high energy precipitation at

night, the bremsstrahlung x-ray contribution from the low-energy spectrum could dominate the

ionization rate to altitudes as low as 50 km.

Electron precipitation with energies sufficiently high (_> 200 keV) to perturb daytime HF forward

scatter radar or VLF propagation circuits is known to occur during some geomagnetic storms and

substorms (Bailey, 1968; Bailey et al., 1970; Rosenberg et al., 1972; Larsen and Thomas, 1974; and

Thorne and Larsen, 1976). Such events have been called relativistic electron precipitation (rep)

events. However, it is not clear that this precipitation differs from the more typical substorm pre-

cipitation in any way other than being somewhat more intense (but not necessarily more energetic).

The frequency of occurrence, spatial extent, and intensity levels of truly relativistic electron pre-

cipitation have yet to be thoroughly investigated.

Energy deposition by electrons or bremsstrahlung x-rays has been speculated as possibly influencing

the mechanisms for cirrus cloud formation (Roberts and Olson, 1973 a,b) and for thunderstorm

generation (Markson, 1978). However, these energy sources have been rejected as an important

agent for solar-weather coupling on the basis of energy flux considerations (Johnson and Imhof,

1975; Willis, 1976).
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7. SOLARCOSMICRAYS

AlthoughtheSunseemsto beamoreor lesscontinuousemitterof low fluxesof MeVparticles,
thesefluxeshaverelativelylittle impacton theionizationof themiddleatmosphere.In contrast,
thediscretesolarflareeventsthat producelargefluxesof > 10MeVparticlescandominatethe ion-
izationlevelsof thepolarcapsovertheentirerangeof themiddleatmospherefor severaldaysat a
time.

As for auroralelectronprecipitation,ameasureof theextentandeffectof solarparticlebombard-
mentof theatmospherecanbeobtainedby observingtheabsorptionof galacticradionoise.The
normalgeographicaldistributionof polarcapradiowaveabsorptioneffects(pca)is illustratedfor
bothhemispheresin Figure15. Insidetheinnercurve,whichcorrespondsapproximatelyto ageo-
magneticcutoff energyof 1MeV,pcaeffectsareobservedat theirmaximumintensity. Onthe
otherhand,regionsoutsidetheoutercurve,whichcorrespondsto acutoff of % 100MeV,arenor-
mally not affected.Thelocationsin invariantlatitudeof theseenergylimits correspondto about
65° and 60 °. These latitudes change with geomagnetic disturbances, decreasing by a few degrees

with increased magnetic storm intensity.

In addition to protons, the composition of solar flare particle events includes alpha particles and

other heavy nuclei as well as electrons. With certain few exceptions, these other components are of

secondary importance as regards their contribution to the ionization of the middle atmosphere.

One important exception can occur at the onset of a solar event, when, for the first hour or so, elec-

tron bombardment of the atmosphere will be predominant. At these times, the cosmic noise ab-

sorption can be attributed solely to high energy electrons arriving promptly from a flare (e.g., Lan-

zerotti and Maclennan, 1972).

Solar proton fluxes incident on the atmosphere have been measured indirectly over the last two

solar cycles by the use of riometers to record the cosmic radio noise absorption in the ionosphere.

Figure 16 (top) presents the number ofpca events per year from 1965 through 1973 for which the

equivalent 30 MHz peak absorption was greater than 2.5 dB (Pomerantz and Duggal, 1974; Lan-

zerotti, 1977). Also shown is the yearly sunspot number. The number of pca events is seen to

roughly track the sunspot cycle. Figure 16 (bottom) shows the average peak absorption for the pca

events in each year. The righthand scale gives an estimate of the incident flux of> 7 MeV protons

based upon an empirical relationship derived by Potemra (1972), J(E> 7 MeV) = (0.083)-2A 2,

which relates the particle flux J(cm 2 sec l ) to the radiowave absorption A (dB).

Except for the two periods of extreme absorption (1959, 1972), both of which occurred during the

declining phase of each solar cycle, the average absorption does not show a pronounced dependence

on either the phase of the cycle or the relative magnitude of the cycle as given by the maximum

sunspot numbers. However, the yearly incidence of solar protons as measured by the total absorp-

tion does roughly follow the sunspot cycle (Pomerantz and Duggal, 1974; Lanzerotti, 1977).

Direct measurements of solar proton fluxes by satellites outside the magnetosphere became rou-

tinely available after 1965 (i.e., during solar cycle 20). Figure 17 illustrates the event-integrated

solar proton fluxes (> 10 MeV and > 30 MeV) measured by satellite after 1965 and estimates of
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the> 30MeVfluxesfromindirectmeasuresavailableduringthepreviouscycle(King, 1974;Lan-

zerotti, 1977). Included in this figure are all events (intervals of time of about a week) for which

the time-integrated flux of protons above 30 MeV exceeded 106 cm "2. For protons > 10 MeV the

event of 4 August 1972 had a total integrated intensity about 20 times that of any of the other

events in solar cycle 20.

On occasion the sun produces cosmic rays with energies as high as several GeV, which can be re-

corded at ground level by detectors such as neutron monitors and (for the most energetic events)

meson telescopes. The peak intensities of the individual ground level events since their discovery in

1942 are shown in Figure 18 (Pomerantz and Duggal, 1974). For an hour or so for each event, the

events can exceed, by several tens to several hundreds of percent, the galactic cosmic ray intensity

levels. Most (but not all) ground level events are followed by the regular, long (several days) pea

events produced by the lower energy proton fluxes.

The importance of ground level events for middle atmosphere processes and dynamics, other than

for producing intense, short-lived atmospheric ionization, may lie in any "triggering" process they

may initiate. Such considerations are purely speculative at this time.

Solar flare T-rays were observed for the first (and only) time in the solar flare events of August 4

and 7, 1972 (Chupp et al., 1973). Gamma rays probably accompany all flares that produce large,

ground4evel events. The v-ray fluxes probably last no longer than, or shorter than, the normal

x-ray bursts from a flare (< 15 minutes). Their ionization effects and possible significance must be

considered in the light of these short time scales.

Zmuda and Potemra (1972) computed, from the proton fluxes and energy spectra measured by

several satellites, the ionization rates for a number of solar proton events that occurred between

1965 and 1969. These rates, corresponding to the peak proton fluxes observed during each event,

are shown in Figure 19. Also included are the ionization rates for the peak of the August 4, 1972

event, the largest on record. The incident energy fluxes for all but the August 1972 event lie in the

range 10 .2 - 10° ergs cm'2-sec "_ . For the August 1972 event, the energy flux reached 50 ergs era "2

-see- 1.

The ionization rates during "average" pca events far exceed those from any other source at altitudes

below ,x, 80-90 km and above ,x, 20-30 kin. However, as the curves in Figure 19 show, it is obvi-

ously difficult to "typify" the ionization situation during solar particle events. For example, the

rates maximize at altitudes varying from 40 to 80 krn, depending on the event, indicating that the

spectra of individual events can vary widely.

8. SUMMARY

Ionization of the middle atmosphere is controlled, to a degree strongly dependent on altitude and

latitude, by direct energy inputs in the form of galactic and solar cosmic rays, solar H Ly a (and

solar UV and EUV radiation), non-flare and flare-associated solar x-rays, and magnetospheric elec-

tron precipitation with its associated x-ray brernsstrahlung. Of these sources, only galactic and solar

cosmic rays and high energy solar x-rays and x-ray bremsstrahlung can contribute to the ionization
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at altitudesbelow_ 50km; thex-raysourcesappearto benon-competitiveat altitudesbelow
30-40km.

Computationalmethodsare available for evaluating rates of energy deposition (and ionization) to

sufficiently high accuracies for most purposes if particle source characteristics (flux, energy spec-

trum, pitch angle distributions, and time dependencies) can be specified. Ionization rates represent

a starting point for the calculations of ultimate interest for middle atmosphere electrodynamics,

namely equilibrium ion and electron densities and conductivities, and their time rates of change.

These quantities depend on other factors, such as details of the atmospheric chemistry, which have

not been considered here.
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c 

Figure 1 .  Pictorial representation of penetration depths of particle and electromag- 
netic radiation incident on the atmosphere. 
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Figure 9.

h

Geographical distribution of the observations of 100 keV electrons at alti-

tudes between 240 and 410 km. From Seward (1973).
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Adapted from Pomerantz and Duggal (1974).
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ION CHEMISTRY OF THE MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE

Eldon E. Ferguson

Aeronomy Laboratory

National Oceanic Atmospheric Administration

Boulder, Colorado 80307

1. INTRODUCTION

The ion chemistry of the middle atmosphere is a more difficult subject than that of the upper at-

mosphere; i.e., the ionosphere. It is more difficult to make in situ ion composition measurements

because of the relatively high pressure which necessitates vacuum pumps associated with mass spec-

trometers. The measurement platforms are less satisfactory in the middle atmosphere as well; there

are no middle atmosphere platforms of comparable utility to the AE satellites for example which

have been used for comprehensive and precise E and F-region ion chemistry studies.

Laboratory studies of the relevant ion chemistry are also much more difficult for middle atmos-

phere ion chemistry, the relatively high pressure and low temperature leads to the importance of

weakly bound cluster ions which are difficult to measure in the laboratory (as well as to sample in

the atmosphere). The high pressure also leads to electron attachment which initiates a complex
negative ion chemistry.

Our approach to middle atmosphere ion chemistry is to start with the positive ions of the D-region,

which have been extensively studied, and extend this down to stratospheric altitudes where the first

ion composition measurements have only recently been obtained. Then we do the same for the

negative ion chemistry, starting with the D-region, which has been much less extensively measured

for negative ions that for positive ions, and extend down to the stratosphere where the first ion

composition measurements are only now being carried out. In each case the theoretical and labora-

tory extension of the ion chemistry from the D-region to the higher pressure stratosphere is primar-
ily a matter of enquiring into the role of the minor constituents whose absolute concentrations be-

come large enough to allow them to become involved in the ion chemistry.

The ion chemistry of the ionosphere and middle atmosphere have recently been reviewed in some

detail (Ferguson, 1979; Ferguson et al., 1979).

2. D-REGION POSITIVE ION CHEMISTRY

Middle atmosphere ion chemistry was initiated with the rocket-borne mass spectrometer positive
ion flights of Narcisi and Bailey (1965). Subsequently there have been numerous in situ measure-

ments of the D-region positive ions (for examples, Goldberg and Aikin, 1971; Narcisi et al., 1972;
Arnold and Krankowsky, 1974; and Zbimten et al., 1975). Although there is considerable variation

among the various flights, corresponding almost certainly to large atmospheric ion composition

variations, these measurements conclusively show that the dominant ions of the lower E-region,

O2 + and NO +, are replaced by the water duster ions, Ha O+"nil2 O, in the D-region. Considerable
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laboratory,theoretical,andin situ efforts have been directed toward identifying the D-region reac-

tion paths that convert the primary 02 ÷ and NO ÷ ions into the observed HaO+'nH20 ions. The

reaction scheme that has emerged is given in Figure 1. Laboratory data are available for the rate

constants and/or equilibrium constants for the reactions represented by solid lines and are currently

unavailable for those represented by dashed lines. The details of this chemistry have been reviewed

recently by Reid (1976). In addition, the hydration of H 30 + (n 2 O) n ions via intermediate H3 O*"

(H 20)N 2 and H 30 +(H 20)CO 2 clusters undoubtedly occurs (Chakrabarty, et al., 1978).

There has been no problem in explaining the conversion of the primary 02 ÷ ions into the water

cluster ions via the laboratory-verified paths shown in Figure 1 (Fehsenfeld and Ferguson, 1969).

However, the major source of ionization in the undisturbed daytime D-region is photoionization of

NO by solar Lyman-a radiation. The understanding of the conversion of the NO ÷ ions into the

water cluster ions has proven to be a more difficult problem. Because of the low mixing ratio of

water in the D-region and the relatively low D-region pressures, it is necessary to invoke reactions of

the type,

NO+-nH20 + X + M -r NO+-nHsO-X + M, (I)

where n = 0, 1,2 and X = N 2 , CO 2 for the conversion process (Ferguson, 1971). The weakly bound
association complexes thus formed would then undergo a series of fast switching reactions,

NO +. nH20"Ns + COs -+NO+'nHsO'COs + Ns (2)

NO+'nH20"COs + HsO _NO+'(n+l) HsO + COs (3)

that would greatly accelerate such hydration steps and hence the eventual production of the water

cluster ions. These reaction paths are shown in the lower part of Figure 1. However, measurements

of these reactions in the laboratory, or the detection of the key ions in the atmosphere, have pre-

sented a formidable experimental problem, since the intermediate NO+-nHs O'X ions are ex-

tremely fragile.

Arnold and Krankowsky (1974, 1977) have had considerable success in solving the problem of sam-

piing such weakly bound cluster ions in rocket-borne mass spectrometers. As a result, some key

ions in this reaction scheme now have been observed in situ, for example NO+'N2, NO+'CO2,

and NO+-H20-CO2. A sample of these results is shown in Figure 2. Progress has also been

made in the laboratory. The rate constant and thermoaynamic data for the clustering of N s to

NO ÷ (Reaction 1 with X = Ns, n = 0) are now available.

Although very few of these switching reactions have been measured in the laboratory, such reac-

tions are known to be fast, k "_ 10 .9 cm 3 s1 Thus, this sequence of reactions seems to offer an effi-

cient mechanism for the formation of NO+'Hs O ions, particularly around 80 km where the D-

region temperatures are the lowest. Reid (1977) has devised a reasonable extension of this cycle

that can account for most of the observed D-region positive ion features. The nonpolar neutrals

that are clustered to NO ÷ are so weakly bound that these neutrals are collisionally dissociated to
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someextentevenat D-region temperatures. This is the case for NO+'N2, which has a bond disso-

ciation energy of 5 kcal/mole. Accordingly, when the temperature is above about 215 K, the col-

lisional decomposition of NO+.N2 will be larger than the switching reaction with CO2.

For this reason, the conversion of NO + ion to the observed water cluster ions is extremely sensitive

to temperature, and the D-region positive ion composition will, therefore, manifest strong seasonal,

latitudinal, and even irregular variations as a result of variations in the atmospheric temperature.

Moreover, electron-ion recombination coefficients for these weakly bound cluster ions may be con-
+ •

siderably larger than those for the unclustered NO + and 02 ions, which may explain, at least in
part, the strong variations in the electron density that are observed at about 80 km. While many of

the details still await quantitative verification, the reaction scheme shown in Figure 1 has been

shown (Reid, 1977) to qualitatively solve the long-standing D-region problem of the conversion of

the primary NO + ions into the observed water cluster ions.

3. STRATOSPHERIC POSITIVE ION CHEMISTRY

A positive ion reaction scheme for the stratosphere and troposphere is given in Figure 3 (Ferguson,

et al., 1979). It is essentially the 02 ÷ reaction sequence of the D-region positive ion chemistry
(Figure 1), augmented by reactions that involve some of the minor constituents of the lower atmos-

phere.

Galactic cosmic rays are the primary source of ionization in the stratosphere and upper troposphere.

Radioactive decay is the primary source of ionization near the Earth's surface. Cole and Pierce

(1965) have given a typical ionization production-ratealtitude profile. Values of less than 1 to

more than 20 ion pairs cm 3 s"1 occur in the stratosphere. The ambient concentration of positive

ions is determined by the recombination rate with negative ions. Measurements of the ion concen-

tration have been typically about 5 X 103 cm -3 in the lower stratosphere (Cole and Pierce, 1965 ;

Paltridge, 1965, 1966). Positive ion lifetimes are on the order of a few thousand seconds.

As shown in Figure 3 the initial products of the ionization below 60 km are predominantly N 2÷ and

02 ÷, with lesser amounts of O ÷ and N ÷. These ions are rapidly converted to 02 ÷, as well as an in-

consequential amount of NO ÷ , by well-established reactions. Once formed, the 02 ÷ ions associate

with 02 •

02 + +02 +M_02"02 + +M, (4)

The formation of 02 +-O2_begins a series of fast switching reactions (Figure 1) that involve H20

and leads to the formation of the water cluster ions, Ha O+'nH20.

In the troposphere, where the H 20 mixing ratio is about 10 .2 , the conversion of 02 +'O2 to 02 +"

H 20 proceeds so rapidly that there is no conceivable alternative to the path described above that

leads to the water cluster ions. However, in the stratosphere, where the H 20 mixing ratio is only on

the order of 10 .6 , other neutral constituents have comparable abundances. CO 2 has a much larger

concentration and 03 and CH 4 comparable with that of H 20. If 02 +'02 reacts with any of these

neutrals, then the ion chemistry outlined in Figure 3 might be significantly altered.
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These02+'02 reactionshavebeenexaminedrecently(Dotanet al., 1978)andthe resultsaregiven
in TableI. Thefirst entry is thefastreactionagainstwhichthealternativepathsmustcompete.In
contrastto it, thereactionof 02+'O2 with CH4isveryslow.Thereactionsof 02+'02 with CO2
andO3 werestudiedin equilibriumandthethermochemicalconstantsaregiven.For CO2,the
equilibriumconstantisaboutunity. Theratioof 02 to CO2in theatmosphereisabout600;thus,
theequilibriumwill alwaysstronglyfavor02+'O2ratherthan02+'CO2.However,theexother-
micity for thereactioninvolving03 ismuchlarger;hence,the02+'CO2and02+'03 ion concen-
trationswill bemorecomparable.The02+°O3 ion concentrationsareestimatedto neverdropbe-
low one-tenthof the02+'02 concentrationandevenequalit at 30km.Thismeansthatthe 02+"
O3chemistrymustalsobeConsidered.Themass80 ion in Figure2,incidentally,almostcertainly
representsOs+ ratherthanNO+'H20"02.

Thereactionof O2+'Oawith CH4 was found to be slow, k < 5 X 10 -l 3 cm a s-i (Dotan et al.,

1978). In contrast, the reaction

O2+'Oa +H20 _O2+'H20 + 02 (5)

is fast, ks = 1.2 × 10 -9 cm a s-_ . However, the product of this reaction is 02 +'H2 O, which is the

same ion produced by the reaction of 02 +'02 with H2 O, the reaction for which competitors were

being sought. Therefore, as Figure 3 shows, the 02 +'Oa chemistry simply represents a side excur-

sion that loops the stratosphere positive ion chemistry back on the path involving 02 +'H20.

Lastly, it was observed that 02 +'H20 does not react with CI-I4, k < 5 X 10 -l acm3s-i. Thus, the

neutrals CO2,03, and CH4 do not appear to disrput the ion chemistry that leads to the water clus-

ter ions and we assume that HaO + (H20), ions are formed in the stratosphere as well as in the D-

region. With regard to possible reactions of neutrals with H a O÷ (H 2 O), ions, we must now concern

ourselves with much lower concentration species, since the lifetimes of H a O ÷ (H 2 O). ions greatly

exceed the time it takes for O2* to lead to HaO ÷ (H20) n ions, ('\,103 sec compared to _10 a see).

Rather than ppm concentrations we must be concerned with ppt concentrations. HNO a is one such

species of interest, it is known to exist in both the stratosphere and troposphere. Its mixing ratio at

25 km is expected to be greater than 10 .9 (Crutzen et.al., 1978). Furthermore, the reaction

H a O + + HNO a _ H 2 NO a + + H 20 (6)

is fast, k 6 = 1.6 X 10"9cmas _ (Fehsenfeld et al., 1975). However, HNO a does not create a new re-
action path that leads away from the ultimate formation of the water duster ions. A rather re-

markable situation exists in that protonated nitric acid, H 2 NO_, is chemically equivalent to hy-

drated NO2 +, i.e., NO 2 +'H20 as has been established by chemical reactivities (Fehsenfeld et al.,

1975). When this ion is further hydrated in the atmosphere

NO2+'H20 + H20 + M -_ NO2 +'2H20 + M, (7)

the product ion does not undergo additional hydration, but instead reacts via a fast binary reaction

with H 2 O,

NO_'2H20 + H20 _ HaO+'H20 + HNOa. (8)
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Thus,theNO2+'H20 chemistry only leads back to the water cluster ions. As is shown in Figure 3,

the same is also true for the possible path involving the trace constituent N2 05 (Davidson et al.,

1978).

As indicated in Figure 3, both NH 3 and CH 3 OH would destroy H a O÷ (H 2 O) n ions if present in suf-

ficient concentrations. CH 20 on the other hand would not (Fehsenfeld, et al., 1978).

Recently the first stratospheric ion composition measurements have been made in rocket-borne

mass-spectrometer flights (Arnold et al., 1977). Three high-latitude studies sampled the positive

ions during descent through the altitudes 55 to 35 km, the lower of which is well into the strato-

sphere. Above 45 km, the substantial signal levels permitted high-resolution identification of the

water cluster ions H30+.nH20, with n = 0, 1, 2, and 3, as the dominant species in this region.

Arnold and coworkers reported a rather sharp transition at about 45 km from the water cluster ions

to ions with e/m ratios of 29 -+2, 42 -+2, 60 -+2, and 80 -+2. In the region below this altitude the

non-water-cluster ions become the dominant species. More recently, balloon flights by Arijs et al.,

(1978) indicate that the water cluster ions are major species at 35 km. Other ions were observed in

appreciable concentration, in particular, an ion with an e/m ratio of 96 -+2.

The observation of the water cluster ions as the dominant species down to altitudes of 45 km or be-

low, having been formed undoubtedly by the chemistry described in Figure 3, places useful upper

limits on neutral molecules that react rapidly with H30+'nH20 ions. For example, laboratory

studies (Fehsenfeld et al., 1978) find that these water cluster ions proton transfer rapidly with

methanol with rate constants that are independent of temperature in the stratospheric range. Since

Arnold et al. found no masses that could be associated with protonated methanol ions or their hy-

drates, an upper limit of 10 _t on the CH 3 OH mixing ratio could be deduced for this region of the

atmosphere. This upper limit is several orders of magnitude less than might be inferred from the

methane-oxidation chemistry with its present uncertainties.

The situation with ammonia appears to be quite similar. The reactions

HaO+'nH20 + NHa _NH4+'mH20 + (n + 1 -m) H20 (_)

(where m = 0, 1,..., n) have been found (Fehsenfeld and Ferguson, 1973) to be very fast for n =

0, 1, and 2. No detailed atmospheric profiles of NH 3 have been obtained. The concentration in the
lower troposphere is believed to be significant, but is expected to fall off rapidly with altitude be-

cause of the large solubility of ammonia and its consequent rain-out of the atmosphere. Presumably

NH4 +'nil20 ions do exist in the lower part of the troposphere and indeed may even be the domi-

nant ions, but no ion composition measurements exist yet in this region.

Arnold et al., (1977) have tentatively identified the non-water-cluster ions that were observed in

their flights as arising from reactions of the H30+.nH20 ions with formaldehyde and used their

observations to deduce a CH 20 altitude profile. The reasonable choice of CH 20 as the trace neu-

tral with which the water cluster ions were reacting was based on the fact that the proton affinity

of CH 20 is greater than that of H 20 and that CH 20 is expected to be present in the atmosphere

from the oxidation of methane. However, recent laboratory studies (Fehsenfeld et al., 1978) of the
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CH20-H20 ion chemistry do not support this interpretation. Unclustered H 30 + ions do indeed

proton transfer with CH 20 but the reactions of the higher-order water cluster ions with CH 20 be-

come endothermic. Even if the protonated formaldehyde ions were produced in some way in the

stratosphere, they would be rapidly converted to H 20+'nH20 ions by reaction with H 20.

The nonproton hydrates reported below about 40 km by Arnold et al. (1978) have recently been

interpreted (Ferguson, 1978) as being due to the presence of protonated sodium hydroxide ions.

The interpretation is given in Table II. It has been well known for over seventy years that a layer of

atomic sodium exists in the atmosphere from its resonant scattering of sunlight which has been de-

tected spectroscopically. This sodium exists in a layer near 90 km and is due to the ablation of

meteorites in the atmosphere upon entry. It is argued that the sodium will be in the form of NaOH

below about 40 km in the atmosphere. The proton affinity of NaOH is exceedingly high, ,x, 248

kcal mol 1 (Kebarle, 1977). It is presumed therefore that reactions

HaO+(H20)n + NaOH ---*NaOH2 + (H20) m + (n - m + 1) H20 (10)

would occur at the collision rate, kl0 % 2 X 10"9cmas "1 . A concentration ofNaOH ,x, 105 cm -a at
40 km is required for (10) to compete with positive ion - negative ion recombination and this agrees

well with calculations of Liu and Reid (1979) on the total expected sodium concentration in this al-
+

titude range. It is also predicted that at somewhat lower altitudes KOH 2 clusters will become
dominant since the proton affinity of KOH _ 263 kcal mol _ (Kebarle, 1977) exceeds that of

NaOH. The atmospheric abundance of K is an order of magnitude or more less than that of Na so

that at 40 km the K concentration is too low to be involved in the ion chemistry. MgO has a large

proton affinity, * 212 kcal mol -_ and it may well be that MgOH + clusters are formed by

HaO+(H20)n + MgO --*MgOH + (H20)m + (n - m + 1)H20 (11)

since Mg is an order of magnitude more abundant than Na in meteorites. However, the MgOH + hy-

drates would presumable proton transfer to NaOH,

MgOH + + NaOH _ NaOH 2 + + MgO (12)

so that Mg, while relatively abundant, probably does not contribute to the ion composition. Mixed

clusters involving both NaOH and KOH will also occur at some concentration level.

There is a clear need for more detailed measurements of stratospheric positive ions, including meas-

urements at higher mass resolution. There is also a need for measurements of the critical neutral

constituents for the ion chemistry, such as NaOH.

4. D-REGION NEGATIVE ION CHEMISTRY

In contrast to the D-region positive ion chemistry, where in situ measurements discovered the unex-

pected water cluster ions, the negative ion chemistry of the D-region has been derived predomi-

nantly from laboratory studies. This chemistry is shown schematically in Figure 4. The arrows rep-

resent reactions whose rate constants have been measured in the labortory. Many of the details of

D-region negative ion chemistry have been reviewed recently by Reid (1976).
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Theprimarynegativeion of the D-region is largely 0 2 -, which is formed by the termolecular attach-

ment of electrons to 0 2 . To a much less extent, O- is formed by dissociative attachment to O 3 .

The relatively unstable 0 2 - ions undergo a series of ion-molecule reactions with the D-region minor
molecular neutral constituents to form progressively the more stable ions shown in Figure 4. In

competition with this progression at each intermediate step are reactions with the minor D-region

atomic neutral constituents that lead back eventually to the release of the electrons. The terminal

ions NO a - and HCO a - are sufficiently stable to resist attack by the atomic species. For example,

the electron affinity of NO a is 4.0 eV, one of the largest known for simple molecules.

The first few steps in the reaction sequence of Figure 4 are fast in comparison to the conversion of

CO 3 - to NO 2 - by reaction with NO. The relatively small rate constant for this reaction and the low

NO concentration implies that this is the limiting step in the NO 3- production sequence in Figure 4.

However, this CO 3 - bottleneck does not mean that there will be a large CO 3- concentration in the
D-region, but rather it implies an overall low negative ion concentration. The rapid conversion of

CO a- back to 02 - via reaction with O and thence detachment of the electron by reaction with O

holds the CO 3 - concentration in check. The rate constants and densities involved in this loop are

such that it will occur many times before a CO 3- ion is converted to an NO 2 - ion. The step from

NO 2- to NO 3- is fast compared to the preceding one, thus the steady-state NO 3- concentration is

determined largely by the ratio of the NO 2- production rate, and the NO 3 - loss by ion-ion recom-

bination. Hence, this model predicts a rather large [NO 3-]/[CO a-] ratio in the D-region.

Thus, to a large extent the negative ion chemistry of the D-region is controlled by the neutral com-

position, and its variability is linked directly with the large variations in the minor species O, 03 ,
NO, and H. It is clear from Figure 4 that high pressure, hence lower altitude, favors the attachment

of electrons to 02, thereby initiating the negative ion chemistry, and the termolecular reactions that

lead toward more-stable negative ions. Furthermore, the increasing concentrations of O a and NO

and the decreasing concentration of O at the lower altitudes all imply a rather sharp upper bound-

ary for the D-region negative ions at 75 to 80 km, with the free electrons showing a complementary

variation with altitude. Diurnal effects are expected to be large, since the O atom concentration,

for example, increases throughout the D-region during the day. At the same time, the less-stable

negative ions are subject to photodestruction (Huber et al., 1977).

The temperature of the D-region and lower atmosphere is less than 300 K and varies with time,

place, and altitude and particularly with season and latitude. It is therefore also necessary to have

temperature dependences for the reaction rate constants in order to understand the negative ion

chemistry in detail.

Figure 4 does not include the effects of neutral molecules clustering to the negative ions. The rate

constants of such termolecular association reactions typically increase with decreasing temperature

and the breakup rates of weakly bound cluster ions decrease. Thus, at the relatively low D-region

temperatures, all of the negative ions are subject to clustering, which is not very chemically specific.

The terminal, i.e., long-lived, ions like NO 3 - are certainly expected to be hydrated, hence NOa-"

nH 20 ions are predicted to be the dominant ions in the D-region. If the intermediate ions cluster in
their shorter lifetimes, the question arises as to whether this would significantly alter their subse-

quent chemistry. A limited study carried out a few years ago (Fehsenfeld and Ferguson, 1974)
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indicatedthat waterclusterswouldnot significantlyeffect thereactionschemeof Figure 4. For ex-

ample, one and two water molecules do not significantly alter the rate of 02- charge transfer with

O 3 . One water molecule does not significantly effect the rate of 03- reaction with CO 2 but two
water molecules quenches this reaction, probably by making the reaction effectively endothermic.

However, because of the large abundance of CO2, the 03- ions will not have time to cluster twice,

so that this should have little effect. Clustering to CO 3- may somewhat alleviate the CO 3- bottle-

neck if it inhibits the reaction of CO 3 - with O relative to that with NO. At D-region temperatures,

there could be important negative-ion association reactions with 02, N2, CO2, and H 2 O, followed
by switching, exactly analogous to the D-region NO + association sequence proposed in the lower

part of Figure 1. Only one such D-region negative-ion reaction path has been studied in the labora-

tory, namely, the one involving COa- "H20 shown in Figure 4. With the improved ability to study

individual cluster ions that now exists, more extensive studies of the effects of clustering on chemi-
cal reactivity are being undertaken.

The first in situ measurements of the D-region negative ion composition were made by Narcisi et al.,

(1971) and Arnold et al., (1971 ). Figure 5 shows the ion concentration recorded in a later flight by

Narcisi and coworkers. The dominant ions below 90 km are those with e/m ratios of 62 + n 18 (n =

1-5). An interpretation of these ions as NOa-'nH20 is consistent with the model shown in Figure

4. However, the persistence of e/m ratios of 16 and 32, which are presumably O- and 02-, at the

higher altitudes is not in accord with the chemistry of Figure 4 which predicts an upper boundary

for the negative ions at lower altitudes. The flights of Arnold and coworkers found somewhat dif-

ferent results. Namely, they report a rather sharp upper boundary to the D-region negative ions, in

accord with the predictions based on laboratory measurements, but the NOa- "nil20 sequence was

not observed. The major ion species in these flights were identified as CO 3 -, CI-, and HCO 3 -

In view of the sparcity and differences between the atmospheric negative ion measurements, the

substantial uncertainties in the concentrations of certain critical minor neutral species, and the need

for more laboratory reaction studies, a quantitative understanding of D-region negative ion chemis-

try cannot be claimed at the present.

5. STRATOSPHERIC NEGATIVE ION CHEMISTRY

The negative ion chemistry of the stratosphere and troposphere are even more speculative than the

positive ion chemistry of these regions. In addition to there being few measurements of the trace

neutrals involved, only one negative ion composition measurement has so far been reported (Arnold

and Henschen, 1978). Furthermore, the D-region measurements, from which one could draw guid-

ance, are relatively sparse and somewhat ambiguous at present, as pointed out above. Thus, our

present understanding of the negative ion processes in the stratosphere stems largely from labora-

tory studies.

The approach here has been to start with the D-region negative ion chemistry given in Figure 4 and

modify it to be in accord with the expected differences in neutral composition of the two regions.

These considerations fall into two classes. First, to look for possible changes in the chemistry, that

leads to the NO a- ions and secondly to consider whether these ions would react with trace neutral
species that are suspected in the lower atmosphere to form even more stable ions.
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Thefirst necessarymodificationof the D-region scheme is to disregard the reactions of atomic oxy-

gen, whose concentration below 50 km is negligible in comparison to that of 03 . In addition, NO
will no longer play a role. Furthermore, the rapid formation of cluster ions can strongly alter the

evolution of ion chemistry. For example, the reaction of 03- with CO 2 is known to decrease rap-

idly with O a- hydration (Fehsenfeld and Ferguson, 1974). Because H 20 bonds more strongly to

O a- than to CO 3-, this reaction may become endothermic when 03 - becomes heavily hydrated

(Dotan et al., 1977). In the lower atmosphere, 03 - hydration is likely to occur before the reaction

of 03 - with CO 2 .

The reaction scheme based on these considerations is shown in Figure 6. The dashed lines represent

places of considerable uncertainty. For example, it is not clear whether O2-'nH20 ions will react

with O a , as do the unclustered 02- ions. The situation with Oa-'nH20, O3-, and CO2 is the

same; namely, the hydrated ions may not follow the same reaction paths as the unhydrated ions.

However, even if the paths that lead to NO a- are somewhat uncertain, its eventual formation does

not appear to be in doubt. Both HNO 3 and N20 s provide effective NO 3- production routes.

Some of these reactions are listed in Table III. Furthermore, it has been shown that HNO a exo-

thermically displaces n 20 in hydrated negative ions (Fehsenfeld et al., 1975); therefore, the agent

for NO a - formation can always enter the cluster.

The high stability of NO a - seems to insure its role in the terminal negative ions of the lower atmos-

phere. At the present, no neutral species expected to have a significant atmospheric concentration

has been found to react with NO a -. The ion will, of course, hydrate and it is known that there are

several molecules that can displace H 20 from a hydrated NO a- cluster. The molecules SO 2 (Feh-
senfeld and Ferguson, 1973) and HNO a (Fehsenfeld et al., 1975; Davidson et al., 1978) are ex-

amples. Thus, it is likely that the terminal negative ions of the lower atmosphere are complex clus-

ter ions, like NOa-'_H20 • mSO2" nHNOa, with NO3- as the core ion. Recently, Arnold and

Henschen (1978) have reported the first stratospheric negative ion observations. They report ions

which are tentatively identified as NO a-(HNO a )n and NO a -(HCI) (HNO a )n with n = I, 2, 3 in each

case, as well as some ions which may possibly involve nso 4 - COreS and H 2 SO 4 neutrals. The nega-
tive ion chemistry of the Middle Atmosphere is clearly in a rather elementary state of understand-

ing. This can only be improved by more extensive in situ ion composition measurements.
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The identification of mass 80 -+1 and 88 + ! amu are less certain.
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Table I

02 + • 02 Reactions with H 2 O, CH 4 , CO 2 , and O a (300 K)

Reactions Result a Source

I. 02+'02 + H20 ÷ O2+'R20'+ 02

2. O;.02 +CH 4 ÷ products

3. 02+.02 + CO2 _ 02+.CO 2 + 02

4. O2+.02 + 03 ¢ 02+-03 + 02

3 -I
k " 1.5(-9) cm s

3 -1
k < 3(-12) cm s

AH = 0.3fl.0 kcal mole -1

AS - 4.3e2.6 ca1 mole-IK -I

AH'- -3.7±1.0 kcalmole -I

AS - 4.5f2.6 cal mole -1 K-I

Howard et al. (1972)

Dotan et al. {1978)

Dotan et al. (1978)

Dotan et al. (1978)

a 1.5(-9):.Implies 1.5 x 10-9.
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Table II

Mass Spectra of Stratospheric Positive Ions

(1)

29f_2

4Z+_2

60f_2

80__2

Obaecved

(2) (3)

'P:oposed NaOH
Ion Clusters

(4)

6_2

78+2

82_+2

96/:2

99J:2

KOH
Ion Clusters

78+2

10011

118_I

14OJ:l

41 l_aOt:[2+

59 NaOH2+'H20

77 NaOH2+" 2H20

81 NaOti2+-NaOH

95 gaOH2+" 3H20

99 NaOH;-NaOH.H20

113 NaOH;-4H20

117 NaOH2+-NaOH" 2H20

135 BaOH;" NaOH-3H2 °

139 NaOH2+- 2NaOH-H20

57 KOH2 +

75 KOH2+'H20

93 KOH2 +" 2H20

111 KOH2+" 3H20

113 KOH;- KOH

129 KOE;" 4H20

131 KOn2-KOH.H20

(1) Arnold, KrankovsL7 and Marten, Nature, 267, 39 (1977).

(2) AriJs, Insels and NeveJans, Nature, 271, 642 (1978)

AriJs, private communication

(3) Arnold, Bohringer and Henschen, Geophys. Res. Letters_, 653
(1978)

(4) Ferguson, Geophys. Res. Letters, 5, 1035 (1978).
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Table III

Negative Ion Reactions with HNO 3 and N 20 s (300 K)

a
Reactions Rate Constant

(em3 s-1)

Source

I. CO 3- + HNO 3 _ NO 3- + HC03(? ) 8.0(-10)

2. NO 2- + HNO 3 ÷ NO 3- + HNO 2 1.6(-9)

3. C1- +HNO 3 ÷ NO 3- + HCl 1.6(-9)

4. CO3- + N205 ÷ NO 3- + NO3 + CO2 2.8(-10)

5. NO2- + N205 ÷ NO 3- + 2NO 2 7.0(-10)

6. C1- + NIO5 ÷ NO 3- + CINO 2 9.4(-10)

Fehsenfeld et al. (1975)

Fehsenfeld et al. (1975)

Fehsenfeld et al. (1975)

Davidson et al. (1978)

Davldson et al. (1978)

Davldson et al. (1978)

I0-I0a 8.0(-10) i_plies 8.0 x
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since the earliest atmospheric electricity studies, there have been many attempts to establish a

solar-terrestrial relationship in the correlation of ground currents, electric fields, and thunder-

storm frequency with the aurora and variations in solar activity. Ground-based and balloon-borne

instruments have detected certain atmospheric electrical responses to solar flares, solar cycle varia-

tions, solar magnetic sector boundary crossings, geomagnetic activity, and even visual auroral dis-

plays. Often these solar- and upper-atmosphere-induced variations of the global atmospheric

electrical circuit are difficult to identify because they are superimposed upon complex electrical

variations associated with meterological and anthropogenic processes in the lower atmosphere.

Recently, atmospheric electricity has received renewed interest as a solar-terrestrial coupling mecha-

nism, because it may bypass many of the theoretical difficulties associated with dynamic coupling

mechanisms between the upper and lower atmosphere (Markson, 1971). For example, atmospheric

heating due to solar flares and auroral activity produces very large global dynamic responses in the

neutral thermosphere, as discussed by Roble (1977) in tile National Academy of Sciences Study,

The Upper Atmosphere and Magnetosphere; however, a few scale heights below the thermosphere,

the heating is believed to be too small to produce any dynamic perturbations. Upper atmospheric

electrical effects, on the other hand - such as the generation of large horizontal scale potential

differences by the magnetosphere, particularly at high latitudes, and changes in electrical conduc-

tivity by enhanced ionization - may perturb both the electric current and the field patterns of the

global circuit that is mainly established by thunderstorms. If these perturbations in lower atmos-

pheric electrical properties could affect cloud microphysical processes, thunderstorm charging

mechanisms, or thunderstorm current output, then there may exist a way in which solar-terrestrial

variations could modulate the internal energy of thunderstorms (Sartor, 1965; Markson, 1971,

1978a; Herman and Goldberg, 1978). Furthermore, a modulation of large-scale convective sys-

tems could drive the tropospheric circulation changes that are required to produce changes in the

*The National Center for Atmospheric Research is sponsored by the National Science Foundation.
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vorticity areaindex.Theentirechainfromsolar-terrestrialelectricaleffectsto changesin tropo-
sphericforcingisverycomplexanddifficult to establish.Thisreportconsiderstheevidenceof a
solar-terrestrialeffectthroughchangesin atmosphericelectricalcurrentsandfields,but not the
connectionto cloudmicrophysicsor possiblechangesin troposphericforcing.

2. GLOBALELECTRICALCIRCUIT

Accordingto the "classicalpicture" of atmosphericelectricity(Dolezalek,1972),thetotality of
thunderstormsactingtogetherat anygiventimechargesthe ionosphereto apotentialof several
hundred-thousandvoltswith respectto the earth'ssurface.Thispotentialdifferencedrivesa
verticalelectriccurrentdownwardfromtheionosphereto thegroundin all nonthunderousor fair
weatherregions.Thefairweatherelectriccurrentvariesaccordingto the ionosphericpotentialand
thetotal columnarresistancebetweentheionosphereandtheground.A schematicof theglobal
electricalcircuit isshownin Fig. 1.Dolezalek(1972)indicatedthat thevaguenessin thewords
"classicalpicture" isdeliberatebecause,asyet, thereis noexperimentalproof for the concept.
The fundamentalproblemof atmosphericelectricityis determiningthe originof theelectric
currentflowingin theatmosphere.Theconsensusof mostatmosphericscientistsis thattheworld-
widenetworkof thunderstormsdoesactsoasto maintaintheglobalfair weatherelectriccurrent;
however,this concepthasnotbeenprovenandtherearestill manydifficultiesassociatedwith it, as
describedby Dolezalek(1972).

In the"classicalpicture"thethunderstormactsasageneratorin theglobalcircuit andprovidesa
netpositivecurrentwhichin theaverageflowsupwardfrom acloudtop towardtheionosphere
andupwardfrom thegroundinto acloudbase.The positive current flowing upward from the top

of a thundercloud is all conduction current because ionization due to cosmic rays maintains a rela-

tively high conductivity in the upper atmosphere.

Our knowledge of the magnitude of these upward-directed conduction currents is not too reliable.

Estimates based on aircraft measurements over thunderstorms indicate that currents of 0.1 A up

to 6 A per thunderstorm, with an average value of 0.5 to 1 A per thunderstorm, are flowing upward

toward the ionosphere.

The number of thunderstorms acting simultaneously at any given time is also uncertain but recent
estimates are between 1500 and 3000. From the number of thunderstorms and a mean value of

current from a thunderstorm cell, 0.5-1 A, an estimate of the global current is 750-3000 A. There

may be secondary local and regional current generators also acting at any given time, such as show-

ers, continuous rain, sandstorms and snowstorms. These secondary generators produce local effects

and are not believed to be coupled to the upper atmosphere.

The estimates of currents flowing from the ground into the bases of thunderstorms are even more

uncertain on a global scale. The electric charge released from the ground by point or corona dis-

charge (e.g., from trees, bushes, grass, buildings, etc.) underneath a thunderstorm plays a dominant

role in the transfer of charge between the earth and thunderstorms. In addition, lightning and pre-

cipitation currents, which can be either in the same direction or in opposite directions, are impor-

tant charge transfer mechanisms. One recent estimate by Miihleisen (1977) is that global corona

currents carry about 700 A and the total lightning current at any time is about 400 A.
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Theseupward-directedcurrentsarecounteractedby adownward-directedprecipitationcurrent of
about200A, leavinganetupwardcurrentof about900A dueto all sources.Thetotal currents
into thunderstormsshouldbalancethecurrentsflowingbackto theearthin fairweatherregions.
Miihleisen(1977)emphasizesthat allof thesevaluesarequestionableandshouldbeupdatedcon-
tinuouslyasnewinformationbecomesavailableaswell assubdividedfor moderate,tropicaland
subtropicalclimates.Healsoemphasizestheneedto determinethenumberof lightningflashesona
globalscale.Beyondthis,do lightning-intensivetropicalthunderstormshavemoreor lesscurrent
output thanthunderstormsin moderatelatitudes?Is thereagreatercurrentoutput for mountain
thunderstormscomparedto, say,oceanicthunderstorms?Theseareonly two of themanyquestions
associatedwith thecurrentoutputof thunderstorms,whichisoneof themostimportantpara-
metersin the global atmospheric circuit.

It is easier to estimate the local power of the global circuit outside of the generator area. The cur-

rent density over land varies greatly with local terrain; however, measurements indicate a current

density of 10 12 A m 2 over inhabited and industrialized areas and 2-4 x 10 12 A m 2 over vegetated

grounds and deserts. The values over the oceans have been estimated to be 2.5 x 10 -1' A m "2 for the

Pacific Ocean and 1.6 x 10 12 A m 2 for the Atlantic Ocean, with the difference attributed to an in-

crease of air pollution over the Atlantic. The current density into high mountain peaks should be

much greater than that at sea level. The columnar resistance over mountainous areas is much smaller

than over flat land and as much as 20% of the global current may stream toward high mountain
peaks.

An important element in the global atmospheric electrical circuit, especially with respect to possible

solar-terrestrial effects, is the columnar resistance. The conductivity of the atmosphere is primarily

maintained by the ionization of atmospheric gases by galactic and solar cosmic radiation. Near the

earth's surface over land, there is an additional component due to ionization associated with the

radioactive decay of certain crustal materials. The columnar resistance is the vertical integral of the

specific resistivity at any given location between the ground and ionosphere. Because the conduc-

tivity of the atmosphere increases nearly exponentially with altitude, the bulk of the total columnar

resistance occurs in the lower atmosphere, with 90% of the total resistance below 10 km. Fig. 2a

shows the percentage of columnar resistance in different atmospheric layers, and Fig. 2b shows the

percent of variation of ionospheric potential with altitude (Markson, 1976). Only 10% of the total

columnar resistance and ionospheric potential occur above 10 km, where large variations in ion pro-

duction may result from known solar-terrestrial influences, such as polar cap absorption (PCA)

events and auroral ionization. Because the stratospheric and mesospheric conductivity affects less

than 10% of the total columnar resistance it is generally believed that large variations in upper

atmospheric conductivity due to solar-terrestrial influences may occur without greatly affecting
the global resistance. A typical value for the global resistance is 270 f_ when mountains are con-

sidered. The resistance of the earth without mountains would be 70 _ greater.

On the basis of these estimates of the global current and total global resistance, the ionospheric

potential would vary between 70 kV and 800 kV. The average of the measurements reported by

Markson (1976) and Miihleisen (1977) is 2zL0 kV. Markson's measurements show considerable

variation from day to day and even hour to hour, indicating the workings of very complex gen-
erators and loads in the global electrical circuit.
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All of the atmospheric elements of the global circuit have some type of diurnal variation. The global

ionospheric potential, air-earth current, and potential gradient in the free atmosphere above the ex-

change layer all have a diurnal variation in universal time (GMT) (e.g., Anderson, 1969; Markson,

1976). A universal time variation of atmospheric electrical parameters was first defined by measure-

ments aboard the Carnegie Magnetic Survey Ship expedition in 1928/29. Statistically, the minimum

values occur near 0400 UT, whereas the maximum values occur near 1900 UT. This diurnal varia-

tion is difficult to measure from the ground because of temporal Variations in space charge and con-

ductivity in the air near the Earth's surface. Whipple and Scarse (1936) have shown that the global

diurnal variation of the number of thunderstorms in universal time has a similar shape to the

Carnegie measurements, as shown in Fig. 3. The peak in "thunderstorm area" occurs near 1900 UT,

when the combined effect of thunderstorms on the American and African continents maximize dur-

ing the local afternoon hours. The corresponding minimum occurs when maximum heating occurs

over the Pacific Ocean, where the effects of intense continental heating are absent. The correspon-

dence between the universal diurnal variation of measured electrical parameters and "thunderstorm

area" has been considered the strongest argument for the theory that thunderstorms act as gener-

ators in the "classical picture" of atmospheric electricity.

A common measurement in atmospheric electricity is the potential gradient or electric field at the

earth's surface. This parameter is highly variable and is dependent upon such factors as meterologi-

cal influences, air pollution, clouds and orography. Under thunderstorms, the electric potential

decreases with altitude, suggesting a current flow into the storm. In fair weather regions away from

local influences, the electric potential increases with altitude, indicating a current flow to the

ground. Near the equator at sea level the Carnegie Ship in 1928/29 measured a potential gradient

of I20 V m 1 which increased in latitude to values near 155 V m -1 at 60 ° north and south latitude.

This variation in latitude is consistent with what one expects from variations in conductivity due to

the magnetic latitude shielding effect of cosmic ray production (Israel, 1973). The potential gradi-

ent also decreases with altitude, so that at the South Pole station (2800 m) the potential gradient

reported by Cobb (1977) has a mean value of 71 V m I

Another important parameter of the global electric circuit is the relaxation time at various alti-

tudes; this is the "switch-on" time for the establishment of a final steady state from an arbitrary

initial state. In the upper atmosphere near 70 km, it is 10 .8 s, at 18 km about 4 s, and near the

Earth's surface _ 20 m. The relaxation time of the Earth is about 10 -s s so that atmosphere is con-

sidered a spherical capacitor with the atmosphere as a dielectric between two highly conducting

plates, the ionosphere and the Earth's surface. If all thunderstorms suddenly ceased operating

the global circuit would discharge to 1/e in 20 min. Since this has never been observed to happen
and variations are only about 20% of the mean, thunderstorms must be operating continuously

over the Earth's surface.

These and other properties of the global circuit are summarized in Table 1.
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3. MEASUREMENTSOFSOLAR-TERRESTRIALINFLUENCES
ONATMOSPHERICELECTRICITY

Thepossibilitythat theauroramayaffecttheearth'satmosphericelectricalcircuit hasbeencon-
sideredsincethe earlydaysof atmosphericelectricitystudies.Wijkander(1874) at Spitzbergen
indicatedthat theonsetof thenorthernlightscausedtheair to becomenegativelycharged,and
Andr6e(1890)reportedthat thefair weatherelectricfield first wasreducedduringactiveauroral
periodsandthenrecovered to initial values a few hours later. Israel (1973) reviewed the evidence

for solar-terrestrial influences in measurements of the ground electric field. The results show that

"terrestrial periods", which include diurnal and annual periods, are strongly evident but "cosmic

periods", such as the 27-day and 11-year periods, are evident only weakly if at all. Many of the

statistical studies correlating thunderstorm frequency with solar flares, solar magnetic sector bound-

ary crossings, etc., have been reviewed recently by Markson (1971, 1978a).

There are a number of measurements of electrical variations that suggest a solar-terrestrial influence

on the global atmospheric electrical circuit. The measurements show variations associated with (a)

solar flares, (b) solar magnetic sector boundary crossings, (c) geomagnetic activity, (d) aurorae,

(e) differences between ground current and potential gradients at high and low latitudes, and (f)

solar cycle variations. The evidence for each variation is examined separately below.

3.1 Solar Flares

One of the earliest investigations of effects of solar activity on atmospheric electricity was that of

Bauer (1924), who found that the electric field at the ground increased during periods of increased

"sun-spottedness." Reiter (1969) reported that the daily means of the ground potential gradient,

E, and air-earth current, i, increased from the day a solar flare first appeared until the fourth day

later, when they attained maxima. Reiter's measurements were made from a mountain station at

Zugspitze, Switzerland (2964 m), where 70-80% of the columnar resistance between the ionosphere

and the earth's mean sea level surface is below the station. Therefore, measurements of E and i are

not greatly influenced by variations in columnar resistance, and influences due to solar events can

be studied. Measurements made over the past 20 years have consistently shown a significant in-

crease (about 50-60% on the average in both the air-earth current and the potential gradient at the

station following solar flares. Fig. 4 shows a superposed epoch analysis of the potential gradient,

E, and air-earth current, i, following Ha solar flares occurring near the central meridian of the sun

(between 20 ° west and 20 ° east) from February 1967 to May 1969. They clearly show an increase

in both quantities. Also, from individual case studies, Reiter (1977) shows that following solar

flares and solar wind velocity, the product E x i measured at Zugspitze, the solar proton density,

x-ray intensity, and geomagnetic index, Cp, all increase. The beryllium 7 concentration measured
at the mountain station also increases, which Reiter attributes to an injection of stratospheric air

into the troposphere following solar flare events.

Cobb (1967) making measurements from the low-latitude station on Mauna Loa, Hawaii (4170 m),

also found evidence of solar influence on the atmospheric electric elements. During a one-year

measurement period beginning in September 1960, there were times of considerable solar activity,

with 28 solar flares of Class 3 or greater and 42 magnetic storms. Following a solar flare eruption,
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theair-earthcurrentincreasedfrom its establishednormalvalues.Fig. 5showsanincreasein the
measuredair-earthcurrentfollowingsolarflareevents,averaging11.7%abovenormal.In approxi-
mately80%of thecases,this increaseoccurredin thefirst 24hoursafter afare.

Thesemeasurementssuggesta solarinfluenceon the parametersof the globalelectricalcircuit.
Through the years there have also been many reports relating increased thunderstorm frequency to

solar flares (e.g., see Markson, 1978a, 1978b for a review).

Recent balloon measurements in the high-latitude stratosphere have also shown electrical responses

to solar activity. Holzworth and Mozer (1979) have shown that solar controlled ionizing radiation

can have large effects on the electrical conductivity down to at least 15 km at mid-geomagnetic lati-

tudes. The large measured increase in electrical conductivity corresponded with a decrease in the

vertical electric field measured during the August 1972 PCA event. Cobb (1978) has made balloon

measurements of the air-earth current density at the South Pole before and after a solar flare.

Balloon borne sensors were released at approximately 0300 UT each day for five consecutive days

during the period 22-27 November 1977. The measured air-earth current density prof'fles are

shown in Fig. 6. The first balloon was released at 0255 UT, 22 November 1977, 7 h before a solar

flare occurred, and the measured air-earth current density was typical of other balloon flights made

by Cobb (1977). The second balloon was released about 17 h after the solar flare, and through the

first 25 km the current was nearly identical with the first flight. However, above 25 km the

measured air-earth current was much higher. It is not clear whether the abrupt increase is due to a

space charge encountered or a temporal effect, since the balloon takes time to rise through the

layer. The following day the entire air-earth current density profile was enhanced by 70% from pre-

flare conditions. Two days later the measured air-earth current density profile returned to pre-flare

conditions. MiJhleisen (1971) has also shown that the ionospheric potential difference inferred from

measurements made at widely separated mid- and low-latitude stations is generally small. However,

during one strong solar event he found a 60 kV ionospheric potential difference between two

stations.

3.2 Solar Magnetic Sector Boundary Crossings

Markson (1971) first called attention to solar magnetic sector boundary crossing effects on atmos-

pheric electric parameters and possible increases in thunderstorm frequencies. Since then Park

(1976a) and Reiter (1977) have both reported variations in the measured air-earth current and

potential gradient at the ground during solar magnetic sector boundary crossings. Park's measure-

ments of the atmospheric electric field were made during the period March-November 1974 at

Vostok, Antarctica (78 ° S, 107 ° E, which is at the south geomagnetic pole. Although he had only 17

measurements during solar magnetic sector boundary crossings, his results show that the electric

field is depressed by ,-_ 15% one to three days following the passage of solar magnetic sector bound-

aries, and the effect is more pronounced in the austral winter, when Vostok is in continuous dark-

ness (Fig. 7). The figure also shows a large seasonal variation, with the field being much stronger in

winter than during equinoxes. No significant difference was found between the away-to-toward

sector boundaries and the toward-to-away sector boundaries.

Reiter's measurements were made from the high mountain observatory at Zugspitze, Switzerland

over a period of one solar cycle. The results show that in cases when the magnetic field polarity
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changesfrom towardthe sunto awayfrom thesun,the ionosphericpotentialsignificantlyde-
creaseson the day before and on the day of the sector boundary passage. However, on the firs_ and

second day after the passage it increases by about 20%. If the magnetic polarity changes from away

from to toward the sun the ionospheric potential is again observed to change: on the first and sec-

ond days prior to the passage it is clearly decreased whereas on the day of the passage it is already

back to normal. The amplitude of the variation for this case is 10%. Fig. 8 summarizes the E and i

variations during a sector boundary passage along with various parameter variations determined

from other studies such as the beryllium 7 concentration at Zugspitze, the vorticity area index, and

the Kp variations inferred during passage of magnetic sector boundaries.

3.3 Geomagnetic Activity

Cobb (1967) has shown that the monthly variation of the air-earth current from mean values at

Manna Lao, Hawaii, is well correlated with Bartel's magnetic character index, Cp. This correlation
from September 1960 to September 1961 is shown in Fig. 9. There is good correlation between the

most "magnetically disturbed" months of October and July and the least disturbed months of

January and August. Cobb also compares the daily variation of Cp and measured air-earth current
density; although the overall correlation is not as good as for the monthly variations, there appear

to be interesting upper atmospheric effects.

M_ircz (1976) also has reported a measured increase of the ground electric field for several days fol-

lowing high ionospheric absorption events associated with geomagnetic activity. Measurements

made from observatories near Nagycenk, Hungary, and Swider, Poland, showed an increase of 12-

46% (depending upon the time of day) in the potential for several days following high absorption

events.

Tanaka et al. (1977), making stratospheric balloon measurements of electric fields and currents at

Syowa station, Antarctica (69°S, 39°E geographic), found that the electric field and current both

increased by 30% of their normal values during the initial stage of a magnetic substorm. Simul-

taneous electric field measurements at the ground also showed an increase of 30% of the normal

value at the same time that the electric field and current measurements increased at balloon alti-

tudes (~30 km). To account for these increases they required an increase of 80 kV in the iono-

spheric potential over the station during the magnetic substorm. Although this effect is somewhat

confused by the size of the substorm and the onset of the katabatic wind near the observing site,

it is suggestive, and the experiment should be repeated to establish whether magnetic substorms

cause a perturbation in the atmospheric electrical circuit either at high latitudes or globally.

3.4 Aurorae Effects

As a whole, the available data on the influence of aurorae upon ground potential gradient and air-

earth current are inadequate and contradictory. During the International Polar Year, 1932/1933,

certain studies (Israel, 1973) found that the potential gradient and air-earth current both experience

a fluctuating variation with an aurora: a peak of approximately 155% of the mean value 6-8 min.

before the aurora, and a minimum value of some 65% occurs 10 min. after onset. More recently,

Freier (1961 ), Olson ( 1971), and Lobodin and Paramonov (1972) have reported auroral effects on
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vertical electric fields measured on the ground. In general, they report a decrease in the electric

field which later recovers to pre-auroral conditions. Fig. 10 shows the results of Lobodin and

Paramonov (1972), who examined electric field data from eight high-latitude stations. Seven of the

stations were in the Northern Hemisphere between 41°41'N and 80°37'N and 30°18'E and 158°E.

The results from the Northern hemisphere stations show that appreciable variations of electric

field begin 3 to 4 h before the onset of an aurora and last up to 3 h after its appearance. The mean

decrease of E during the aurora is 23-32% for continental stations and 8% for the eastern Siberia

sea. In the Southern Hemisphere the potential gradient increased by 36% of the mean. In the

Northern Hemisphere the decrease averaged 4% for weak, 6% for medium, 14% for strong, and

20% for very strong aurorae.

Shaw and Hunsucker (1977), on the other hand, analyzed measurements of the ground electric

field and found no auroral effects at College, Alaska (65°N), even when the ionosphere is disturbed

and there is violent visual auroral activity.

3.5 Differences at High and Low Latitudes

Kasemir (1972) examined the atmospheric electric field, current, and conductivity data recorded

during the IGY in 1958 at Thule, Greenland (78°N), which is near the north magnetic pole. He

also examined atmospheric electric field measurements made during IQSY in 1964 at the

Amundsen-Scott station at the South Pole. The diurnal UT variation averaged over the year of the

normalized current at Thule and the normalized field at the South Pole show surprisingly good

agreement. Compared with the oceanic diurnal UT variation at low and midlatitudes measured

during the Carnegie Ship cruises, the polar curve shows a very similar shape but a much reduced

amplitude, as shown in Fig. 11. The maximum and minimum in the polar regions are 1.07 and

0.92 of the mean, whereas the corresponding values on the oceans are 1.20 and 0.85. The cause of

the approximately 30% reduction in the diurnal amplitude is not known; however, Kasemir sug-

gests that there is a strong possibility that another agent besides worldwide thunderstorm activity

may modulate the global circuit.

Cobb (1977) also has reported on potential gradient and air-earth current density measurements

at the South Pole station during the period November, 1972, through March, 1974. The average

potential gradient during this period was 71 V m 1 and the air-earth current density was

2.5 x 10 12 A m 1 . The percent of variation of the air-earth current density measured at the South

Pole followed very closely the diurnal UT percent of variation measured earlier at the Mauna Loa

low-latitude station, although the mean values at the two stations are different. The diurnal UT

variation of the potential gradient at the South Pole, however, is displaced by several hours com-
pared to the Mauna Loa measurements.

Cobb also made balloon measurements to as high as 35 km at the South Pole station. Two aspects

of the soundings have emerged. First, the current is usually not constant with altitude even in

the stratosphere, and second, the average current in the stratosphere may vary by an order of
magnitude from day to day.
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3.6 SolarCycleVariations

Thereis a long-periodvariationin cosmicrayradiationthat is inverselycorrelatedwith sunspot
activity (Forbush,1966;Neher,1971).At 15kmthe ionizationratemayvaryby 51%(conduc-
tivity by 23%)whileat 20km theionizationratevariesby about76%(conductivityby 33%)at
highlatitudes.At 20km, the averageconductivityvariationthrougha solarcycleisabout 18%
at midlatitudesandabout 10%neartheequator.Thereareprobablysignificantvariationsof con-
ductivitydayby day.

MiJhleisen(1977)hasderivedtheionosphericpotentialvariationof theglobalcircuit overan11-
yearsolarcycleby balloonradiosondeascents.Hisresultssuggesta solarcyclevariationof iono-
sphericpotentialoppositeto solaractivityascharacterizedby therelativesunspotnumber.Olson
(1977)hasshownthesolarcyclevariationof air-earthconductioncurrentdensitydepictedin Fig.
12.Themaximumcurrentdensityoccursnearsolarcycleminimum,asdeterminedby thesunspot
number,andminimumcurrentdensityoccursnearsolarcyclemaximum.Thedataweredivided
into two sets:onefor thehoursnearthe maximumin the UTdiurnalvariationandonefor the
minimum(Markson,1978b).The scatterplotsin the lower portion of Fig. 12showa negative
correlationbetweenair-earthcurrentdensityandsunspotnumberfor bothdatasets.

4. UPPERATMOSPHEREELECTRICALCOUPLING

In theearth'satmosphere,whereelectricalconductivityincreasesexponentiallywith altitudeabove
theexchangeor atmosphericboundarylayer,downwardfield mapping is much more effective than

upward field mapping (Park 1976b). Several studies have shown that large horizontal scale elec-

trical fields of ionospheric origin map effectively downward with little attenuation to 20 km and

perturbations can occur even at the earth's surface. Because of the high conductivity of the earth's

surface, the horizontal electric field cannot be maintained and it produces vertical perturbations

in the potential gradient at the ground.

There are at least two ionospheric electrical generators that can produce large horizontal scale

potential differences within the ionosphere that effectively couple into the global electrical cir-

cuit. These are (a) the ionospheric dynamo and (b) the magnetospheric generator associated with

plasma convection at high latitudes.

4.1 The Ionospheric Dynamo

Above about 70 km solar EUV radiation ionizes certain atmospheric constituents more efficiently

with increasing altitude; this produces the ionosphere. Below about 80 km, the mobility of solar-

produced electrons and ions is dominated by collisions with neutral gas. Above 80 km, however,

collisions become less frequent so that electrons gyrate around the geomagnetic field line several

times before successive collisions with neutrals, and the electrons are essentially bound to the geo-

magnetic field line. For ions this process happens above 140 km. This difference in behavior

between the electrons and ions makes the electrical conductivity anisotropic. Three conductivities

exist: a parallel conductivity along the geomagnetic field line, a Pedersen conductivity that is

perpendicular to the geomagnetic field line but in the direction of an applied electric field, and a
Hall conductivity which is also perpendicular to the geomagnetic field line but at right angles to
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theappliedfield. Thedynamo region is defined as that region in the Earth's atmosphere where
most of the Pederson and Hall currents flow; it lies between 100 and 200 km. Outside of this

region, the Pedersen and Hall conductivities decrease to 10% of their maximum values. All of the
electrical conductivities in the dynamo region are subject to large diurnal, seasonal, and geographic

variations due to the varying electron number density which is maintained primarily by solar

ionizing radiation. At nighttime, these conductivities drop to very small values. Solar flares and

auroral particle precipitation can greatly increase the electron density, thus increasing conduc-

tivity and also temporarily shifting the boundary of the dynamo region to lower altitudes.

Global atmospheric tides are generated in the upper atmosphere by the diurnal variations of solar

heat input and gravitational forces of the sun and moon. The winds in the dynamo region force

plasma across the geomagnetic field line and produces a v x B Lorentz force. Due to ambipolar

diffusion of electrons and ions, charge separation occurs, which produces an electric polarization

field. Electric currents in the dynamo region flow under the combined influence of the polarization

field and the Lorentz force. The magnetic effects of these electric currents, as observed on the

ground, are known as Sq (solar quiet) and L (lunar gravitational) geomagnetic variation. Volland

(1972, 1977) has shown that the large horizontal scale potential differences generated in the ionos-

pheric dynamo region (_ 10 kV) map into the lower atmosphere. The ionospheric dynamo perturbs

the low-latitude potential and electric field at the ground by about 6% of the tropospheric fair

weather potential and electric field established by thunderstorm charging. An empirical model of

the ionospheric dynamo potential determined by Richmond (1976) from incoherent scatter radar

data is shown in Fig. 13. The values are valid between 0 and 60 ° in latitude. At higher latitudes

potentials due to the magnetospheric generators must be considered. During geomagnetic storms the

dynamo potential differences may be enhanced somewhat, but in general the perturbations to the

atmospheric potential and fair weather field in the lower atmosphere should be small (< 10%).

4.2 MAGNETOSPHERIC DYNAMO

The interaction of the solar wind with the earth's geomagnetic field and the magnetospheric effects

of this interaction have been described by Hill and Wolf (1977) and Burch (1977), respectively, in

the National Academy of Sciences study The Upper Atmosphere and Magnetosphere. This interac-

tion gives rise to a large-scale flow of plasma across both magnetically conjugate polar caps; this

flow is associated with a dawn-to-dusk potential drop across both caps. Heppner (1977), primarily

using satellite data, has constructed empirical models of potential distribution around the polar

magnetic cap. Fig. 14 shows the potential pattern for both a geomagnetically quiet and a disturbed

period. During quiet times the potential drop is typically 50-70 kV and the pattern is generally con-

fined to magnetic latitudes greater than 60 °. During geomagnetic storms and substorms, and pos-

sibly during solar flare activity, this pattern expands equatorward and the potential drop increases

to 150-250 kV. This potential pattern is maintained by pairs of field-aligned current systems, each

carrying approximately a million amperes, with current densities of 10 -6 A m -2 , it is also dependent

upon the ionospheric conductivity. There are variations of this potential pattern with the direction

of the interplanetary magnetic field and it appears that the negative perturbation of the ionospheric

potential on the dusk side is greater than the positive perturbation on the dawn side of the polar

cap. There is still much uncertainty associated with the time-dependent behavior of the potential

pattern; however, it is anticipated to be highly varible. Park (1976b) has discussed mapping this
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potential pattern to the ground and has shown perturbations of +20% in the ground electric field

under the pattern during geomagnetic quiet times.

5. NUMERICAL MODEL OF THE GLOBAL ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT

Another method of determining possible solar-terrestrial effects on the global atmospheric electrical

circuit is numerical modeling. By imposing variations of electrical conductivity known to occur dur-

ing solar flares or variations in potential generated by the upper atmospheric generators it is possible

to calculate the effects on the global circuit parameters, such as changes of current density or poten-

tial gradient, and compare the calculated variations to measurements. A schematic diagram of a

global quasi-static model formulated by Hays and Roble (1979) is shown in Fig. 1. Within the model

it is assumed that thunderstorms act as dipole current generators, each with a positive center at the

top of the cloud and a negative center a few kilometers lower than the positive center. In fair

weather regions far away from the storm centers, the distribution of the electrostatic potential
above the earth is determined by the current return from the sources to the earth's surface. The

geometry of the model is based upon an atmosphere broken into four coupled regions. Region 0

represents the lower troposphere, which has a variable conductivity in the horizontal and vertical;

it also includes the earth's orography. Region 1 represents the upper troposphere below the negative

current source region within the thunderstorm, and Region 2 represents the stratosphere and meso-

sphere above the positive current source region of the thunderstorm. For regions 0, 1, and 2 the

electrical conductivity is assumed to be isotropic. Region 3 represents the ionosphere and magneto-

sphere above the dynamo region, where the electrical conductivity is anisotropic and where mag-

netic conjugate regions are connected along geomagnetic field lines through the magnetosphere.

The mathematical details of the model, the boundary conditions, and the matching between vari-

ous regions are described by Hays and Roble (1979).

The height and latitudinal distribution of electrical conductivity used for model calculations are

shown in Fig. 15. The electrical conductivity above the exchange layer in the lower atmosphere is

maintained by cosmic ray activity, which in the troposphere varies by about a factor of two

between the equator and the poles. Since the conductivity is maintained primarily by small mobile

ions, it varies as the square root of the cosmic ray ion production rate. Also shown in Fig. 15 are the

variations of electrical conductivity assumed to occur with a sudden increase in cosmic ray ioniza-

tion resulting from a solar flare and a subsequent Forbush decrease.

On a global scale there is no net current source within the model and the thunderstorms act as

pumps, recirculating current from the lower to the upper atmosphere. Two thousand individual

thunderstorms occurring at 1900 UT are distributed randomly in latitude and longitude in accord-

ance with the hourly probability of thunderstorm occurrence defined by Crichlow et al. (1971).

These thunderstorm regions are similar to the observed pattern of lightning flashes during the period

10 September - 11 October, 1977, as determined by the DSMP satellite in a dawn-dusk polar orbit,

shown in Fig. 16 (Edgar, 1979). Each dot indicates an observed lightning flash for either the dawn

or the dusk pass. The maximum thunderstorm occurrence observed by the satellite is primarily

over the continental land masses. For the model calculations, Northern Hemisphere summer months

are assumed; therefore at the 1900 UT maximum in ionospheric potential, thunderstorm activity

occurs over Central America, Florida, and the Rocky Mountains, in addition to the Amazon basin

and parts of Central Africa. It is assumed that at 1900 UT, 600, I00, 1000, 280, and 20
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thunderstormsarerandomlydistributedin latitudeandlongitudein thevicinity of Africa, Asia, Cen-

tral America, Argentina, and the Alps, respectively. The actual regions of thunderstorm distribution

have been given in Fig. 4 of Hays and Roble (1979). The storm centers are also randomly distribu-

ted in the vertical. The model also includes the effects of orography, which is shown as a perspec-

tive illustration in Fig. 17. The height of the land above sea level is averaged over a 5°grid in latitude

and longitude. The solutions presented in the next sections are obtained on an effective 5°grid in

latitude and longitude; therefore it is not possible to resolve the detailed potential distribution

around individual mountains or thunderstorms that have a much smaller spatial scale. The model

primarily describes global variations, and smaller features can be resolved by coupling a fine-mesh

numerical model with the global model through appropriate boundary conditions.

6. MODEL SOLUTION FOR THE LOWER ATMOSPHERE

The calculated electric potential along the o = 7.3 x 10 -12 mho m _ constant conductivity surface,

which occurs at approximately 25 km at the equator and slopes downward to 23 km in both polar

regions, is shown in Fig. 18c. The calculated fair weather ionospheric potential is 400 = 291,000 V

and the quantity (4 - _) is plotted along the constant conductivity surface. Over the thunderstorm

regions of Central America, Africa, and Argentina, the value of (cb - _) is positive and electric

current flows upward from the thunderstorm region to ionospheric heights; the maximum value

of (4 - _) is 16,000 V. Minimum values occur over the mountainous fair weather regions, with

-5700 V over Tibet and Antarctica. The calculated value of (4 - _) along the o = 4.74 x 10 10

mho m -l surface near 50 km in the equatorial region is shown in Fig. 18b. The potential distribu-

tion has spread considerably from the concentrated regions over the thunderstorms at 25 km to a

more uniform distribution at 50 km. The calculated value of (4 - 400) along the o m = 4.54 x 10 -6

mho m 1 conductivity surface, which is the base of the magnetosphere in Region 3 of the model at

roughly 105 km, is shown in Fig. 18a. 400 is the global mean average along this surface. The maxi-

mum value of (4 - _), which occurs over the thunderstorms in Africa, is 975 V and the minimum

value is -600 V over the central Pacific.

For these model calculations the geomagnetic and geographic poles are assumed to be coincident.

At the geomagnetic equator the field lines are horizontal and the vertically directed electric current

is restricted from spreading laterally. The maximum potential develops in this region. In Central

America, the thunderstorm region is displaced from the geomagnetic equator and therefore currents

flow from the storm region along the geomagnetic field line into the conjugate hemisphere. The

potential perturbation then attenuates as it penetrates to lower altitudes in the conjugate hemi-

sphere.

The calculated potential, 4, along the constant conductivity surface o I = 4.3 x 10 t3 mho m "1 ,

which is approximately 8 km in the equatorial regions, is shown in Fig. 18d. Under each thunder-

storm region the potential is strongly negative. The minimum value of several million volts occurs

under the Central America thunderstorm region. In the fair weather region away from the thunder-

storms the calculated potential is positive with respect to the ground, indicating a current returning

to ground. The calculated potentials at 4 km and 2 km are shown in Figs. 18e and 18f, respectively.

They are similar to the potential calculated on the 8 km surface, but at these lower altitudes the

distortion by the earth's orographic features becomes evident. The potential becomes zero when a

surface intersects a high mountain that protrudes above the altitude, and the potential becomes
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greatlydistorted when the surface is near an orographic feature such as Antarctica, Greenland, or

the Himalayas. On the 2 km surface the outline of continental features begins to appear. The

subgrid-scale potential distribution around each thunderstorm is on the order of 10 km (Holzer and

Saxon, 1952), negative under the thunderstorm and positive in the fair weather regions away from

the storm. We cannot resolve the subgrid-scale potential distribution with our global model and

thus the solutions are 5° grid area averages of the subgrid-scale distributions.

The calculated electric field and the ground current along the earth's orographic surface are shown

as perspective illustrations in Figs. 19a and 19b, respectively. The highest fair weather electric field

and electric current flow occur in Antarctica and other high mountainous regions, because there

is high conductivity at mountaintop level and because orography distorts the electric potential and

amplifies the electric field. The current into the ground in the fair weather regions is balanced by a

current from the ground into the thunderstorm regions, leaving no net current flow on a global

scale. The electric field at sea level is 134 V m -l at the equator and 173 V m -_ in the polar regions,

which compares well with the Carnegie expedition's measurements of 120 V m _ near the equator

and 155 V m 1 at 60 ° latitude. Table 2 compares the parameters of the model with the estimate of

global circuit parameters made by M/_leisen (1977). There are considerable uncertainties in these

global estimates, yet the similarity of the parameters is encouraging.

7. COUPLING OF IONOSPHERIC POTENTIALS WITH THE GLOBAL CIRCUIT

At high geomagnetic latitudes, the interaction of the solar wind with the earth's geomagnetic field

establishes a dawn-to-dusk electric potential drop across the polar cap. During geomagnetic quiet

periods this potential drop is typically 50-70 kV, whereas during disturbed periods it may increase
from 150-250 kV.

The empirical model of Heppner (1977), Fig. 14, gives the ionospheric potential distribution in the

high-latitude ionosphere for both geomagnetic quiet and disturbed periods. This potential distribu-

tion is used as an upper boundary condition above the dynamo region and is incorporated in the

global model of atmospheric electricity described by Roble and Hays (1979). Their calculations

consider the effects of the earth's orography and the tilted geomagnetic and geographic poles.

The variations in the ground electric potential gradient at sea level calculated using Heppner's

magnetically averaged period model are shown in Fig. 20 for various high-magnetic-latitude circles.

They are plotted as functions of magnetic local time. For early magnetic local times the ionos-

pheric potential perturbations to the earth's potential gradient are positive. For later magnetic

local times the perturbations are negative. The Carnegie expedition showed that at low and middle

latitudes there is a universal time variation of potential gradient at the earth's surface due to the

diurnal variation of thunderstorm frequency. The maximum electric potential gradient occurs
at 1900 LIT, and the minimum occurs near 0400 UT.

In Fig. 20, this potential pattern is plotted in magnetic local time for the Atlantic and Pacific sec-

tors; different diurnal variations in magnetic local time are obtained for the two sectors. The total

ground potential gradient variation for a station in the Pacific sector is determined by the differ-

ence between the variation of the upper curve for the latitude and the lower solid curve, as indicated
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by theverticallinewith arrowsgiving6_/6z.Thesamevariationfor anAtlantic sectorsta-
tion isobtainedfromthedifferencebetweentheappropriateuppercurveandthelowerdashed
curve.Theresultsshowthat thediurnalvariationof potentialgradientissmallfor anAtlantic sector
station,but muchlargerfor aPacificsectorstation.Thus,measurementsat highlatitudesshouldbe
interpretedin termsof variationsof inosphericpotentialaswell asin termsof thunderstormfre-
quencyvariations.Kasemir(1972)hasreportedthat the diurnalUTvariationof potentialgradient
at both theThule,Greenland,andSouthPolestationsis about30%lessthanthegloballow-latitude
UTvariationattributedto variationsin thunderstormfrequency,whichmayindicatethe influence
of the ionosphericgenerators.For Heppner'smagneticallydisturbedmodel the dawn-to-dusk
ionosphericpotentialdropacrossthe polarcapis 140kV. A similarcalculationusingthe disturbed
modelgivesalargermagnitudeto thepotentialperturbationsandalsotheeffectsof thegenerator
extendto lower latitudes,indicatinga greaterupperatmosphericinfluenceduringmagnetically
disturbedperiods.

Thecalculatedpotentialgradientandair-earthcurrentalongtheearth'sorographicsurface,dueto
couplingHeppner's(1977)geomagneticquietmodelinto theglobalelectricalmodel,areshownas
perspectiveillustrationsin Figs.21aand21brespectively.These1900UT patternsmustbeaddedto
thepatternsin Figs.19aand 19bto obtainthetotal potentialgradientandair-earthcurrentdue
to thecombinedeffectof worldwidethunderstormactivityandthecouplingof the ionosphericpo-
tentialpatterninto theglobalelectricalcircuit.Themaximumpositiveionosphericpotentialper-
turbationof +32 kV maps downward and produces a +20 V m 1 perturbation in the earth's fair

weather electric field. The maximum negative ionospheric potential perturbation produces about

-20 V m 1 at the earth's surface. Similarly, the positive ionospheric potential perturbation causes a

current to flow downward from the ionosphere into the earth surfaces and similarly the negative

ionospheric potential perturbations cause a current to flow upwards from the ground toward the

ionosphere. As seen in Figs. 21a and 21b, the magnitude of the potential gradient and air-earth cur-

rent are influenced by the earth's orography.

The magnetospheric potential pattern remains sun-aligned in geomagnetic coordinates. Therefore,

as the earth rotates around its geographic pole, the ionospheric potential which maps directly down-

ward moves over the earth's surface in a complex but systematic fashion during the day. The pat-

tern shown in Figs. 21a and 21 b is constantly moving.

The positive and negative potential perturbations of the ionospheric potential on the dawn and dusk

sides of the polar cap, respectively, cause a downward and upward current to flow from the iono-

sphere to the ground. The model requires that the divergence of the current must be zero; there-

fore, any imbalance in the downward and upward current system must be compensated for by the

global circuit, which changes the global ionospheric potential between the ground and ionosphere.

Such an imbalance may occur when the positive/negative current is aligned over Antarctica, where

the surface conductivity on the high mountain plateau is large, and when the negative/positive

current is aligned over a cloud-covered ocean, where the surface conductivity is low. For

certain large geomagnetic substorms with the upper boundary potential pattern properly
aligned over the continent and ocean the current imbalance may require as much as a 5-10%

change in the potential between the ground and ionosphere that is maintained primarily

by thunderstorms. This dependency upon substorm intensity may help explain the dependence

of ground potential gradient and air-earth current on geomagnetic activity observed by
Marcz (1976) and Cobb (1967), respectively, as well as the balloon measurements of Cobb (1977)
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andTanaka et al. (1977). Fig. 22 shows the potential fields at various altitudes due to the combined

action of thunderstorms and ionospheric geomagnetic quiet dawn-dusk potential distribution across
the polar cap at a given time at 1900 UT.

In Fig. 22a, the potential difference (_ - _o0) along the o -- 4.54 x 10 .6 mho "_ surface shows the

positive and negative perturbations due to the dawn-dusk potential drop across the polar cap. The

maximum positive perturbation is 32 kV and the minimum negative perturbation is -40 kV. This

pattern maps downward almost unattenuated to the constant conductivity surface at approximately

50 km, Fig. 22b, and even to the 25 km constant conductivity surface, Fig. 22c. The potential

perturbations due to thunderstorms are evident along this surface. The calculated potential, _,

along the 8, 4, and 2 km constant height surfaces are shown in Figs. 22d, 22e, and 22f, respectively.

Although the perturbation of the potential field is still present at high latitudes, it is small compared

to the very large perturbations near the thunderstorm regions; therefore, the approximately 20%

variation from fair weather regions is not easily visible on these perspective illustrations.

8. VARIATIONS DURING SOLAR FLARES AND SECTOR BOUNDARY CROSSINGS

During solar flares the intensity of the cosmic ray flux bombarding the earth changes near the

earth's surface in the two-phase manner that has been discussed by Forbush (1966). During the

solar flare there is a sudden increase in the cosmic ray intensity which generally lasts from one-half

to one hour. The intensity increase at the ground is generally small (< 5%) during this period,

det_ending upon the flux magnitude and eiaergy spectrum of the particle distribution. This in-

crease near the ground is also latitudinally dependent, being largest in the polar regions and smallest

near the equator. Following the sudden increase in conductivity, the Forbush effect sets in and

worldwide cosmic ray intensity decreases by 5-10% of normal values; this can last from one to

several days.

At higher altitudes, the increases in ionization during solar flares are much greater. Also, while the

ground-level cosmic ray intensity decreases by the Forbush effect, the ionization at stratospheric

altitudes may increase by one or two orders of magnitude. Most solar flares have an energy spec-

trum so steep that even though large increases in the ionization rate occur at balloon altitudes

(,x, 30 km) they are not detected by sea-level cosmic ray monitors (Winckler, 1960). In sum, the

solar-controlled changes in ion production in the 20 to 30 km height range are larger than, more

frequent than, and generally in the opposite sense (increases) of those near the earth. The magnetic

field imposes a cutoff latitude on the equatorward side of which solar protons cannot reach the

lower atmosphere. The cutoff is sharp, within a degree or two of latitude in a typical event, but the

cutoff latitude moves equatorward as the event intensifies. In large events the cutoff may move to

as low as 50 ° geomagnetic latitude. With certain flares, the solar proton flux enhancement may

begin within an hour or two after a solar flare eruption and it gradually intensifies to a maximum

several hours later. There is then a gradual decay to normal. The duration is variable from flare to

flare but can be from about an hour to four or five days, and the proton flux maximum intensity

can vary widely from one event to another. These events are frequently associated with polar cap

absorption (PCA) events because the relativistic solar protons impinging on the ionospheric D-

region produce intense ionization that causes radio blackouts at high latitudes. The ion production

rates calculated for several solar flares and their variation with altitude are shown in Fig. 23. These

events are geographically conf'med to regions within the polar cap as illustrated in Fig. 24.
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During solar magnetic sector boundary crossings there are also changes in certain geomagnetic pro-

perties. In general, the solar wind velocity and geomagnetic activity increase to maximum values a

few days after a sector boundary crossing, whereas the solar wind density may decrease. The cosmic

ray activity near the ground first increases a day before the sector boundary crossing and then de-

creases for several days following the crossing, with minimum values near three days. The variations

near the ground, however, are generally small (< a few percent).

The effect of high-latitude conductivity changes on the global circuit can be examined with the

numerical model. It is assumed that the conductivity above 8 km at geomagnetic latitudes greater

than +-60 ° first increases from the normal factor of 1.4 times to 1.6 times the unperturbed equa-

torial value shown in Fig. 15b. This increase in conductivity crudely simulates the solar flare in-

crease in ionization rate at high latitudes. To simulate a high-latitude Forbush decrease above 60 °

geomagnetic latitude the latitudinal conductivity factor in Fig. 15c decreases from 1.4 times to

1.2 times the unperturbed equatorial values above 60 ° geomagnetic latitude. In both of these

cases the increases in conductivity were deliberately confined to high latitudes away from the

assumed thunderstorm region so as not to affect the thunderstorm current output. These numerical

experiments are designed to investigate the response to conductivity changes alone. In the next

section, the effect of conductivity changes over thunderstorms is examined. The results of the

calculation are summarized in Table 3.

The major calculated global electrical parameters for the solar flare increase and the Forbush de-

crease, as well as the base 1900 UT case, are given in Table 3 for comparison. The calculated global

electrical resistance decreases from 310 to 298 £Z during the solar flare (cosmic ray intensity in-

crease) and increases to 321 _2 during the Forbush decrease. The calculated ionospheric potential

decreases from 410,900 V to 394,900 V during the cosmic ray increase but then increases to

425,000 V during the subsequent Forbush decrease. The total global electric current remains con-

stant at 1325 A during this sequence because the thunderstorm current output remains the same

and only its redistribution due to global scale changes in conductivity occurs. The ground electric

field at both the equator and the pole is also modulated. At low latitudes the electric field first

decreases from 192 V m 1 to 186 V m a and then increases to 198 V m -1 At high latitudes the

field increases from 238 V m 1 to 260 V m _ and then decreases to 217 V m a giving an effect

opposite that at low latitudes. These results may explain why Reiter (1977) and Park (1976) de-

tect different variations during the passage of a sector boundary. The calculations indicate that

changes in electrical conductivity due to solar flares and perhaps to magnetic sector boundary

crossings are capable of altering the electric circuit on a global scale. There is much uncertainty

in the actual global representation of conductivity during these events and we stress that these

calculations were made to illustrate a possible solar-terrestrial influence on the electrical structure

of the atmosphere. This study is not a critical evaluation of a specific event.

9. SOLAR-TERRESTRIAL MODULATION OF THUNDERSTORM CURRENT OUTPUT

Markson (1975, 1978a) proposed a mechanism to explain the observed solar modulation of currents

and fields in the global atmospheric electric circuit. The results presented in the previous sections

give model calculations of electric current and electric field adjustment to conductivity variations

in the global circuit without considering the possible effects of modifying the generator output.

Markson's model of the global electrical circuit is shown in Fig. 25. The load portion of the circuit
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dealswith the ionosphericreturncurrentin the fairweatherregionsandtheglobalresistanceis
typically 100-200_2.Heassumesthat thereareabout 1500thunderstormsoperatingoverthe
earth'ssurfaceat anygiventime.Thecurrentoutputof athunderstormis typically 1A, givinga
total globalcurrenton theorderof 1500A. The tops of thunderclouds are at potentials of 10 a- 109

V, giving a charging or generator resistance of 105-106 12 over the thunderstorm generator consider-

ing all thunderstorms are acting in parallel. The high generator resistance makes the thunderstorm

act as a current generator in the global electrical circuit. Ordinarily, the resistance between the

thunderstorm generator and the earth would be greater than the resistance between the cloud top

and ionosphere except for the effect of point discharge ions. Because of the strong electric fields

under thunderstorms, pointed objects beneath the storms go into corona discharge. While it has

been estimated that the conductivity under thunderstorms may increase by several orders of magni-

tude due to this effect, Markson makes a conservative estimate of a factor of 20. Thus, the re-

sistance under thunderclouds is of the order of 104-105 12. Because of the effect of corona discharge

decreasing the resistance beneath thunderstorms, the controlling resistance in the global electrical

circuit is the resistance between the top of the cloud and the ionosphere. This is important for

solar-terrestrial effects because an appreciable portion of the total global circuit resistance is acces-

sible to solar-controlled ionizing radiation. Thus, a solar modulation of the earth's fair weather

electric field and current can be effected without changing the thunderstorm generator itself.

Markson (1978a) points out that it may seem strange that the resistance over most of the earth's

surface is much lower than that of the air mass over thunderstorms. But he shows that it is essenti-

ally a function of area. The atmosphere can be considered as an array of vertical parallel columnar

resistances. In fair weather regions all of the resistances in parallel result in a small total resistance;

dividing a columnar resistance by a large cross-sectional area gives a small resistance. Over thunder-

storms, the charging current flows through a resistor of relatively small cross-sectional area and the

resistance is large. With most of the global circuit resistance in this element, Markson argues that it

in effect is a valve regulating the current flow in the entire circuit. The ionospheric potential and

fair weather electric field over most of the world would adjust in proportion to the variation in

charging current flowing upward from the thunderstorms. Thus, any increase in stratospheric ioni-

zation over thunderstorms due to solar flares could cause a global increase in electric field intensity

which would account for observations of enhanced electric fields following solar flares.

Model calculations of the type performed in the previous section and of a regional numerical model

that is coupled to the global model support Markson's mechanism for causing global-scale readjust-

ments in electric field and current. Without affecting the thunderstorm generator itself, decreasing

the columnar resistance over the thunderstorm allows more current to flow to the ionosphere,

increasing the ionospheric potential, the global current, and the ground electric field and air-earth

current on a global basis. This response differs from the variation calculated where conductivity

changes occurred only at high latitudes and not over any thunderstorm region as discussed in the

previous section. For those calculations a different air-current density and electric field variation

would occur between high and low latitudes.

Markson also suggests that these solar-induced variations of the global circuit may affect cloud

microphysics, precipitation processes, and thunderstorms electrification and development; how-

ever, the precise mechanisms are unknown. He furthermore suggests that if these processes were

influenced, atmospheric dynamics could be affected.
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10. DISCUSSION

Both the experimentalevidenceandthe calculationsmadewith aglobalmodelof atmospheric

electricity indicate that there is solar-terrestrial coupling through atmospheric electricity which

operates by altering the global electric current and field distribution. A global redistribution of

currents and fields can be caused by large-scale changes in electrical conductivity, by alteration

of the columnar resistance between thunderstorm cloud tops and the ionosphere, or by both.

If the columnar resistance is altered above thunderstorms, more current will flow in the global cir-

cuit, changing the ionospheric potential and basic circuit variables such as current density and elec-
tric fields. The observed variations of currents and fields during solar-induced disturbances are

generally less than 50% of mean values near the earth's surface.

The model calculations suggest that it is necessary to consider the entire electrical circuit from the

magnetopause to the ground when analyzing ground-based and satellite data. One segment of the

"classical picture" of atmospheric electricity suggests that there is an equalizing layer at 60 kin,

where upper atmospheric electrical effects are shielded from lower atmospheric electrical effects;

this needs to be modified to account for the observed coupling.

The observational evidence presented in the previous sections suggests solar-terrestrial coupling,

but a well-coordinated observational program is necessary to establish the nature and character-

istics of the global response. Such a program should include coordinated measurements from

satellites, rockets, aircraft, balloons, and ground-based stations. Perhaps such a program could be

established as part of the international Middle Atmosphere Program (MAP) that is planned for

the 1980's or as part of the 10-year plan for atmospheric electricity (Dolezalek, 1972).

Whether atmospheric electricity represents a link between the sun and weather is not clear. Several

mechanisms by which thunderstorm cloud development and electrification might be affected by

changes in the properties of the global circuit have been proposed, but geophysical data to support

them are lacking. Global satellite measurements of lightning frequency and optical power output

may be a key in identifying a global thunderstorm response to solar activity. If satellite measure-

ments of lightning activity can establish a statistically significant increase or decrease in thunder-

storm frequency correlated with solar flares, solar magnetic sector boundary crossings, geomagnetic

activity, aurorae, or the solar cycle, then atmospheric electricity is an intriguing possibility for the

physical mechanism in a sun-weather relationship. There are many uncertainties in the chain of

physical processes leading to a change in weather systems but the evidence appears to warrant
further consideration.

Finally, it should be emphasized that progress in understanding solar-terrestrial coupling requires

a collaborative effort between observation and theoretical modeling. For example, by requiring

agreement between theory and observations, it may be possible to derive information from a

numerical model, such as the global distribution of electrical conductivity variations during a

solar flare, that would be very difficult and expensive to obtain experimentally. Likewise, numerical

experiments with a global theoretical model of atmospheric electricity may suggest certain experi-

mental efforts to examine solar-terrestrial coupling mechanisms. The search for solar-terrestrial

coupling mechanisms through atmospheric electricity should give us a better understanding of

the earth's natural electrical environment (Fig. 26).
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of global electrostatic model of atmospheric electricity. The vector B

illustrates the Earth's geomagnetic field line.
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tion between current density and sunspot number have been made for each data set (Markson,

1978b).
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Figure 13. Quiet-day F region electrostatic potential pattern (kV) in apex latitude-local time coor-

dinates. Values above 65 ° in latitude have no significance (Richmond, 1976).
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Figure 14. A sun-aligned empirical model of the potential distribution across the magnetic polar

cap. Upper figure, is the Geomagnetic quiet model with a 72 kV dawn-to-dusk potential drop, and

the lower figure is geomagnetic disturbed model with a 140 kV dawn-to-dusk potential drop (Hepp-

ner, 1977).
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Figure 15. Model electrical conductivity variations with altitude (upper figures) and latitude (lower

figure). The assumed variation of electrical conductivity with altitude and latitude for a solar flare

ionization increase and subsequent Forbush decrease are also shown.
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Figure 16. Scatter diagram of satellite lightning observations for the period 2 August-10 September,

1977 at dawn, and dusk. The lower figures give the Occurrence rate for dawn and dusk. (Edgar,

1978).
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(TIBET- 5KM)

Figure 17. Perspective illustration of the'Earth's orographic surface used in the model. The model

gives height averages over a 5 ° grid in latitude and longitude. The highest point is 5 km over the

Tibetan plateau.
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Figure 18. Perspective illustrations of the calculated potential along various constant conductivity

surfaces. (a), (b) and (c) illustrate the calculated potential differences (_ - ¢o0) volts along, respec-

tively, the o = 4.54 × 10 "6 mho m 1 (approximately 105 km at the Equator), a = 4.74 × 10-l° mho

m 1 (approximately 50 km at the Equator), and a = 7.3 × 1012 mho m 1 (approximately 25 km at

the Equator); 4)oo is the ionospheric potential. (d) is the potential _(a 1) volts along the o 1 = 4.3 ×

1013 mho m -1 (approximately 8 km at the Equator). (e) is the potential _(4 km) at a constant 4

km height, and (f) is the potential _(2 km) at a constant height of 2 km (Hays and Roble, 1979).
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Figure 19. 1%_ illustrations of calculated (a) ground potential gradient (V m 1) and (b)

ground current (A m 2 ) along the Earth's orographic surface (Hays and Roble, 1979).
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Figure 20. Calculated diurnal variation of ground electric field (V m 1 ) as a function of magnetic

local time. The upper curves are diurnal variations in the effect of the ionospheric potential pertur-

bation, upon the ground electric field at various magnetic latitudes, calculated using Heppner's

(1977) model for a magnetically average period. The lower curves are the diurnal (UT)variation of

the ground electric field measured during the Carniege expedition in magnetic local time for stations

in the Atlantic and Pacific sectors. The total potential gradient variation is determined by the differ-

ence between the upper and lower curves as indicated by the vector 8q_/Sz.
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Figure 21. Perspective illustrations of the calculated (a) potential gradient, V m_ and (b) air-Earth

current (A m 2 ) at 1900 UT along the Earth's orographic surface due to the downward mapping of

Heppner's (1977) geomagnetic quiet potential pattern over the magnetic polar caps. The plots are in

geomagnetic latitude and geomagnetic longitude.
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Figure 23. Ion pair production rates due to solar protons: 1-polar cap absorption (PCA), 11/2/69;

2-PCA, 8/4/72, 1500-1600 UT, 3-PCA, 8/4/72, 1508 UT; 4-PCA, 8/4/72, 2200 UT; 5-PCA 9/29/61 ;

6-SSMIN (sunspot minimum) galactic cosmic rays; 7-SSMAX (sunspot maximum) galactic cosmic

rays; 8-precipitating electrons in a hard aurora (Herman and Goldberg, 1978).
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Figure 24. Maps showing the normal distribution of PCA effects. The regions inside the inner curves

experience the full intensity, while regions outside of the outer curves are normally unaffected, ex-

cept during geomagnetic disturbances (Reid, 1974).
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Figure 25. The atmospheric electrical global circuit. Large arrows indicate flow of positive charge.

Estimated resistances of circuit elements are given. The thunderstorm depicted represents the global

electrical generator, that is, the totality of all global thunderstorms (Markson, 1978a).
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Figure 26. Thunderstorm near Boulder, Colorado (NCAR photo). 
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TABLE1

SomeApproximatePropertiesof the
GlobalElectricalCircuit

Numberof thunderstormsactingat onetime

Currentsabovethunderstorms
A) Range
B) Average

Currentsbelowthunderstorms(Miihleisen,1977)
A) Coronalcurrents(trees,etc.)
B) Lightningcurrents
C) Precipitationcurrents

Net current

Globalcurrent

Ionosphericpotential
A) Range
B) Mean

Columnarresistanceat sealevel

Total resistance
(includingresistancedecreaseby mountains)

Currentdensity
A) Inhabitedandindustrializedareas
B) Vegetatedgroundanddeserts
C) SouthPolestation

Potential gradient

A) Equator

B) 60 ° latitude

C) South Pole

Average charge transfer over the entire world

Relaxation times

A) 70 km

B) 18 km

C) 0.01 km

D) Earth's surface

1500-2000

0.1 to6A

0.5to 1 A

700 A

400 A

200 A

900 A

750-2000 A

180-400 kV

240 kV

1.3 x 1017 [2 m 2

270 _2

1 x 10 12 A m 2

2-4 x 10 "12 A m 2

2.5 x 10 12 A m "2

120 Vm 1

155 Vm 1

71 V m 1

+ 90C km "2 yr 1

10-3 s

4s

5-40 min

10 -s s
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TABLE2

Comparisonof Mtihleisen(1977)Estimateof GlobalCircuitParameters
with ModelCalculationsat 1900UT. (HaysandRoble,1979).

Numberof thunderstorms

Meanvalueof currentintensityover
onethunderstormcell

Globalcurrent

Ionosphericpotential

Columnarresistance

Total resistance

Currentsbelowthundercloud
A) Coronacurrents(trees,etc.)
B) Lightningcurrents
C) Precipiationcurrents

total

Currentdensity

640A
400 A
200A

840

Muhleisen(1977)

1500-1800

0.5-1.0A

800-1800A

180-400kV (range
278kV (mean)

1.3x 1017 _'2 m 2

230 I2

840 A

1 x 10 "12 A m -2

(inhabited and

industrialized areas)

2-4 x 10 "12 A m "2

(vegetated ground and

deserts)

Model

2000 (specified)

0.51 A

1065 A

291 kV

1.39x 1017 I2m 2

273

1065 A

1.52 x 10 "12 A m 2

@ sea level
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TABLE 3

Electrical Response to High-latitude (> 60 °) Variations of Conductivity

.

2.

3.

Cas__.__e _o(V) R([2) I(A) 0q_/Oz (V m 1 )

Low High
Base 410,900 310 1325 ----

192 238
Increase 394,900 298 1325

186 260
Decrease 425,000 321 1325

198 217
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TROPOSPHERICEFFECTSONTHEMIDDLEATMOSPHERE
ANDVICE-VERSA*

MarvinA.Geller
Divisionof MeteorologyandPhysicalOceanography

RosenstielSchoolof MarineandAtmosphericScience
Universityof Miami

Miami,Florida 33149

1. INTRODUCTION

Oneof thepurposesof thispaperis to discussthemechanismsby whichphenomenaoccurringin
thetropospherecanaffect themiddleatmosphere,whichis definedhereasbeingthat atmospheric
regionlying abovethetropopauseandbelowthemesopause.Anotherpurpose,however,is to dis-
cussmechanismsby whichmiddleatmosphericphenomenacanaffectthetroposphericcirculation.
A third purposewill beto discusshow themiddleatmospheremayact asamediumby whichextra-
terrestrialeffectsmaygiveriseto changesin troposphericcirculation.

2. CONSIDERATIONSOFENERGETICS

Asapreludeto thesediscussions,however,I shallfirst briefly reviewsomeaspectsof theenergetics
of the troposphereandthemiddleatmosphereaswellastheenergeticsof extraterrestrialinputs.

2.1 TroposphericEnergetics

Theultimateenergysourcefor theatmosphereis that portionof theSun'senergyoutput that is in-
terceptedby theEarth(exceptingnegligiblysmalltidal andgeothermaleffects).This flux of energy
is onayearlyaveragedbasis1.95calcm2 min (1.35X 103Wm"2), the"solarconstant." Thenet
radiationflux at thetop of theatmosphere(FTA) isgivenby thisincomingsolarradiationminus
thesumof thereflectedsolarandemittedterrestrialradiation.Thiscanbemeasureddirectlyfrom
satelliteandisshownin Figure1(takenfromOortandVonderHaar,1976)asafunctionof lati-
tudeandseason.Spatialdifferentialsin thisnetheatingis whatprovidesthebasicdrivefor atmos-
phericmotions.Sincetheatmosphereisrathertransparentto solarradiation,mostof thesolar
radiationeitherheatstheEarth'ssurfaceor leadsto evaporation.Giventhat theatmosphereis
relativelyopaqueto infraredradiationandthat almostall of thewatervaporis condensedin clouds
andrainedout weseethatmostsolarenergyleadsto heatingof thetroposphere.

Theconversionof thisenergyinto motionscanbemosteasilydiscussedby referringto theenergy
cyclefor theannuallyaveragedtroposphere.Thisisshownin Figure2whichis takenfrom Oort
(1964). Thelatitudinaldifferentialin thezonally-averagedheatingof thetropospheregivesriseto
anenergygenerationof 3.1Wm2 whichprovidestheenergysourceto maintaintheavailablepoten-
tial energyof thezonally-averagedatmosphereat40 X 105Jm2 EnergyisconvertedfromA to

z

A E , the eddy available potential energy, by asymmetric heat transport processes at a rate of 3.0

Wm -2 . There is a 0.8 Wm 2 rate of energy loss from A E and a rate of energy conversion of
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2.2 Wm 2 to K E , the eddy kinetic energy, by the assymmetric rising of warm air and falling of cool
air that maintains the eddy available potential energy at 15 X l0 s Jm 2 . The eddy kinetic energy is

maintained at 7 × l0 s Jm 2 by a frictional loss of 1.8 Wm 2 and a conversion to zonally-averaged

kinetic energy by momentum flux convergence of 0.4 Wm 2 . Finally, the kinetic energy of the

zonally-averaged motions is maintained at 8 × l0 s Jm 2 by a frictional loss rate of 0.5 Wm 2 and a

small energy conversion from the zonally-averaged available potential energy by zonally symmetric

rising of warm air and falling of cool air.

Before proceeding to the subject of middle atmosphere energetics, a few more remarks should be

made on the subject of tropospheric energetics. The calculations of the annually-averaged atmos-

pheric energy cycle that is shown in Figure 2 were made from Northern Hemisphere data polewards
of 20°N for altitudes below about 100 mb. The energy conversion processes may be thought of as

being due to zonally symmetric processes and assymmetric processes. Thus, a positive energy con-

version from A to K is due to a zonally-averaged rising of warm air and falling of cool air. A posi-
Z Z

tive conversion from A z to AE is due to the assymmetric motions transporting heat down the gradi-
ent of the zonally- averaged temperature field. It should be mentioned here that these asymmetric

motions may arise from two sources. They may be due to the traveling cyclones and anticyclones

that arise from hydrodynamic instabilities, and they may be due to the asymmetric flow that is due

to asymmetries in both the elevation and thermal properties of the Earth's surface. A positive con-

version from A_. to K E is due to a systematic rising of warm air and falling of cool air within the

asymmetric motions. A positive conversion from K E to K z is due to a transport of angular momen-

tum by the asymmetric motions so as to maintain the zonally-averaged flow against dissipation.

Given the value of the solar constant as 1.35 × 103 Wm 2 and the albedo of the Earth-atmosphere

system as 0.30 (see Vonder Haar and Suomi, 1971), we see that the average solar flux absorbed by

one hemisphere is about 120 Wm 2 . Of the absorbed energy, we see from Figure 2 that only about

2.2 Wm 2 , or about 2% of the absorbed radiation is used to generate tropospheric motions.

2.2 Middle Atmosphere Energetics

The data from which the information on tropospheric energetics was obtained came from meteoro-

logical balloon soundings which have an altitude limit of about 30 km or 10 mb. Recently, high al-

titude satellite radiance data have begun to be used to study middle atmosphere energetics. For in-

stance, Figure 3 shows the energy budget for three middle atmosphere layers 10 - 100 mb (about 15

- 30 km) 1 - 10 mb (about 30 - 50 km), and 0.2 - 1 mb (about 50 - 60 km). This figure is taken

from Hartmann (1976) and includes data from the Southern Hemisphere winter polewards of 15°S

obtained using the Selective Chopper Radiometer on Nimbus 5.

One very great difference that we see in the middle atmospheric energetics from that in the tropo-

sphere is that in the troposphere there is an external sink for K E due to frictional dissipation where-

as in the middle atmosphere we see an external energy source for K E due to the convergence of the

vertical flux of geopotential energy due to the planetary-scale waves. For instance, Hartmann

(1976) found a flux of 0.167 Wm "2 through 100 mb, 0.143 Wm "2 through 10 mb, 0.027 Wm "2

through 1 mb, and 0.004 Wm 2 through 0.2 mb. Thus the 10 - 100 mb layer is relatively transpar-

ent to this planetary wave energy flux with a convergence of 0.024 Wm 2 , or 14% of the incoming

flux. There is a convergence of0.116 Wm 2 in the 1 - 10 mb layer which is 81% of the incoming
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flux, andthereisaconvergenceof 0.023Wm "2 in the 0.2 - 1 mb layer which is 85% of the incoming

flux. In the troposphere, the eddy kinetic energy was supplied by conversion from eddy potential

energy whereas above 10 mb the convergence of the vertical flux of geopotential energy is an order

of magnitude greater than this conversion.

It should be pointed out that the picture of middle atmosphere energetics that is presented here

should rigorously taken to be representative only for the two month period in question for the

Southern Hemisphere whereas the tropospheric energetics is representative of the annually-averaged

state of the Northern Hemisphere. This point is discussed in Hartmann (1976).

2.3 External Energy Sources

Table (1), which shows the magnitudes of several sources of energy that are external to the atmos-

phere, is taken from the paper by Willis (1976), and the arguments that he uses in arriving at these

values of the energy fluxes can be found there. The solar constant is observed to remain constant to

about +-1%, but there have been speculations that it may vary within this range. Of course, within

some spectral regions the solar irradiance has been observed to show much larger variations. For

instance, there appears to be a solar-cycle change in irradiance by a factor of about 2.5 at some

wavelengths in the far ultraviolet according to Heath (1973). The energy at wavelengths which are

either known or are thought to vary are deposited in the middle atmosphere and above and in any

event comprise a very small fraction of the solar flux. Thus, if temporal changes in the solar flux

are to affect the troposphere in a significant fashion they must do so indirectly, possibly operating

through changing middle atmosphere parameters that can affect the troposphere. The same is true

of the magnetospheric fluxes that are shown in Table 1. They are too small to affect the tropo-

sphere directly.

3. MODES OF VERTICAL COUPLING

In a previous section we have seen that the middle atmosphere is strongly coupled to the tropo-

sphere by dynamical processes. In this section, we will discuss these dynamical coupling processes

as well as those of radiational coupling, chemical coupling, and electrical coupling.

3.1 Upward Dynamical Coupling

The data that were used to make up the pictures of tropospheric and middle atmospheric energetics

that were presented used daily nontropical data. This means that only the dynamic effects of extra°

tropical large-scale motions with periods of several days or longer were included. For instance, no

effects due to tides and gravity waves are included.

Let us first consider the stationary middle latitude planetary waves as agents for vertical coupling.

Extratropical stationary planetary waves are large-scale undulations in the circumpolar flow that are

forced by the surface winds blowing over the planetary-scale variations in surface elevation and by

the planetary-scale distribution in diabatic heating. Chamey and Drazin (1961) showed that such

waves cannot propagate energy vertically in the presence of easterly flow in the middle atmosphere

such as is present during summer. Dickinson (1969) later showed that as the westerly flow becomes
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weaker,suchasduringtheequinoxseasons,thedissipativeeffectof infraredradiationto spacebe-
comesgreater.Thus,theoryis consistentwith theobservationthat theverticalcouplingeffectof
extratropicalplanetarywavesisgreatestduringthewinterseason.For instance,Table2 (from
Miller, 1970)showsthat theverticalenergyflux associatedwith planetarywavesisamaximumin
winter. It alsoshowsthat thereis little verticalcouplingfrom theshorterwavelengthplanetary
waves.Thus,themiddleatmosphereactsasashort-wavelengthfilter for verticalenergypropagation
(e.g.,ChameyandDrazin,1961,andCharneyandPedlosky,1963).

Matsuno(1971)hasshownthatincreasesin theverticalflux of energyassociatedwith tropospheric
planetarywavesinitiatethecourseof eventsleadingto suddenstratosphericwarmings.Thestudies
by Quiroz(1969),Labitske(1972),andScott(1972)haveshownthat mesosphericcoolingepisodes
accompanystratosphericwarmings.D-regionmanifestationsof planetarywaveshavebeenfoundby
DelandandFriedman(.1972)andCavalieri,et al. (1974). Manifestationsof planetarywavesin the
E-regionhavealsobeennotedby BrownandWilliams(1971),Brown(1975)andCavalieri(1976).

Meanmeridionalmotionsalsoprovideadynamicalcouplingmechanismbetweenthetroposphere
andthemiddleatmosphere.For instance,thenumericallymodelledmeanmeridionalmotionsof
Cunnoldet al.,(1975)that areshownin Figure4 showmeanmeridionalcirculationcellsthat ex-
tendfrom thetroposphereto themiddleatmosphere.

Finally, shorterperiodmotionssuchastidesandgravitywavesprovideadynamicalmechanismfor
transportingenergyandmomentumupwardfrom thetroposphere.Whiletidal andgravitywaves
arenodoubtimportantin influencingthethermosphere(e.g.,LindzenandBlake,1970,andHines,
1965),theirmaininfluenceon thestratosphereandmesosphereisprobablyto giveriseto turbulent
mixingthroughinstabilities(e.g.,Lindzen,1968;Hodges,1967;andGelleret al., 1975).

3.2 DownwardDynamicalCoupling

By far themostlikelycandidatefor themiddleatmosphereexertinganykind of significantinflu-
enceon thetropospherethroughdynamicalcouplingis throughthemodulationof theverticalen-
ergyflux associatedwith planetarywaves.AsHines(1974)pointedout, sincethetransmission-
reflectionpropertiesof planetarywavesarestronglyinfluencedby themeanzonalflow in themid-
dieatmosphere,changesin themiddleatmosphericflow affectstheverticalenergyflux out of the
troposphere.Givenasteadyforcingof thosewavesfrom below,thesechangedfluxeswouldleadto
adifferentequilibriumtroposphericplanetarywavestructure.Calculationsof thetypeof planetary
wavechangesto beanticipatedhavebeenmadeby AveryandGeller(1978). TungandLindzen
(1978)havesuggestedthat changesin themiddleatmosphereflowcanproduceconditionsfor reso-
nantgrowthof troposphericplanetarywaveswhichultimatelyproduceastratosphericwarming.

3.3 RadiationalCoupling

Thestratosphereiscloselycoupledto thetroposphereby infraredabsorptionandemissionproc-
esses.Theextentof thiscouplingcanbestbeappreciatedby referringto Table3 whichis taken
from theradiationcalculationsof RamanathanandDickinson(1978). Notefirst that thestrato-
sphereabsorbstwiceasmuchlongwaveradiationfrom the troposphereasit doessolarradiation.
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Also,notethat theneteffectof thestratosphereis to warmthetroposphereby about10Wm"2and
that 2.3Wm2 of thisisaresultof ozonein thestratosphere.With theseresults,weareableco
physicallyinterprettheresultof Ramanathanet al.,(1976) that apercentagedepletionof ozone
that isuniformin altitudewill leadto aloweringof surfacetemperaturesuchthat adepletionof
tensof percentleadsto atemperaturedecreaseof tenthsof adegreeKelvin. Similarchangesin sur-
facetemperaturewerealsonotedby Ramanathanet al.,(1976)whenthetotal ozoneamountwas
unchangedbut theheightdistributionischanged.Thisisdueto thedependenceof ozoneinfrared
absorptiononaltitudethroughpressurebroadening.

Ramanathan(1977)haspointedout that thewarmpolarstratospherein existenceduringasudden
warmingcanplayanimportantrolein radiativelywarmingthepolar troposphere.Figure5, from
Ramanathan(1977),indicatesthat the lowlatitudetropospheretransportsheatto highlatitudesby
meanmeridionalmotionsactingtogetherwith stationaryandtransienteddies(seeOort, 1971). It
alsoillustratesanothermodeof heattransportthatoccurswhenstratosphericwarmingstakeplace
whenthereisanenhancedupwardflux of eddygeopotentialthat resultsin aheatingof thepolar
stratosphere.Thesehigherthannormalstratospherictemperaturescauseenhanceddownwardinfra-
redradiationinto thetroposphere.Ramanathan's(1977)calculationsindicatethatverystrongsud-
denwarmingscangiveriseto decreasesin troposphericavailablepotentialenergyof up to 10%and
increasesin theaveragewinterpolarsurfacetemperatureof 2°K by thismeans.

Dickinson(1975),in thecourseof speculatingaboutpossiblemechanismsfor Sun-weatherrelation-
ships,raisedthepossibilitythat changesin ionizationin thevicinity of thetropopauseresulting
from varyingcosmicrayfluxescouldmodulatethesulfateaerosollayerandthat this couldaffect
theenergeticsof thetropospherethroughaffectingtheincomingsolarandoutgoinginfraredradia-
tivefluxes.

Sinceozoneis thekeyconstituentin thestratosphere,carefulconsiderationof how externalfactors
maychangeozoneconcentrations,aswellastheaccompanyingobservationalefforts,areneeded.
Forinstance,calculationsby RudermanandChamberlain(1975)haveshownthat theobserved11-
yearvariationin cosmicray intensitycanpossiblygiveriseto asignificantozonevariation,and
Chamberlain(1977)hasspeculatedthat secularchangesin both theSun'sandEarth'smagnetic
field couldhaveproducedsecularozonechangesthatproducedpastchangesin climate. Also,satel-
lite measurementsof anozonedepletionduringenergeticprotoneventsby Heathet al.,(1977)
verify thetheoreticalpredictionsof Crutzenetal., (1975)_:hatMEVprotonsfrom theSunproduce
odd-nitrogenin theupperstratosphere,whichcatalyzesozonedestruction.Suchozonedepletions
shouldhavebotha directradiativeeffecton thetroposphereaswellasaneffecton thedynamicsin
themiddleatmosphere(seeSchoeberlandStrobel,1978,for example)in suchamannerthat might
affectplanetarywavestructure(GellerandAvery,1977).

3.4 ChemicalCoupling

Theoriginof manyof theatmospherictraceconstituentsliesat thesurfaceof theEarth. Natural
biologicalandanthropogenicprocessesat theEarth'ssurfaceproduce,amongotherconstituents,
CH4,N2 O, CO, H 2 , CH a C1, CFC1 a , and CCI 4 . These gases have various loss mechanisms in the
troposphere, but they all are transported to the stratosphere where destruction by ultraviolet
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radiation,O('D) atoms,OH radicalsandotherprocessesprovideacopioussourceof free-radical

species. Processes that transport these constituents from the ground to the stratosphere thus pro-

vide an important link between the troposphere and the middle atmosphere.

3.5 Electrical Coupling

In the last few years, Markson (1975) and Herman and Goldberg (1978) have suggested ways in

which solar activity induced changes in the atmospheric electric field may produce modulations in

thunderstorm activity. Also, Hays and Roble (1978) and Roble and Hays (1978) have performed

calculations of the global electric field that include solar effects on the ionosphere as well as thun-

derstorm effects. Markson (1975) and Herman and Golberg (1978) both start with the fact that

lower atmosphere ionization, and hence conductivity, vary as a consequence of the Forbush de-

crease in galactic cosmic rays as well as changes in corpuscular radiation. Both, albeit by different

mechanisms, then present a sequence of effects which leads to a changed fair weather field on the

order of 10 Vm 1 . The weakest part of their sequence is coming up with a mechanism by which

this relatively small change in the fair weather field can affect the weather. For instance, the elec-

tric field in a thunderstorm which results from the active convection dynamics interacting with

cloud microphysics is on the order of 10s Vm 1 (Mason, 1971). Both Markson (1975) and Herman

and Goldberg (1978)suggest that these small electric field changes that result from solar activity af-

fect the cloud microphysics in a way that helps to initiate or at least enhance thunderstorms. We

will hear more about this in the paper by Dr. Vonnegut. Much remains to be done to show that

electrical coupling effects on the troposphere are meteorologically significant, however. Even if the

observed lightning frequency is verified to vary with changing fair weather electric field and ion con-

centrations, as suggested by the results of Stringfellow (1974), it still would remain to be shown

that other features of convective storms were influenced, and even if this were demonstrated, it

still would remain to be shown how this could significantly affect the large scale distribution of

meteorological parameters (Dickinson, 1975).
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Table1
ElectromagneticandMagnetosphericEnergyFluxes

Physical Process

Energy_Flux

(w m -)

lo35 x 103

Electromagnetic radiation :-

Solar constant

Soft X-rays ( 0.2 <X< 50 nm)

Extreme ultraviolet ( 50 <X< 140 nm)

Far ultraviolet ( 140 <%< 210 nm)

Near ultraviolet ( 210 <X< 330 nm)

Visible region ( 330 <%<I,000 nm)

Near infrared (i,000 <%<2,400 nm)

Solar wind

Visual aurorae :-

International brightness coefficient I

II

III

IV

Auroral particles :-

Glow (diffuse) aurora (Nike-Apache rocket)

(DAPP satellite)

Inverted-V precipitation

Bright auroral arc

Proton aurora - quiet conditions

- very disturbed conditions

Stable auroral red arcs

Polar cusp electrons

Polar cusp protons

Joule heating of the thermosphere :-

E = i mV/m

E = i0 mV/m

E = i00 mV/m

Solar protons

Galactic cosmic rays

Downward conduction of heat from the

magnatosphere

-,_
8o8 x i0

1.0 x 10 [
2°7 x i0-

3.9 x i01

9°0 x i0 z

3.6 x I0 z

2°7 x 10 -4

600

6.0

6.0

6°0

x 10 -4

x 10 -3_

x i0 -z

x i0 -i

5.8 x 10_-]
_o0 x i0

<i.0 x 10 -2

O

_Io0 x i0

<io0 x 10 -3

3.6 x i0 -z

<2°0 x 10 -4

_io0 x 10 -3

_i.0 x 10 -4

1o4 X 10-!:

io4 x i0-:'

1.4 x i0

<2°0 x 10 -3

_7o0 x 10 -6

3°2 x 10 -5
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Table 2

Monthly mean values of [co*z*] _OOmb by wavenumber based on the period January 1964-

December 1968: units, ergs cm 2 sec 1 . (Negative values indicate an upward flux of

kinetic energy.)

Wavenumber n

i 2 3 4

January -102 "-67 -21 -4

February -63 -73 -7 -7

March -54 -39 -25 -9

April -25 -29 -16 -9

May -8 -9 -5 -7

June -0 -5 +0 -i

July -I -0 i -2

August -4 -2 -i -4

September -4 -5 -4 -9

October -27 -13 -5 -i0

November -78 -48 -26 -8

December -97 -56 -25 -12

Yearly Mean

i --

-39 -29 -ii -7
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Table 3

Global Mean Stratospheric Radiative Energy Balance

Net = Absorption-emission. Units Wm -:

I Absorption38°56

i

IL°n_'avel _

@@ @D

Emission

39.0

I

I

Relative Effects of q3 an___d

CO2+H20 in the Stratosphere

03 (=ii_95+7,6-4.06)=15o49

CO2+H20(=19-34o94)= -15o94

Stratospheric Effect on the Tropospheric Energy Balance

(a) Total (b) 03

Solar = -i0o5Xo69= -7°2 Solar = -7.2

IR = 17o4 Longwave, 03= 1.7

Net = (17o4-7o4) 10o2 Longwave, (CO2+H20)=7_8 (15_7/2)

Net 2,3
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1. INTRODUCTION

TROPOSPHERICELECTRIFICATION

BernardVonnegut
AtmosphericSciencesResearchCenter
StateUniversityof NewYork at Albany

Albany,NewYork 12222

Thesolid Earthcarriesanegativechargeof approximately106Candtheloweratmosphereanequal,
oppositecharge."Whileanumberof chargingprocessesin the loweratmosphereareinvolved,such
aseruptingvolcanoes,snow,sandandduststorms,andthebubblesburstingfrom theoceans,the
primary causeof the Earth'selectrificationisactivityof theapproximately1,000thunderstorms
that aretakingplaceat anytime(Chalmers,1967). Thoughweknowthat theelectrificationof
thesecloudsis causedby theaccumulationofregionsof chargedwaterparticles,thereis nogeneral
agreementconcerningwhichof thevariousprocessesthat havebeenproposedto accountfor this is
primarily responsible.Not only dowelackasatisfactoryexplanationof thecauseof theelectrifi-
cationwithin thecloud,but wearealsounclearwhat rolethis electrificationplaysin themeteoro-
logicalprocessesthat takeplacein the loweratmosphere.

It shouldbenotedthat whilethunderstormsareundoubtedlytheprincipalsourceof atmospheric
electrificationundermostconditions,it ispossiblethat extraordinaryvolcaniceruptionsmaysome-
timesplay animportantrole. Thesehaveonoccasionbeenobservedto causelightningdisplays
rivalingor surpassingthoseof themostintensethunderstorms.Whilemeasurementsarelacking,
it is conceivablethat becauseof their greatviolenceandbecausetheyrisetensof kilometershigher
than thunderstormsandpenetratewell into thestratosphere,largevolcaniceventsmayproduce
significanttransientperturbationsof theglobalatmosphericelectricalcircuit.

2. THUNDERCLOUDDEVELOPMENT

Thefirst stageof thedevelopmentof thethundercloudbeginswhenwarm,moistair,becauseof its
lower density,convergesandformsanupdraft.As aresultof adiabaticexpansion,theair coolsasit
rises. Becauseof this cooling,the relativehumidity increases.Whentheair hasrisento thelevel
whereits relativehumidity isafewpercentinexcessof saturation,the moisturebeginscondensing
assmallwaterdropletstensof micrometersindiameter.Whenthishappens,theupdraft becomes
visibleasacloud,theflat basemarkingthecondensationlevel.

Thecondensationof watervaporisanimportantfactorin the developmentof thecloud,for it
releasesheatinto theupdraftthat increasesitsbuoyancy,andthe condensationthusprovidesmuch
of the energyneededfor cumulusdevelopment.
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Duringtheearlystagesof convection,largenumbersof "fair weathercumulusclouds"develop.
Eventhoughtheymayriseto altitudesof 5km ormore,they exhibit little or noobservableelec-
trification. Theelectrificationprocessisobservedto beginwhenoneof thefair weatherclouds
suddenlygrowsandbecomeslargerandtaller thanits neighbors.For reasonsthat arenotunder-
stood,regionsof spacechargebeginto accumulatewithin the cloud,andtheelectricfield begins
to increaseexponentially,doublingeveryfewminutes.

Becauseof the heatbeingreleasedby the condensationprocess,the cloudcanremainbuoyant
asit risesfor distancesof manykilometers,theairexperiencinganupwardverticalacceleration
all the while. Finally,becausemostof thewatervaporhascondensed,therisingcloudbecomes
coolerthanits environmentandbeginsto decelerate.In thecaseof smallerthunderstormsthis
mayoccurat inversion]ayersin thetroposphere,but in thecaseof largerstormsthelevelof neutral
buoyancyis usuallyat thetropopause.

Althoughthecloudair massisno longerbuoyantat this level,it possessesconsiderablevertical
velocity,manytensof meterspersecond,astheresultof its accelerationin the lowerportion of
thecloud. Becauseof itsupwardmomentum,thecloudthereforecontinuesto groweventhough
becauseof adiabaticcoolingit maybefar denserthanthesurroundingatmosphere.Finally, when
theair of the cloudhaslost its upwardmomentum,it reversesits directionandfallsbackverymuch
like afountain. It is thisupwardpenetrationandfallingbackthat givesriseto thecharacteristic
convectivestructurethat canbeseenin thesatellitephotographof a thunderstormcloudshownin
Figures1and2. Thepenetrativeovershootingconvectivetowersof thethunderstormcancoolto
temperaturesaslowas-80°C, far colder than the surrounding atmosphere. These unusually cold

portions of the upper part of the cloud are clearly evident in satellite infrared imagery and provide

the basis of a useful technique for recognizing severe weather from space satellites.

Sometime during the vertical development of the cloud, usually when it reaches altitudes of the

order of 9 or 10 km, the growing electric field becomes so large that lightning sparks take place,

either within the cloud or between the cloud and ground. While the usual thunderstorm reaches

altitudes of 10 or 12 km, as is shown in Figure 3, some smaller storms occurring in the semi-tropics

have been observed to produce lightning even though the cloud height never exceeds 5 km. On the

other hand, unusual very large thunderstorms of the sort that cause tornadoes have been observed

that rise to altitudes in excess of 20 km, well into the stratosphere.

The electrical activity of thunderclouds, as indicated by the frequency with which they produce

lightning, increases rapidly with cloud height. Shackford's data on New England thunderstorms

(1960) in Figure 4 shows that lightning frequency increases dramatically with height. Ordinary

thunderstorms produce lightning at the rate of 10 or 20 flashes per minute, while giant thunder-

storms that rise well into the stratosphere are found to produce lightning at rates in excess of

1,000 per minute (Vonnegut and Moore, 1959). If thunderstorms are capable of interacting elec-

trically with the upper atmosphere, it is to be expected that the giant storms should be of the

greatest significance, for not only are they the most energetic electrically, but they also reach much

higher altitudes than ordinary storms.
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3. ELECTRIC FIELDS AND CURRENTS ABOVE THUNDERCLOUDS

Observations of thunderstorms show that most storms approximate a vertical dipole with tens to

hundreds of coulombs in the upper part of the cloud and a negative charge of similar magnitude in

the lower part of the cloud. It is to be expected that whatever influence the electrification of the

cloud may have upon the upper atmosphere, it will arise primarily from the positively charged

upper part of the cloud that in large storms can penetrate well into the stratosphere. At these alti-

tudes the electrical conductivity of the atmosphere is two or three orders of magnitude greater than

at sea level. We will therefore consider what is known concerning the electrical processes taking

place in the upper part of the thundercloud and in the clear air above.

The first atmospheric electrical measurements above an active thunderstorm were made by Gish and

Wait (1950) from a B-29 airplane equipped to measure electrical conductivity and electric field

intensity. Their results confirmed the prediction of C. T. R. Wilson (1920) that here currents of

the order of an ampere were conveying positive charge to the upper atmosphere. Figures 5 and 6

show typical electric field records obtained during flights over the top of the storm.

The record in Figure 6 shows that following a lightning discharge the electric field reverses polarity

and bxiefly is even more intense than it was before the discharge. The field then relaxes and re-

verses, returning to about its original value at a rate approximating the electrical relaxation time of
the air a2 airplane altitude.

Subsequent measurements made from instrumented balloons by Stergis, et al. (1957), at altitudes

of 23 to 30 km MSL show that similar currents flow at higher altitudes.

Observations above thunderclouds from a U-2 airplane equipped with cameras and electrical field

measuring equipment reported by Vonnegut, et al. (1966), disclose that the strong electric fields

and conduction currents flowing above the cloud are confined to the penetrative cauliflower like

convective cells rising above the anvil, such as can be seen in Figure 1.

Although it is clearly evident from the observations that have been made that currents are flowing

from the tops of clouds to the upper atmosphere, there are aspects of this process that are not

clearly understood. One of these is the manner in which the conduction of charge takes place in the

upper part of the cloud. Because there appears to be no process whereby the cloud could serve as

a source of fast positive ions, it would appear that at the upper cloud surface the transport of charge

to the upper atmosphere is accomplished exclusively by the motion of negative ions moving down-
ward to the cloud surface.

Any adequate description of the charge transfer process must explain what is happening to the

approximate one coulomb of negative ions that is arriving at the cloud surface each second. From

our knowledge of the behavior of ions and cloud particles it can be calculated that ions moving into

the cloud under the influence of electrical forces will rapidly become immobilized by attachment

to cloud particles before they have penetrated many tens of meters into the cloud (See Klett,

1972).
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Thereappeartobeseveralpossibleexplanationsfor whatishappeningto thenegativeions. If the
cloudsurfaceremainsmotionless,it isconceivablethat thechargecouldcontinueto accumulateon
thesurfaceof thecloudunderthe influenceof aneverincreasingpositivechargewithin thecloud
until dielectricbreakdowntakesplace.Alternatively,it ispossiblethat theaccumulatingchargeis
removedfrom thesurfaceof thecloudthroughthe convectivemotionsof the cloud. Thismightbe
accomplishedthroughturbulentdiffusionthatwouldact to distributethenegativechargeon the
cloudsurfacethroughoutthe positivelychargedcloudinterior. Another possibleway that the
negativechargecouldbecontinuouslyremovedis throughlarge-scaleconvectivemovementsof the
cloudsurface,ashasbeenpostulatedby Grenet(1947)andVonnegut(1955). Accordingto this
idea,thereisa large-scaledivergenceon thetop of thepenetrativeconvectivecellthat wouldcarry
awaythenegativechargedownthesideof thecloudsurfacein amannersomewhatanalogousto the
transportof chargeby thebelt on theVandeGraaffhighvoltagegenerator.An understandingof
whatis takingplacewill requirethat weobtainbettermeasurementsthanarepresentlyavailableof
thedistributionof chargedparticlesin thecloudtop.

If thecloudisnota sourceof fastpositiveions,it isevidentthat theremustbeanelectrodeeffect
of somemagnitudein theclearair abovethe cloudsurface,for whilefastnegativeionsaredrawn
from theupperatmosphereto thecloud,positivefastionswill berepelled.It is thereforeto be
expectedthat abovethecloudsurfacetherewouldbea regionof negativespacechargein theform
of negativefastionsandthat thenegativeion conductivityof theairwouldbeverymuchlarger
than that from thepositiveions. Probablyonewouldnot expectto seeanelectrodeeffectin the
datatakenby Stergis,et al.,for their balloonsweremanykilometersabovethecloud,probablywell
beyondanyelectrodelayer. In thecaseof theGishandWaitobservations,whichin somecases

were made within a few kilometers of the cloud top, one might expect to see significant differences

in their measured positive and negative ion conductivities. However, such a difference does not

appear to exist. There seem to be two possible explanations for the absence of the screening layer

during Gish and Wait's flights.

Possibly the electrode layer did not extend or had not yet established itself in the region of Gish

and Wait's traverses. Certainly it is desirable to carry out further investigations to establish the

existence and extent of electrode layers over active thunderclouds.

The discussion thus far has been concerned with only the simplest of cases above a thunderstorm,

such as that shown in Figure 5, in which the electric field approximates that of a simple dipole with

no transients of the sort produced by lightning. Figures 6 and 7 show progressively more compli-

cated records in which the electric field changes very rapidly in magnitude and even in direction as

the result of lightning discharges taking place within the cloud. It is possible, as has been suggested

by Vonnegut, et al. (1966), and as is illustrated in Figure 8, that the reversal in the electric field

attending the lightning discharge may be the result of the screening layer on the surface of the cloud

when a dipole is destroyed as the result of lightning.

In the steady-state situation, such as illustrated in Figure 5, with no lightning the electric field above

the cloud drops off rapidly with height above the cloud because of the dipole nature of the charge

distribution in the cloud and because of the rapidly increasing conductivity of the atmosphere with
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height. In thecasewhenalightningdischargeoccursin whichthefield changecantakeplacein a
matterof 50/asec,thetransientelectricfield will undoubtedlybefar largerthanin thesteady-state
case.C.T. R. Wilson(1925)hassuggestedthat sincethedielectricstrengthof theatmosphereis
proportionalto thepressure,whichfallsoff far morerapidlythanthe electricfield of adipole,it is
conceivablethat dielectricbreakdownmayoccurat thetimeof lightningat altitudesmanykilo-
metersabovethunderstorms.Luminousphenomenahaveoccasionallybeenreportedthat maybe
theresultof suchaphenomenon.In this case,theelectricdischargewouldbein thenatureof a
glowdischargeratherthan the usuallightning-likespark. Shouldsuchphenomenaoccurabove
thunderstorms,it ispossiblethat thesuddencurrentandionizationphenomenamayplayasignifi-
cantrolein processestakingplacewellabovethetropopause.

6

Another ionization phenomenon above the thundercloud is a vertical lightning flash extending

above the cloud into the clear atmosphere. This phenomenon reported by Wood (1951 ) is shown in

Figure 9. A similar instance has been reported to the author by a NASA U-2 pilot who described

a very similar phenomenon that he saw when flying at an altitude of approximately 20 km MSL

above a large active thunderstorm. Although such descriptions of lightning discharges above

thunderstorms are rare, the phenomenon may be fairly common, for such an occurrence would be

difficult to see from below. Ions, space charge and electric currents and radiation produced by such

phenomena may possibly have significant effects on the process taking place in the upper atmos-

phere.

The lightning discharges of the Earth's thunderstorms taking place at a rate of approximately 100

per second are strong sources of electromagnetic radiation that can possibly influence processes

taking place in the middle atmosphere. Vampola (1977) has recently speculated that radiation from

high powered VLF transmitters can induce slot electron precipitation and suggested that Brems-

strahlung thus produced could penetrate to the lower atmosphere. Because it is recognized that

lightning is a strong source of radiation in the VLF region, it appears reasonable to suppose that it

might produce a similar effect.

Although the effects are probably very small, it is worth noting that the coupling of electrical

phenomena in the middle atmosphere to the Earth's surface will depend on the electrical conduc-

tivity of the lower atmosphere. It is therefore conceivable that fair-weather atmospheric electric

phenomena may play a part in influences exerted by the troposphere. For example, natural cloudi-

ness and fog can significantly reduce atmospheric conductivity, and in the case of aerosols produced

by volcanoes or nuclear detonations these effects can extend well into the stratosphere. Man-made

radioactivity will have the opposite effect and increase the conductivity of the atmosphere. It has

been extrapolated from the projected development of nuclear power stations that within decades

the electrical resistance between the Earth and the upper atmosphere will decrease significantly as a

result of the introduction of Krypton 85 into the atmosphere (Boeck, 1976).

Because we now understand so little about the mechanisms by which thunderstorms become electri-

fied and the role of electrical interactions in the processes taking place within the cloud, it is very

difficult to assess the role that middle atmospheric phenomena may play in the meteorological

processes taking place in the lower atmosphere. Because the current flowing from the upper atmos-

phere to the tops of thunderstorms and from the upper atmosphere to the Earth will be influenced
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by ionizationprocessesoriginating or modified in the middle atmosphere, it is reasonable to expect

that this could modify the electrification process taking place within the storm. If the conduction

current to the storm acts to oppose the electrification process, as would be the case according to

electrification mechanisms based on the falling of charged precipitation, increased ionization could

be expected to reduce thunderstorm electrification. On the other hand, if the current flowing from

the upper atmosphere to the storm is part of the charge generation process, as suggested by Grenet

and Vonnegut, then such increases in conductivity might be expected to increase the intensity of

electrification. If electrification can play a significant role in cloud microphysical processes, as

some have suggested (Vonnegut, 1978), it is conceivable that upper atmospheric processes could

exert an effect on tropospheric weather phenomena.
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Figure 1. Thunderstorm over South America photographed from Apollo 9 
Circular anvil is approximately 100 km in diameter. 

Figure 2. Thunderstorm cells photographed from Apollo/Soyuz mission. 
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Sketch illustrating lightning display observed above the anvil of a cumulonimbus

cloud (Wood, 1951 ).
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1. INTRODUCTION

The upper atmosphere or thermosphere is referred to as the region above the mesopause (80-90 km)

where the neutral gas temperature begins increasing with height to values as high as 2000°K. It

harbors a relatively dense plasma population-the ionosphere-which, controlled by electric and

magnetic fields, affects the energetics and dynamics of the neutral atmosphere. Through current

loads, the ionospheric plasma distribution can also affect the electric fields across the magneto-

sphere which in turn penetrate into the lower atmosphere (Park and Dejnakariuthra, 1977). The dis-

tribution of this plasma is influenced by atmospheric mass and energy transport. In the lower
thermosphere, winds are a source for dynamo electric fields.

The average radiative heat input into the atmosphere (down to the tropopause), and the gas tem-

perature are illustrated in Figure 1. Absorption of ultraviolet (UV) radiation with dissociation of

03 and 02 dominate in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere respectively. In the upper ther-

mosphere, the extreme ultraviolet (EUV) radiation from the Sun is the principal source of ioniza-

tion and heating (e.g. Hinteregger, 1976; Stolarski et al., 1975). In absolute terms the thermo-

spheric input is small compared with the energy from UV and visible components of the solar

spectrum that are absorbed below 90 km. In general, energy transfer downwards is, therefore,

insignificant for the energetics of the lower atmosphere; but for the same reason, even a small

leakage of energy due to upward propagating waves may have profound effects on the thermo-

sphere. In terms of the specific heating rate relative to the low ambient density, the EUV source is

comparatively large (Figure 1) accounting for the large temperatures in the upper atmosphere. It is

believed that the EUV component of the solar spectrum is highly dependent on solar activity and

causes large variations in temperature.

The thermosphere also receives solar wind energy through the magnetosphere in the form of precipi-

tating particles and electric fields (Cole, 1971, 1975; Banks, 1977; Ching and Chiu, 1973; Roble and

Matsushita, 1975). This energy is comparable to that from EUV absorption at high latitudes and

significant for the global energy budget during magnetic storms.

Most of the thermal energy deposited in the upper atmosphere is ultimately carried through vertical

heat conduction (molecular and eddy) into the lower atmosphere where radiative cooling becomes

important; the large temperature gradients in the lower thermosphere (Figure 1) are a prominent
signature of this transport process.
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Themeagerinformationavailableon theturbulentpropertiesof the lower thermospheresuggests
that theturbopauseislocatednear110km. Abovethat height,moleculardiffusion(in contrast
to mixingin theloweratmosphere)dominatessuchthat majoratmosphericspeciestendto follow
heightdistributionscorrespondingto their individualmassandtemperature.Thisdiffusivesepara-
tion in the composition(Figure1)hasprofoundeffectson the formationof the ionospherewhich
ischemicallytiedto theneutralatmosphere.

The threemajorforcing functionsdueto EUV radiationandmagnetosphericand loweratmos-
phericcouplingaredifferentin character,variablein timeandhighlynonuniformin space.Com-
binedwith thefact that nonlocalprocessesassociatedwith largescalemass,energyandmomentum
transferareveryimportant,thedynamicstateof thethermosphereis thuscomplex(illustrated
in Figure2). Thermosphericwindsdrivenby thesolarradiativeinput aretypicallyon theorder
of 100m/sec.Associatedwith thesewindsarevariationsin temperature,compositionandplasma
densities.Electricfieldsof solarwind-magnetosphericoriginproducelargescaleconvectioncells
with plasmadrift velocitiesashighasa fewkm/sec(e.g.CauffmanandGurnett, 1972). Theions
accelerate,throughion-neutraldrag,the neutralatmosphereandgeneratewind velocitiesup to
1km/secwhichareusuallymuchlargerthananyof thethermallydrivenwinds. Thesemotions
producefrictional interactionsin the form of Jouleheatingandviscousdissipationwhichare
importantfor theenergybudgetof thethermosphere,in particularduringmagneticstorms.Pre-
cipitatingparticlesfrom themagnetosphererepresentasourceof ionosphericplasmaat highlati-
tudesand, in part,triggerthe transferof electricfield energyto the neutralatmosphere.The
ionospherealsoplaystheimportantroleof dampingatmosphericmotionswhich in turnaffects
the globalenergyandmassdistribution.

The"reverse"of electricfieldgeneratedwind systemsis theatmosphericdynamo. At altitudes
below150km, thecollisionalinteractionof the ionswith thedenseneutralatmospherebecomes
soimportantthat atmosphericwindseventuallydominatethe ion motions. Whileelectricand
magneticfieldsstill controlthedrift of electrons(whicharelesseffectivein exchangingmomen-
tum with theheavierneutralparticles),apolarizationor dynamoelectricfield isgenerated.This
field extendsinto theF-regionwhereit is responsiblefor thegeomagneticionizationanomalyand
significantlymodifiesthethermosphericwindfield (e.g.Volland,1976). Dynamoelectricfields
alsoreachall thewaydowninto thetroposphere(e.g.Volland,1977).

Thegenerationmechanismsof dynamoelectricfieldsareasvariedasthe forcingfunctionsof
thermospheredynamics.Analysisindicatesthat the fundamentaldiurnal tide, which is excited
in situby UV andEUVradiation,drivesthe Sqcurrentsystemsin the altituderangebetween120
and 180km (Richmondet al., 1976;ForbesandLindzen,1976a,b; 1977). Semidiurnaltides,
excitedin theozonelayerof the lowermesosphere,propagateup into thethermosphere.Mode
couplingdueto prevailingwindscanchangethetidal structuresufficientlyto produceaclosematch
betweentheheightprofilesof windvelocitiesandHallconductivity. In that eventrelativelylarge
dynamocurrentsaregeneratedwhichmaybetelltalesof dynamicprocessesin themesosphere.
Windfieldsassociatedwith energyandmomentumsourcesof magnetosphericoriginarepresumably
alsoinvolvedin generatingdynamoelectricfields.
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In thefollowing,weshalldiscussafewexamplesillustratingtheeffectsof large scale energy and

mass transport in the thermosphere: (1) The seasonal variations reveal temperature, composition

and ionospheric anomalies involving energy exchange between the thermosphere and mesosphere.

(2) The midnight temperature maximum in the thermosphere is interpreted as a signature of tidal

waves emanating from the mesosphere and momentum coupling associated with ion drag. (3) The

ionospheric storm in the F-region illustrates the intricate effects of large scale atmospheric winds

driven by magnetospheric energization processes. (4) Atmospheric signatures of Joule heating and

electric field momentum coupling are markedly different.

2. SEASONAL VARIATIONS

Some of the most striking anomalies in the upper atmosphere are the winter enhancements in the

F2-region ionization, He concentration and gas temperature near the mesopause. The basic ideas

that have contributed to an understanding of these phenomena go back to Kellogg ( 1961 ) who

postulated, from an analogy with the global redistribution of ozone by atmospheric winds in the

stratosphere, that the meridional circulation should transport significant amounts of oxygen from

the summer toward the winter hemisphere. Kellogg furthermore proposed that accumulation of

oxygen in winter and the ensuing three body recombination (O+O+N 2--_O 2+N 2 ) could release

enough chemical energy to affect the temperature anomaly near the mesopause. King (1964) pre-

sented evidence from the F-region winter anomaly (higher peak electron density in winter than in

summer) to suggest that the relative abundance of atomic oxygen is enhanced in winter relative to

summer. He invoked the circulation concept to explain the changing composition (consistent with

a similar suggestion by Johnson, 1964). Johnson and Gottlieb (1970) estimated that meridional

winds can account for the large winter He bulge that had been observed from satellite drag and mass

spectrometer measurements (Reber et al., 1968; Keating and Prior, 1968).

Figure 3 illustrates in a very simplified geometry the most important transport processes that come

into play in the seasonal variations of the thermosphere. We consider the zonal average during

solstice conditions. Due to the inclination of the Sun, the summer hemisphere is heated preferen-

tially, setting up pressure gradients across the equator that drive atmospheric winds from the sum-

mer toward the winter hemisphere. These winds transport significant amounts of energy and mass.

Energy transport is primarily effective in the form of adiabatic cooling (in summer) and adiabatic

heating (in winter) thus lowering the temperature contrast between both seasons. Downward heat

conduction removes more energy in summer than in winter.

Mass transport takes place in three forms: (a) Thermal expansion and contraction leads to a density

increase or decrease in the warmer or cooler regions of the atmosphere respectively; this process

is most effective for the heavier constituents. (b) Wind induced diffusion primarily affects the

minor species and most of all the lighter ones. Dragged along by the motions of the major constit-

uent, the height integrated horizontal mass transport of He, for example, is proportional to its

large scale height (and inversely proportional to its mass). As a result, the He concentration tends

to decrease in summer and increase in winter which contrasts the effects of thermal expansion

and contraction. (c) Mass transport by exospheric flow (e.g. Hodges, 1973) can be compared with

fast diffusion. In this process, particles move in ballistic trajectories from the high-temperature or

high-density regions toward the cooler or more tenuous regions on the globe. The resulting flow
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velocityishighlytemperaturedependent(otTs/2) andbecomesincreasinglyimportantfor smaller
massessothat exospherictransportsignificantlyaffectsthesummerto wintervariationsof Heand
essentiallygovernstheH distribution.

Theessentialelementsin theannualvariationsof thethermosphereareillustratedin results(Fig-
ure 4) from a threedimensionalmulti-constituentmodelthat arein qualitativeagreementwith
observations.Summerto wintervariationsat thepolesarepresentedwhicharecharacterizedby a
substantialtemperaturecontrastat highaltitudes,awinteroxygenbulgebelow350km whichis the
majorcausefor the ionosphericwinteranomalyin the F2 - region and a very large (factor of 40)
increase in the He concentration from summer to winter. In the lower thermosphere near the

mesopause, the winter anomaly in temperature is indicated. Meridional wind velocities of about

40 m/sec at the Equator are shown in the upper thermosphere. As signatures of the mesopause

temperature anomaly, the meridional winds reverse direction near 130 km and the zonal winds

(at mid latitudes) reverse it near 100 km. Below 80 km, the zonal winds change direction again,

consistent with the geostrophic conditions for a temperature maximum in summer.

Figure 5 illustrates in more detail some of the processes that contribute to the seasonal temperature

variations in general and the formation of the mesopause temperature anomaly in particular.

Results from a theoretical model serve to delineate their significance. Shown are computed relative

amplitudes at the poles, plus or minus signs indicating a maximum in summer or winter respectively.

Energy from EUV radiation (thin line) is the principle source of the temperature (and density)

variations in the upper thermosphere. Atomic oxygen, transported from the summer toward the

winter hemisphere recombines and releases energy (Kellogg, 1961) that significantly contributes

to the winter anomaly near 90 km (minus sign). This process is in part compensated by the 02

dissociation and heating from the Schumann-Runge continuum (UV(O 3 ), in dashed line) which

tends to produce a temperature maximum in summer (plus sign). In the mesosphere, where ozone

is the principle absorber of solar radiation (UV(O 3 )), radiative equilibrium (with higher tempera-
tures in summer) and geostrophic conditions prevail. Above 80 km, the meridional circulation

driven by this source, however, becomes effective. Thus, both adiabatic heating and recombination

energy from O, which is transported toward the winter hemisphere, contribute to increase the gas

temperature near the mesopause in winter (dotted line).

The combined effect of these processes which involve thermospheric and mesospheric energization

processes reproduces the mesopause temperature anomaly qualitatively-but not quantitatively.

Observed temperature amplitudes near 90 km are more than a factor of two larger than those

predicted in Figure 5 (CIRA, 1972). Circumstantial evidence from a variety of thermospheric

measurements suggest that an important additional energy source is active near the mesopause

level. In Figure 6 two computer solutions are presented, the one in solid lines describing the com-

bined effect (in temperature and composition) from the above discussed processes. The second

solution in dashed lines includes an additional heat source with a maximum near 90 km in the

winter hemisphere, which causes a circulation component schematically illustrated with dashed

lines in Figure 5. The results are compared with the empirical MSIS model (Hedin et al., 1977).

As postulated, this additional source produces the desired increase in the magnitude of the tempera-

ture anomaly near the mesopause. Noting the associated changes in thermospheric temperature
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andcompositionthroughoutthe thermosphere,it isapparentthat thissourcealsoimprovesthe
overallagreementbetweentheoryandobservations.Themagnitudesof thewinter oxygenbulge
andtemperaturevariationin theupperthermosphere,for example,decrease.Furthermore,the
windvelocitiesabove200km (shownin Figure4) tendto increasesomewhat,whichisin theright
directionto accommodaterecentradarbackscattermeasurements(Emery,1978a,b). In the lower
thermospheretheheatsourceaccountsfor the observedreversalsof thezonalandmeridionalwinds.

At thispoint, thepostulatedforcingfunctionisphenomenologicalin nature. But it is reasonableto
speculatethat it mayactuallybedueto dissipationof planetarywavesthat originatein thetropo-
sphereandpropagateup into themesosphereduringwinter(Matsuno,1975)whenthewindshear
activity (turbulence)isalsoobservedto beenhanced(Zimmermanet al., 1977).

An importantelementin understandingtheseasonalvariationsof thethermosphereis thefeedback
from compositionchanges(dueto wind induceddiffusion)on the wind fieldsandtemperature
variations.Analysisindicatesthat thewinteroxygenbulgeshownin Figure4 contributessignifi-
cantlyto decreasethepressuregradientthat in turndrivesthemeridionalcirculation.Asaresult,
theenergytransportby thermosphericwindsfromthesummerto thewinter hemisphereisreduced
andarelativelylargetemperaturevariationis maintained.Modelcalculationsshow,morespecifi-
cally,that in theupperthermospheretherelativeamplitudeof theannualtemperaturevariations
wouldbereduced by about a factor of three and the meridional wind speeds would increase by

about a factor of two if wind induced diffusion of oxygen were neglected. This effect was also

shown to be important for the dynamics and energetics of the cytherean thermosphere (Dickinson

and Ridley, 1975, 1977).

Due to the difference in time scales, some of the processes discussed above are to a much lesser

extent operative in the diurnal variations of the upper atmosphere. To illustrate that, we compare

in Table 1 certain parameters that characterize the diurnal and annual variations. Considering the

global scale geometries, the relative amplitudes (normalized to the global average) refer to the

Equator for the fundamental diurnal tide and to the poles for the annual tide; the wind velocities

which tend to maximize in regions of largest pressure gradients, refer to the poles and Equator

respectively. More energy (factor of three) goes into the diurnal tide and, correspondingly, the

wind velocities are higher. Because of the long time constant for mass transport, the effects of

wind induced diffusion on He and O are much larger for the annual component in spite of its

comparatively small wind velocities. The winter oxygen bulge, in turn, accounts to a considerable

extent for the magnitude of the annual temperature amplitude which, in comparison with the

diurnal tide, is disproportionally large for the small annual energy component.

3. THE MIDNIGHT TEMPERATURE ANOMALY

In situ satellite measurements on Atmosphere Explorer-E have revealed pronounced temperature

enhancements near midnight (Spencer et al., 1977; Spencer et al., 1979) which are presumably

related to similar features that were inferred from radar backscatter (Harper, 1974) and mass spec-

trometer measurements on OGO-6 (Hedin et al., 1974). The phenomenon is observed most of the
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time,but ishighlyvariableandtakesonvariousformsrangingfrom aflat plateauto asharply
definedmaximumin whichthetemperatureoccasionallyreachesor exceedsdaytimevalues.

Power spectra for the observed diurnal temperature variations (Hedin et al., 1979) show that: (a)

the fundamental tide (with zonal wave number m = 1) is not significantly affected by the anomaly,

(b) the changes in the magnitude of the midnight temperature maxima are proportional to changes

in the semidiurnal (m=2) amplitudes, and (c) in general, the midnight anomaly can be adequately

described with wave numbers m_<3 and fairly accurately with m_<5. This analysis is the basis of an

interpretation that recognizes the unique properties of the semidiurnal tide in the thermosphere.

It suggests that coupling processes between mesosphere, upper atmosphere and ionosphere come

into play (Mayr et al., 1979).

A block diagram outlining the elements of the model is shown in Figure 7. The fundamental

diurnal tide (m=l) is primarily excited in situ by absorption of EUV (and UV) in the thermosphere

and it is affected by the global average ion distribution. Both source and ion drag are presumably

stable for time periods of several days, and the observed invariance of this tidal component is hence

understandable. In contrast, the semidiurnal tide of the upper thermosphere is much more com-

plex. It has three major contributions of which only the EUV source is stable but relatively small.

The other two contributions are due to tidal waves originating in the lower atmosphere and non-

linear momentum coupling associated with the diurnal (m=l) variations in the wind field and ion

density. Both components are of comparable magnitudes but out of phase; variability of one or

both thus translates into lability of the midnight temperature anomaly. Mode coupling associated

with prevailing winds in the lower atmosphere, which are variable, significantly affects the structure

and propagation properties of the semidiurnal tide (Lindzen and Hong, 1974). The diurnal vari-

ation in the ionospheric plasma concentration is strongly influenced by dynamo electric fields

which in turn are generated by tidal winds in the lower thermosphere (e.g. Forbes and Lindzen,

1976). For the terdiurnal component (m=3) the contributions from EUV heating and lower atmos-

pheric tidal waves are small, while nonlinear coupling associated with diurnal variations in ion drag

dominates. This involves the semidiurnal wind field which is, in parts, excited in the mesosphere.

Due to the large diurnal component in ion density the variability of both contributes again to the

lability of the midnight temperature anomaly.

Ion-neutral momentum coupling is perhaps the single most important process for generating the

midnight temperature anomaly. Its signatures have also been seen in a number of other phenomena

such as the apparent geomagnetic field control of the gas temperature that was linked to the equa-

torial F-region anomaly (Hedin and Mayr, 1973). Figure 8 illustrates the interaction. Thermo-

spheric motions are damped by ion drag, an increase or decrease in ion density thus leads to a

decrease or increase in wind velocities. During daytime the atmospheric motions meet significant

resistance by the dense ionospheric plasma (controlled by magnetic and electric fields) which con-

tributes to insulation and energy trapping. The low ion concentrations at night, on the other hand,

permit an effective energy exchange that can lead to a secondary temperature maximum. One can

readily see that the nonlinear interaction between the diurnal components of wind field and ion

density is capable of generating a semidiurnal tide (see Figure 7).
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Figure9illustratesmorequantitativelytheamplitudesof temperature and N 2 density computed
for semidiurnal tides generated (a) in the lower atmosphere by absorption of solar radiation in the

water vapor (H 2 O) layer near the Earth's surface and in 03 near 50 km, (b) from UV and EUV

absorption in the thermosphere and (c) by ion drag momentum coupling. Plus and minus signs

give a crude indication of phases near 00LT (or 1200 LT) and 0600LT (or 1800LT) respectively.

The results show that the ion drag component contributes to a temperature enhancement (plus)

near midnight (0200 LT). The waves from below dominate in the temperature and N 2 density
below 180 and 280 km respectively, thus shifting the phases toward later local times at lower

altitudes which is in qualitative agreement with satellite composition measurements (Newton et al.,

1975; Hedin et al., 1979). Also shown are the contributions to the terdiurnal tide of the tempera-

ture. They result primarily from ion drag coupling with the semidiurnal wind fields excited by 03
and ion drag. Both components are nearly in phase and tend to produce a narrow temperature

maximum (plus) near midnight.

A synthesis of the theoretical results for tides up to order m=4 is shown in Figure 10. It resembles

the observed temperature anomaly. Although the maximum occurs almost two hours after mid-

night it is still within the range of observations. The variations in temperature are similar at 200 and

400 km, but those of N 2 are markedly different. The latter may in part explain the apparent

discrepancy between the empirical OGO-6 model (Hedin et al., 1974) for which Tg was inferred

from N 2 measurements near 400 km and the recent MSIS model (Hedin et al., 1978) which used a

•large N 2 data base from lower altitudes.

4. IONOSPHERIC STORMS

Energy deposition from the magnetosphere due to particle precipitation and Joule heating has been

shown to be a permanent feature of the thermosphere at high latitudes (e.g. Banks, 1977). Within

the auroral oval, Banks observes that the total energy input can reach values as high as 100 ergs/cm 2

sec. Rocket borne electric field, particle and electron density measurements (Maynard et al., 1977;

Evans et al., 1977) have indicated that local electric fields and Joule heating rates are anticorrelated

with height integrated Pederson conductivity as well as heating rates from auroral electrons. In

particular, it was discovered that electric fields inside auroral arcs are depressed relative to the

adjacent regions such that the total rate of energy deposition (Joule and particle) varies gradually

across auroral boundaries. The measurements thus suggest (Evans et al., 1977) that magnetospheric

energy is channeled into particle acceleration at the expense of electric fields. Energetic electrons

thereby provide a portion of field aligned or Birkeland currents (within auroral arcs) which in turn

are fed by Pederson currents outside auroral arcs (Burch et al., 1976a, b, Evans et al., 1977).

Owing to the localized nature of these energization processes, the large scale heating rates are much

smaller than the above quoted value. But even for the global energy budget of the thermosphere

these sources are important. In particular during substorms and magnetic storms, the auroral oval

expands over time periods of hours and days and produces dramatic effects in the upper atmos-

phere. From satellite drag measurements it has been known for some time that the mass density

(and total pressure) of the thermosphere increase almost uniformly on a global scale during mag-

netic storms (Jacchia et al., 1967), the polar region being only slightly more affected than the equa-

torial region (Roemer 1967). Satellite composition measurements reveal that under these con-

ditions large N 2 increases at auroral latitudes are associated with depletions of lie and O (at lower
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altitudes),whileatlowerlatitudestheabundancesof theselighterspeciesareenhancedin relation
to thoseof N2 andAr (e.g.Taeuschetal., 1971;ProelssandyonZahn,1974,ChandraandSpencer,
1975,1976). Temperaturemeasurementsfrom chemicalseedingandairglowobservationsshow
largeandsometimeslocalizeddisturbancesduringperiodsof enhancedmagneticactivity (e.g.Hays
et al., 1969;BlamontandLuton, 1972). Observationsof meridionalwindvelocitiesat mid latitudes
revealthat duringmagneticstormseitherthepolewardEUV drivenwindsareweakenedduringday-
timeor the corresponding equatorward winds are enhanced at night (e.g. Hays and Roble, 1971;

Brekke et al., 1974; Hernandez and Roble, 1977).

Magnetic storm effects in the F 2-region ionization have been studied extensively with sounding

techniques (e.g. Matsushita, 1959; Evans, 1970, 1973; Obayashi, 1972) and satellite in situ measure-

ments (e.g. Proelss et al., 1975; Hedin et al., 1977). The statistical analysis of F 2 peak critical fre-

quencies by Matsushita (1959) reveals some of the fundamental properties of ionospheric storms:

At high and mid latitudes, the electron density increases initially during the onset of the storm. As

time progresses, this positive phase gives way to a very large, long lasting depression in ionization

(negative phase) that persists for some time after the magnetic disturbance has decayed. At low

latitudes, the positive phase is observed to persist throughout the entire time period of the iono-

spheric storm.

Although we are far removed from a quantitative understanding of these phenomena, some of the

ingredients in the complex system of interaction processes are known. Since the work of Chimonas

and Hines (1970) and Testud (1970), magnetic storm activity in the auroral zones has been recog-

nized as an important source for gravity waves and travelling ionospheric disturbances. The gener-

ation mechanisms and propagation properties of such waves and their importance for the global

redistribution of energy have been the subject of a number of observational and theoretical studies

(Francis, 1975; Yeh and Liu, 1974; Richmond, 1978, 1979; Richmond and Matsushita, 1975).

Richmond and Matsushita (1975) and Richmond (1978) have developed sophisticated theoretical

models describing the substorm response of thermosphere dynamics driven by auroral zone cur-

rents, ion drift momentum sources and precipitating particles. Their analysis shows that such a

disturbance will generate gravity waves that propagate equatorwards with speeds of about 750

m/sec, while the amplitudes of temperature and wind fields decay slowly before reaching the

Equator. Dynamo action produced by "ringing" in the wind velocities maintains a residual polar-

ization electric field some time after the decay of the substorm activity. While short period waves

dominate in the vicinity of the auroral zones, the longer period waves prevail at large distance from

the source which substantially agrees with observed wave trains in temperature and vertical veloc-

ities (e.g. Spencer et al., 1976). Important as these waves are for the generation of travelling iono-

spheric disturbances, their role in the transmission of energy from the auroral zones to low latitudes

is apparently a very minor one when compared with that of the large scale thermospheric circula-

tion (Richmond, 1979).

The smaller the horizontal dimension of a disturbance, the larger the generated wind velocity, its

divergence and rate of horizontal energy transfer. As a consequence of this property, the thermo-

sphere acts like a low pass filter in which the shorter scale disturbances (except for resonance con-

ditions associated with gravity waves, for example) are preferentially damped by wind induced

energy transfer (Volland and Mayr, 1971); large scale disturbances thus tend to prevail during
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magneticstormsandtheglobalincreaseinmassdensity(e.g.Jacchiaet al., 1967)isprincipally
understandable.In thediffusivethermosphere,energyandmasstransportprocessesaresomewhat
morecomplexand,analogousto Figure3, areillustratedin Figure11for thezonallyaveraged
stormtime component.High latitudeheatingby precipitatingparticlesandJouledissipation
increasestheatmospherictemperature(andpressure)anddriveswindstowardthe Equatorwhere
adiabaticcompressionraisesthetemperature.In parallel,wind induceddiffusiontakesmass,prefer-
entiallyOandHe,out of thepolarregionandaccumulatesthemat low latitudes. Thereisageom-
etry factorinvolvedin that the areaof upwellingnearthepoles(wheremassflow diverges)ismuch
smallerthanthehorizontalextentneartheEquatoroverwhichsubsidence(convergence)occurs.
Flowcontinuity thenrequiresthat thetransporteffectson theminor speciesaremuchlesspro-
nounced(andof oppositedirection)at low latitudesthanat high latitudes.

Figure12showsthesecompositionfeaturesasinferredfrom theneutralatmospherecomposition
experiment(Nace)onAtmosphereExplorer-C(Pelzet al., 1973)duringamajormagneticstormin
February,1974(Hedinet al., 1977).Theresultswereinterpretedwith amulticonstituentcircula-
tion model (MayrandVolland,1973),whichdescribesthezonallyaveragedstormcomponent
(analogousto Dst). Apart from the apparent24hourperiodicityin thedata,whichreflectslongi-
tudinalvariationsthat werenot consideredin theanalysis,thetheoreticalresultssubstantiallyagree
with theobservations.Thedepletionsof O andHeathigh latitudes,coincidingwith theobserved
increasein N2 andAr_arereproduced.Datatakenat lower latitudes, in particular, provide a crucial

test for the validity of the circulation concept. As predicted, the observed density enhancements in

O and He are at lower altitudes comparable to or even exceed the equatorial density buildup in N 2
and Ar. Maximum equatorward meridional winds of about 60 m/sec were computed in this

analysis.

In the context of the circulation concept, thermospheric winds and composition changes are inti-

mately coupled. Their combined effects on the F2 region ionization are schematically illustrated in

Figure 13. With the onset of the magnetic storm, magnetospheric energy deposition increases the

atmospheric pressure at high latitudes. Almost instantly, equatorward winds are set up that carry

the ionization to higher altitudes where the ionospheric loss rates (O ÷ + N: _ NO + , O + + 02 _ 02 )
are diminished. As ionization is continually produced by photons and electron impact, the density

at the F 2 peak should initially increase and thus contribute to the observed positive phase (Kohl

and King, 1967; Jones and Rishbeth, 1971). Time progresses, and wind induced diffusion, which is

relatively slow, becomes gradually effective in depleting the oxygen population at higher latitudes,

while the densities of the heavier species N: and 02 continue to increase. These changes in compo-

sition chemically reduce the ionization and eventually overcompensate the wind effects such that

they dominate to produce the negative phase in ionospheric storms (Seaton, 1956; Duncan, 1969;

Chandra and Herman, 1969). Oxygen transport toward the Equator and wind effects contribute

jointly to increase the ionization at lower latitudes.

Results from a self consistent hybrid model (Mayr et al., 1978; Miller et al., 1979) illustrate these

effects at 60 ° and 20 ° latitudes (Figure 14). For a storm related heat source Q that energizes the

thermosphere over a time period of about four days, we show (1) the resulting relative variations

of O and N 2 normalized to quiet conditions, (2) the component of the meridional wind velocity

parallel to the magnetic field B, (3) the electron density O ÷ at various altitudes, and (4) the height
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hF2of the F 2 peak. The response time of the wind field (relative to Q) is very short compared
with that of the neutral composition; thus the composition changes (O/N 2 ratio, which chemi-

cally determines the O ÷ concentration) are largest near the time the wind velocity already returned

to zero. This time delay, which becomes even more effective for shorter lasting storms, accounts

for the characteristic sequence between the positive and negative phases in the ionization responses.

At lower latitudes, the composition changes are small, thermospheric winds are relatively more

effective and the positive phase prevails at the height of the F 2 peak and above. The variations

in hE2 closely conform with those of the field aligned velocity component.

5. ELECTRIC FIELD MOMENTUM COUPLING

Neutral wind velocities up to 1 km/sec have been measured at high latitudes (e.g. Hays and Roble,

1971; Wu et al., 1974) and have been attributed to momentum coupling from ExB drifts (e.g.

Cauffman and Gurnett, 1972; Fedder and Banks, 1972; Banks and Doupnik, 1975; Heelis et al.,

1974; Brinton, 1975; Hanson and Heelis, 1975) that in turn are induced by electrostatic fields of

magnetospheric origin (e.g. Heppner, 1977; Volland, 1973). Straus (1978) recently reviewed

the observations and theoretical analysis dealing with large scale electrodynamic processes that

affect the neutral atmosphere at high latitudes.

In the thermosphere dynamics one is accustomed to associate winds with energy and mass trans-

port. Energization by absorption of solar radiation and magnetospheric processes, for example,

drives winds that transport energies comparable to those initiating these motions. The previous

three chapters were to illustrate the significance of such processes for the seasonal, diurnal and

magnetic storm variations. But important as these winds are for the energetics and mass distri-

bution, their magnitudes are only on the order of 100 m/sec which is usually small compared

with the above quoted wind velocities in the auroral zones that are induced by electric field

momentum coupling.

The solution for this apparent conflict focuses on an elementary theorem in dynamics stating

that any vector field can be described as a superposition of two components, one that has a diver-

gence but no curl (irrotational) and another one that has a curl but no divergence (solenoidal).

Mainly the former is responsible for energy and mass transport. In the zonally averaged circulation,

these fields happen to coincide with the meridional and zonal velocities respectively. However, that

association is not valid in general and it is then, from the standpoint of physical interpretation,

advantageous to turn a representation in terms of divergence- and cud-velocities.

We shall briefly discuss here some distinctions between density and temperature signatures

(Figure 15) of wind systems driven by Joule heating and Lorentz force. These forcing functions

produce two very different classes of wind fields, one with a large divergence and the other one

representing primarily a curl field. Although in reality both excitation processes are closely related,

it is instructive to describe them separately. Results from a three dimensional model are shown in

the form of amplitudes and phases for the diurnal component with a period of 24 hours and a wave

number n=9 (corresponding to a characteristic horizontal dimension of 2000 km) which is represen-

tative of the convection electric field pattern at high latitudes. For illustrative purposes, both
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forcingfunctionswerechosensuchthat thewindvelocitieswerethe sameat thepoles(250m/sec).
Fromthis comparisonthefollowingconclusionsaredrawn: (a) In the upperthermospherethe
wind field drivenby themomentumsourceismorethan20 timesless"effective" in producing
densityvariations(andafactorof 100timeslessfor thetemperature)than thewindsassociated
with Jouleheating.(b) UnderJouleheatingtheTgandheavieratmosphericspeciesN2 andAr are
out of phasewith OandHe,whilefor theelectricfield momentumsourcethelightergasesO and
Hevaryin phasewith N2 andAr.

Figure16aelucidatesthemechanismof momentumcouplingfor anelectrostaticfield E. Except
for thefactorB"2theion velocityVi = (ExB)B-2isacurl field. By collisionalmomentumtransfer,
acorrespondingcurl componentis imposedon theneutralwindvelocity,andtheCoriolisforcein
turn couplesmomentuminto adivergencefield. Thisdivergencecomponentwouldberelatively
largeif it werenot for thethermodynamicfeedbackfrom adiabaticheatingandmassredistribution.
Thusinducedbackpressure,however,counteractsandsignificantlydampensthedivergencefield to
thedegreethat its contributionto thetotal windvelocitybecomesactuallyverysmall. Thissitu-
ationis in contrastto thermallydrivenwindswhereunderthe influenceof ion dragandviscosity
theflow canproceedalongpressuregradients;thegenerateddivergencecomponentis thusrelatively
moreimportantandhencethe totalwindfield ismuchmore"efficient" in affectingtemperature
anddensityvariations.Thisdistinctionmaybelikenedto themixingof paint,wherethesteady
-^_.^÷:^-- t" .... 1 ¢';,_1A'_ ";o "ral_Jt'i_tral'lt ;n_ffor'f;VO onmnnrad tn _hzkino which nroduces a divergence field.

The large differences between heat and momentum source signatures in the phase relations of tem-

perature and composition are heuristically discussed in Figure 16b. Given an external heat source Q

(e.g. Joule heating), the atmospheric pressure increases and that in turn drives (divergence) winds

that act as sinks of energy (.AQ) and mass (-AM). The net energy change (Q-AQ) is usually dom-

inated by the source and remains positive. As a result there is an increase (positive) in the tempera-

ture (AT>0) and density of the major gas (AN 2>0). For the minor and lighter gas (such as He)

wind induced diffusion represents a mass sink (-AM) (corresponding to the enel:gy loss -AQ) that

dominates. In the absence of a particle source the density therefore decreases (AHe<0) bringing

forth the inverse relationship between heavier and lighter gases. With a momentum source that

(somehow) drives a divergence field, a major distinction is that the external heat source Q is zero.

All other conditions being the same as those for the case of Joule heating, the energy sink (-AQ)

then determines that the temperature (AT<0) and major gas (AN 2 <0) decrease, in phase with the
corresponding decrease of the lighter gas (AHe<0). At higher latitudes, the Joule heating signature

rather than the momentum source signature is observed in the composition. This supports the con-

tention that the electric field momentum source drives a wind circulation with a weak divergence

field that is incapable of transporting large amounts of mass and energy.
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Table1
Comparisonbetweenatmosphericparametersdescribing the dirunal (pl) and annual

(p0) tides (the horizontal scale of both components is the same but the time scales
are different). Note that in comparison to the energy input, the temperature and

composition amplitudes are much larger for the annual tide.

Tides AQ/Qo AT/T ° Velocity (m/sec) Alog 0 Alog He

Diurnal 1.5 +0.13 100.0 -0.02 -0.15

Annual 0.5 +0.13 35.0 -0.40 -2.00
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Figure 15. Theoretical results illustrating the differences between temperature and composition

signatures due to (a) Joule heating and (b) electric field momentum source. Both source functions

were artifically chosen such that the magnitudes of the resulting wind velocities were the same.

Because the divergence of the wind field induced by the momentum source is relatively small, it is

(in comparison to Joule heating) relatively ineffective in changing the temperature and composition.

Note that under the momentum source all gases vary in phase (assumed periodicity is 24 hours)

which is in contrast to the Joule heating effects where O and He vary out of phase with N 2 and Ar.
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induces, via for example, Coriolis force, a divergence component that causes energy and mass trans-
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Joule heating and momentum source signatures in densities and temperature as discussed in the

text.
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ELECTRICGENERATORSIN THE MAGNETOSPHERE-IONOSPHERE SYSTEM

G. Atkinson

Communications Research Centre,

Ottawa, Canada

1. INTRODUCTION

The topic of this discussion is the nature and cause of electric fields in the coupled magnetosphere-

ionosphere system and their effects in the middle atmosphere. They can be classified according to

cause: Electric fields produced by the solar wind - magnetosphere interaction and electric fields due

to neutral winds (winds in the non-ionized atmosphere) at E region heights in the ionosphere. The

first dominate at high latitudes where they are typically an order of magnitude stronger than the

second, and also an order of magnitude greater than lower latitude fields. For this reason the major

part of this discussion will be on electric fields induced by the solar wind.

The equivalence between forces and electric currents and also between current closure and stress

balance will be emphasized throughout this discussion. In general, a force in the electrically

coupled magnetosphere-ionosphere system is associated with a component of the current perpendic-

ular to magnetic lleiu..... and the..... equal to J X B ...L**._I_^__J is "_'_1_-_.,,._.t u_._y B *"-lOl-Ce l_ , allLl tll_lUleIS, ...... ,,.._ ^_ _...,. .... ,1

magnetic field strength. The motions of the magnetospheric and ionospheric fluids and hence the

electric fields of interest to this workshop, are of course determined by the balance of these forces,

or equivalently by the closure of the currents. Thus some time will be spent examining the physical
nature of stresses and currents.

2. PROPERTIES OF ELECTRIC FIELDS

First consider the electric field. Because of the very high conductivity in a direction parallel to mag-

netic field lines, it must be approximately orthogonal to the magnetic field lines throughout the

magnetosphere and ionosphere, otherwise very large currents would flow creating problems of cur-

rent closure. Dejnakarintra (1974) studied the extension of the field to lower altitudes using a

model defined by the following: (i) an upper boundary condition of horizontal electric fields at an

altitude of 150 km varying periodically in the horizontal direction, (ii) a tensor conductivity from 0

to 150 km which varies with height, (iii) an equipotential surface at the Earth, (iv) the current must

be divergence free and (v) the electric field must be curl free.

Figure I is a graph (Dejnakarintra, 1974) showing as a function of altitude, the mapping factor (the

strength of the horizontal component of the electric field relative to its strength at 150 km) for sev-

eral different horizontal scale sizes (;_df) of the field and for two reasonable models of conductivity.

It can be seen that for scale sizes greater than 20 km, the horizontal component of the electric field

is essentially unchanged above the bottom of the E region. That is, magnetic field lines are electric

equipotentials for the scale sizes of interest down to at least 90 km altitude. Further, the electric

fields of the large-scale flows discussed in the ensuing sections extend well down into the middle at-

mosphere. A further result, evident from symmetry in the model, is that the maximum vertical
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potentialdifferencebetweengroundandionosphereishalf themaximumhorizontalpotentialdif-
ference.

In summary,for the large-scaleelectricfieldsto beconsideredhere: magneticfieldlinescanbere-
gardedaselectricequipotentialsdownto at leastthebaseof the E region ionosphere, the horizontal

component of electric field maps unattenuated well down into the stratosphere and maximum ver-

tical potential differences are half the ionospheric horizontal potential differences.

3. EQUIPOTENTIAL CONVECTIVE FLOW

In a collisionless plasma in the presence of orthogonal electric and magnetic fields, the plasma drifts

in a direction orthogonal to both as indicated by the equation E = -vd x B where v d is the velocity
of this drift. Particle trajectories are as indicated in Figure 2a. The_6ffect of the electric field on

what would otherwise be a circular gyration in the magnetic field, is to maximize the particle veloc-

ity and hence the gyrational radius on one side of the gyration and thereby to create a systematic
drift motion.

In fact, in the magnetohydrodynamic approximation (cold plasma) and if the magnetic field lines

are electric equipotentials, the plasma initially on a given magnetic flux tube drifts in such a way

that it always stays connected by magnetic field lines and also contains the same amount of mag-

netic flux. Under these conditions we can treat flux tubes as fluid elements which convect as a unit.

In the steady-state, the motion in the magnetosphere of these banana-shaped fluid elements reduces

to a two-dimensional problem and it is sufficient to describe their motion either in the equatorial

plane, or in the ionosphere. They convect along electric equipotential surfaces. It is of interest that

the Maxwell equation curl E = 0 reduces to div (By a ) = 0 for the above two-dimensional flow. Since

B is inversely proportional to the flux tube cross-sectional area this is the equation for the conserva-

tion of fluid elements.

Figure 3 shows the forces that can act on such a fluid element. First, the magnetic stresses include

the pressure from neighbouring flux tubes (B 2/2ta ° ) and the shear stress at the ionospheric ends of

the flux tubes (BnBt//ao where n and t indicate components normal and tangential to the end
plane). This latter stress includes the momentum transfer from the neutral atmosphere in the E re-

gion. Ions attempting to follow the convective motion collide with neutrals as shown in Figure 2b

producing ion drag forces opposing the drift. In referring to the currents, the effect is sometimes

called line tying. A further magnetic stress is the tension (B 2/2ta ° ) existing along the magnetic field

direction. Since the flux tube has a curvature toward the Earth, this results in a force tending to

make flux tubes collapse Earthward. An analogy with stretched elastic bands is often used in de-

scribing this effect. In a perfectly-dipolar field this inward force is balanced by the magnetic pres-

sure from neighbouring flux tubes.

Now consider the forces due to the plasma on a flux tube. The gyrational motion of the particles

produces a current around the surface of a flux tube considered in isolation. This diamagnetic prop-

erty of the plasma reduces the magnetic field strength inside the flux tube and hence reduces the

strength of the Earthward curvature force just discussed. Thus a flux tube containing higher pres-

sure plasma than its neighbours is subject to a force similar to buoyancy in fluid dynamics. It is
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labelled'diamagnetic'in Figure3. Theremainingforcesshownin Figure3includethesolarwind
pressure,whichservesprincipallyto compressthemagnetosphereinto theshapeshownin Figure4,
andamagneticshearstress(labelledMaxwellshearstressin Figure3) actingat themagnetosphere
boundarydueto connectionof thegeomagneticfieldwith thesolar-windmagneticfield. According
to mergingtheories(e.g.,Atkinson,1978)of thesolarwind-magnetosphereinteraction,flux tubes

become temporarily connected to the solar wind allowing the solar wind to exert a shear stress

through the magnetic fields, which drags magnetospheric flux tubes toward the nightside.

Another possible source of a shear force toward the nightside (not shown in Figure 3) is a viscous

interaction between the solar wind and the magnetosphere at the boundary. It is these shear

stresses that drive the internal flow of the magnetosphere.

As stated earlier, there is an equivalance between stresses and currents and we now examine the cur-

rents corresponding to the above plasma stresses. The currents corresponding to the plasma forces

result generally from particle drift due to inhomogeneous magnetic fields. This includes currents as-

sociated with the buoyancy force due to the diamagnetic effect, and currents on the boundary of

the magnetosphere. The drift motion is similar to that of Figure 2a except that it is oppositely di-

rected for electrons and protons. The difference in the radius of gyration on the two sides of the

t,yrational orbit in this case results from differences in magnetic field strength on each side of the

orbit and also from centrifugal force due to particle motion along curved magnetic field lines. 2-he

exception is the ionospheric ion-drag force or line-tying curzeut. 1 lxv _.u_l_, .......................

electrons convecting faster than ions due to ion-neutral collisions (Hall current) and (ii) ions drifting

in the direction of the electric field due to collisions (Pedersen current) as shown in Figure 2b.

In summary, magnetic flux tubes undergo a convective flow and the magnetic flux tube can be re-

garded as a fluid element. Forces acting on the elements include pressure from neighbouring ele-

ments, the ion-drag force due to ionospheric ion-neutral collisions, the curvature force due to mag-

netic tension along the flux tube, the diamagnetic effect due to plasma pressure on flux tubes, and

magnetic and viscous shear stress and solar-wind pressure at the magnetosphere boundary. The cur-

rents associated with these forces are generally due to particle drifts where the particles move in

non-uniform magnetic fields. The exception to this is the ion drag force in the E region ionosphere

where ion-neutral collisions produce Pedersen currents parallel to the electric field and Hall currents

orthogonal to the electric and magnetic fields. The solar wind pressure serves to compress the mag-

netosphere into its shape and the shear stresses at the boundary drive the internal flow.

It should also be noted that for sufficiently energetic plasmas the magnetohydrodynamic approxi-

mation breaks down and the particle drifts due to non-uniform magnetic fields become as important

in mass, momentum and energy transport as the electric field drift. For magnetic and electric fields

typical of the magnetosphere this occurs for energies of a few keV.

4. THE STEADY-STATE MAGNETOSPHERE

Figure 4 represents a noon-midnight cross-section of the magnetosphere showing the features of im-

portance for this discussion. There are three types of magnetic flux tubes: Those that resemble the

flux tubes in a dipole field, those that are stretched out into the tail, and flux tubes in the plasma
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sheetthat areacompromisebetweenthetwo. Becauseof their curvaturethroughtheplasmasheet,
theplasmasheetflux tubesrepresentanEarthwardforceon thenightsidemagnetosphere.If there
isa strongernormalcomponentof magneticfield at theplanein thecenterof theneutralsheet,
moreof themthreadthisplaneperunit areaandtheEarthwardforce isgreater.

Themodelwhichis to beusedto illustratetheforcesandcurrentsof importanceisasimplifiedver-
sionof theabove.It will assumetwo typesof flux tubesonly; dipolarandtail like,with asharp
boundarybetweenthetwo types.An explodedviewisshownin Figure5. Thedipole-likeregion
resemblesadoughnutandthetail-likeregiontwo sausageslinked throughtheholeof thedoughnut
at C, andpushedbackin theantisolardirectionto that theywraparoundthedoughnutandpress
againstandflatteneachotherat theneutralsheetalongBA. Thedipole-likeregionshouldin fact
beflattenedin thenorth-southplaneon thenightsideandextendednorth-southon thedaysideto
giveabetterindicationof thetrueshape.In thismodel,theeffectof theEarthwardforcein the
plasmasheetwill berepresentedby increasingthesizeof the dipole-likeregionon thenightsideand
hencemovingpoint B of Figure5 awayfrom theEarth.

Asmentionedin theprevioussection,therearetwo typesof shearforcesat themagnetosphere
boundarythat mayberesponsiblefor the internalconvectiveflow. Eitherof theseappliesastress
towardthenightsideon flux tubes.Theresultingimbalanceof stressesdrivesaninternalreturn
flow towardthedaysidein thedipole-likeregion. In thesimplifiedmodelthis imbalanceof stresses
canbepicturedasanexcessof dipole-likeflux tubeson thenightsideandadeficiencyon theday-
side. TheEarthwardcurvatureforcedrivesa flow towardthedaysidein thedoughnut-shapedre-
gion. Thestressesdueto thenightsideexcessanddaysidedeficiencyareshownschematicallyin
Figure6 whichisanequatorialcross-sectionof themagnetosphere.A furthersetof stressesin
Figure6 arelabelled'Alfv6n layershielding'andthesearetheresultof the diamagneticbuoyancy
force. Theypreventtheflow frompenetratingverydeeplyinto themagnetosphere.Thus,asseen
in theequatorialplane,theflow to the daysideoccursprincipallyin theouterregionsof themag-
netosphere.Thethird forceshownin Figure6 is the ion-dragforceassociatedwith line-tyingcur-
rentsandthis limits thespeedof the flow. Generallythethreeforcesbalancesinceinertialeffects
areusuallysmall.Theresultingflow isshownin thetop diagramof Figure7. Figure7 isanorthern
polar-capview(ationosphericheights)ratherthananequatorialsection,thustheeffectsareturned
inside-outin comparisonwith Figure6 sincetheoutermostmagneticflux tubesmapto higherlati-
tudes.Theflux tubesin thedoughnutshapedregionarein theauroraloval(betweentheheaviest
lines)andat lowerlatitudes. Theflow in theauroralovaltowardthe daysideisconsistentwith the
forcesdescribed.Thewholeflowsystem,includingthenightwardflow acrossthepolarcap(inner-
mostcircle)resultsfrom theshearforcesat theboundary.

In Figure7,thestreamlinesareidenticalto electricequipotentialsasdiscussedin theprevioussec-
tion. TheresultingPedersenandHall currentsareshownin thebottom diagramsif the ionosphere
hasuniformconductivity. TheHall currentclosesin the ionospherealongthestreamlinesasshown.
ThePedersencurrentflowsacrossthestreamlinesparallelto theelectricfield andthenby magnetic-
field-alignedcurrentsto theoutermagnetosphere,,vhereit closesacrossfield linesascurrentasso-
ciatedwith the forcesjust discussedwhichdeterminetheflow. ThePedersencurrentsandtheir
closuretendto besolenoidalandhenceproduceweakermagneticfieldsat the Earth'ssurfacethan
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theHall currents.A non-uniformionosphericconductivitycomplicatestheabovepicturein that
thePedersenandHallcurrentscan no longer be treated separately. However, the overall picture is

not greatly changed, and the above provides a useful basis for visualization and modelling. The elec-

tric field associated with the flow is typically of the order .01 V/m, but sometimes reaches an order

of magnitude greater.

Now the stresses are described, for the simplified model in terms of the current and current closure.

However, it is not necessary that the reader have a deep understanding of this before proceeding to

the rest of this review. The Pedersen currents of Figure 7 are the line-tying currents resulting from

the ion-drag force and they close along magnetic field lines to currents shown in Figures 8 and 9

(Atkinson, 1978).

Figure 8 is a view from the evening side of the currents on the evening surface of the northern half

of the magnetosphere. Currents are symmetric in the southern hemisphere and reversed on the

dawn surface. Figure 9 is an equatorial cross-section showing the currents. Current systems I and 6

close entirely on the surface and in the plasma sheet. These two current systems also exist in a

non-convecting magnetosphere, and are the result of solar wind pressure and plasma pressure in the

plasma sheet.

The remaining current systems are associated with the convective flow. Current systems 5 and 7

can be simply related to the nightside excess and dayside deficiency of flux tubes in the simplified

model. The deficiency of dipole-like flux tubes on the dayside moves the cusp, C in Figure 8, closer

to the Equator. This decreases the eastward current across the nose of the magnetosphere, since it

is physically smaller, and increases the westward current above the cusp. As a result, the additional

current system 5, in Figure 8, appears. It closes along magnetic field lines to and from the iono-

sphere as indicated by the circles with dots in'them. Similarly the excess of dipole-like flux tubes

on the nightside creates a bulge (Figure 9) in the boundary of dipole-like field lines (that is a bulge

relative to the boundary for the non-convecting case) which is associated with the diversion of some

of the cross-tail current to the ionosphere along magnetic field lines. The diverted current is shown

as system 7 in the figures. Current systems 5 and 7 are contiguous, and the field-aligned flow of the

ionosphere occurs at the northern edge of the auroral oval as shown in Figure 7. Possibly they

should be regarded as a single system associated with the driving forces for the convective flow.

Current system 4 is called the partial ring current. It is associated with the diamagnetic buoyancy

forces of the plasma as previously discussed. It doses by field-aligned currents to the low-latitude

edge of the auroral oval (see Figure 7).

In summary, the combined current systems 5 and 7 drive the convective flow into the nightside

magnetosphere, current system 4 prevents it from entering deeply and confines it to flux tubes

rooted in the auroral oval, and finally the north-south ionospheric Pedersen current across the oval

limits the flow rate along the oval back toward the dayside. This is illustrated schematically in

Figure 6 in terms of forces. Figure 6 is an equatorial section. The nightside excess and the dayside

deficiency of dipole-like flux tubes are represented as forces driving the flow in the solar direction.

The diamagnetic effect is represented as radial forces at the Alfv6n layer (the limit of penetration),

and the line-tying force opposing the flow to the dayside is included.
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Thereareotherinfluencesaffectingtheflow that areworth discussingbeforeconsideringthetime-
dependentmagnetosphere.First,observations(e.g.,Heppner,1977)showthat theconvectiveflow
acrossthepolarcapfrom thedaysideto thenightsideis distortedfrom that shownin Figure 7. For

magnetic fields in the solar wind with a component in a direction antiparallel to the Earth's orbital

velocity, the north polar cap flow tends to have maximum on the dawnside and the south polar-cap

flow a maximum on the duskside. The situation is reversed for an interplanetary magnetic fields

with a component parallel to the Earth's orbital velocity. The simplest explanation of this is based

on the merging model. Flux tubes near the dayside edge of the polar cap that are connected to the

solar-wind magnetic field (see Figure 3) are subject to a stress towards dawn or dusk depending on

the direction of the interplanetary magnetic field to which they are connected. This is in addition

to the nightward stress already discussed.

Another effect to be discussed before considering the time dependent case is non-uniform iono-

spheric conductivity. There are two regions where it has been shown that this is likely to assume

some importance. In the polar caps in summer, the day-night conductivity gradient is expected to

squeeze the flow toward the dawnside (Atkinson and Hutchinson, 1978), an effect superimposed on

those just discussed. In the nightside, near midnight, the enhanced conductivity of the auroral oval

produces a lack of symmetry about the midnight meridian. That is, the divider between the two

flow cells shown in Figure 7 should slope from north-west to south-east in the near-midnight oval

(e.g., Vasyliunas, 1970).

Further influences on the flow include the drift and loss of energetic charged particles. Perhaps the

most promising approach to the overall problem is the development at Rice University of a com-

puter simulation of the flow (e.g., Wolf, 1974, Harel and Wolf, 1976). The simulation is gradually

being expanded to include various influences. By and large the flow does not vary greatly in its

general form from that shown in Figure 7.

5. THE TIME-DEPENDENT MAGNETOSPHERE

The major time-dependent event in the magnetosphere is the magnetospheric substorm. Its major

features include: (i) a characteristic development of auroral activity, (ii) a large somewhat localized

increase in current system 7 shown in Figures 8 and 9, this implies more-dipolar flux tubes in the

neutral sheet or, in the simplified model, a larger bulge in the boundary of dipole-like flux tubes,

(iii) intense particle precipitation and a resulting ionospheric conductivity increase, (iv) injection of

particles into the inner magnetosphere partial ring current (system 4). The total energy involved

can be as high as 10 is joules.

The auroral development as first described by Akasofu (1964) and further developed by Montbriand

(1971 ), is shown in Figure 10 as a time-sequence of diagrams of the auroras in the polar cap. Ini-

tially quiet auroras first brighten near midnight then move northward leaving behind them a region

of active auroras. The brightening and activity spread eastward and also westward by means of a

large fold called the westward travelling surge. The region inside the bulge is believed to correspond

to more-dipolar flux tubes. Hence the current downward to the east of midnight, westward along

the oval and then upward at the westward travelling surge, is the diverted tail current (system 7)

that is expected if more-dipolar flux tubes occur on the nightside. Features ii to iv above
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correspondto all theforcesshownon the nightside, in Figure 6, being enhanced, although the con-

ductivity variations affect the distribution of ionospheric current between Pedersen and Hall cur-
rents.

The reason for the substorm is still a subject of debate and there are at least two possible classes of

theory at the present time (Atkinson, 1979): (i) the plasma in the plasma sheet for some reason

(several have been suggested) becomes unable to maintain the stretched field line configuration

(Figure 4) and there is a collapse of plasma sheet and/or tail flux tubes to a more-dipolar state, (ii)

there is a feedback effect between ionospheric conductivity and precipitation of particles. As both

increase a more-dipolar plasma sheet (a bigger bulge in the simplified model) is necessary to main-

tain the flow against the increased line-tying l_orce (analogous to the backing up of a river partially

blocked by an obstacle until the hydrodynamic head is sufficient to restore the flow rate).

The actual behavior of the flow and electric field ate not well known. The flow is expected to be

similar to that in Figure 11. Flows of this type, because of their time dependence, are able to pene-

trate more deeply into the magnetosphere. Thus substorm associated flows have been observed at

latitudes where field lines extend out to only two or three Earth radii, unlike the steady state where

the major flow is confined to flux tubes which extend outside four or five Earth radii.

6. NEUTRAL WINDS AND LOW LATITlrr_S

Most of what has been said in section 5 applies to flux tubes outside the plasmasphere; that is, to

magnetic latitudes greater than about 60 ° at ionospheric heights. It has been assumed that mag-

netospheric forces are the major driving forces for the flow and that the effect of neutral winds at

ionospheric heights can be neglected. This is probably true much of the time at high latitudes.

Inside the plasmasphere, the solar-wind induced electric fields are greatly reduced due to the effect

of current system 4, as discussed in section 5, in limiting the depth of penetration of the flow. At

middle to low latitudes, the electric fields are an order of magnitude less than at high latitudes,

being typically .001 V/m. They may be partly due to solar-wind induced effects (Matsushita,

1971), particularly on the nightside, and partly due to neutral winds in the ionosphere. At equato-

rial latitudes, the electric fields are believed to be due primarily to neutral winds. At low latitudes

on the nightside, winds in the F region ionosphere may be more important than in the E region.

The forces of importance acting on these lower-latitude flux tubes are (see Figure 4) the ion-drag

force or line-tying effect due to the relative motion of flux tube and neutral gas, the interaction

with neighbouring flux tubes, including those transmitted from higher latitudes, and any effects due

to the plasma on flux tubes. Thus, at low latitudes it should in principal be possible to calculate the

fields from a knowledge of neutral winds and using the curl E = 0 condition as discussed in section
3.

In general, the winds will cause a convective flow and its associated electric fields and current flow

should occur along magnetic field lines between hemispheres in response to neutral winds and con-

ductivities which are not symmetric about the equatorial plane. In practice there are a number of

complications (Volland, 1976) and more work is needed on models. Further, observations of the

neutral wind are rather sparse.
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Theapproachoftenused(e.g.,ForbesandLindzen,1977)is to startwith knowntidal harmonicsof
theneutralatmosphere,andfrom thewindsassociatedwith theseto predictelectricfieldsandcur-
rents. Thesecanthenbecomparedwith radarmeasurementsof themotionof the ionizedcompo-
nent. Thereaderisreferredto theabovepublicationfor results,sincethey aresomewhatcomplex
andwill not beincludedhere. It shouldbenotedthat the tidal harmonicsarelargescaleandshould
mapwell downinto thestratosphere.

Perhapsit isworthnotingthatthetidal harmonicsleadto asimplebehaviourin equatorialregions.
Radarmeasurementsshowupwarddriftsin thedayanddownwardatnightwith velocities""10m/s
in nearequatorialregions(electricfieldsof .0003v/m).

7. CONCLUDINGSTATEMENT

In summary,it appearsthat all the large-scaleelectricfieldsdiscussedhereshouldmapwelldown
into thestratosphere.Further,verticalfieldsshouldexistwith potentialdifferencesequalto half
of thehorizontalpotentialdifferences.Thefieldsinclude: (i) solar-windinducedhigh-latitude
fieldswith strengthsof .01V/m andgreater,andscalesizesof hundredsto thousandsof kilometers,
(ii) midlatitudeandlow-latitudefieldswith strengthsof .001V/m andscalesizesof thousandsor
tensof thousandsof kilometers.It shouldbenotedthat smaller-scaleelectricfieldsdoexistandare
at timesasstrongastheabove.Noneof thoseobservedhavebeenfoundto conformto apattern
andarebelievedto bedueto turbulencein theflows.

Finally I wouldlike to point out that if it turnsout that electricalfield measurementsin the lower
ormiddleatmospherecanbeusedto monitorthecross-polar-cappotentialdifference,animportant
stepwill havebeenmadein magnetosphericphysicssincethisquantityentersdirectly into theen-
ergyflow equationsfor themagnetosphere-ionospheresystem.
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(_'ar) of the electric field (from Dejnakarintra, 1974). The mapping factor is the strength
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(b) with ion-neutral collisions.
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Figure 6. Equatorial section showing the forces of importance in steady-state flow.
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Figure 8. View from the evening side of currents on the magnetosphere boundary in a

flowing steady-state magnetosphere.
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Figure 10. Polar cap view of a typical development of an auroral substorm (Montbriand,

1971). The time development is shown in successive polar cap views. Solid lines are dis-

crete auroras, the dotted lines are the boundaries of proton precipitation. Arrows indi-

cate the motion of auroral structures.
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AREASWHERE SOLAR-TERRESTRIAL COUPLING MAY INFLUENCE

OR BE INFLUENCED BY THE MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE

Richard A. Goldberg

Laboratory for Atmospheric Sciences

NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center

Greenbelt, Maryland 20771

1. INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, the charged or ionized components of the atmosphere have been treated independent-

ly from the neutral structure. In the upper atmosphere (above 60 km) the ionosphere has been

studied to establish its control on radio wave propagation, and to understand atmospheric chemis-

try. The lightly ionized upper atmosphere has also provided a suitable environment for study of

physical processes involving plasma interactions with the Earth's electric and magnetic fields. It is

well known that the ionosphere is responsive to long-term and transient phenomena governed by

solar activity.

There is now increasing evidence that coupling processes between the upper and lower atmosphere

occur, and in large part involve atmospheric electrical properties. Suggestions have also been pro-

posed that such interactive processes may ultimately affect weather and climate. The coupling may

occur through changes in localized ionization, which can alter stratospheric and mesospheric chemi-

cal processes, thereby affecting ozone and other minor species. The ionization can also affect the

production of aerosols and other macroscopic or submacroscopic particulates. The ionizing radia-

tions can affect ion size and mobility, thereby modifying ion-neutral drag and other transport

processes. In addition, deviations of the vertical and horizontal atmospheric electric fields from the

average quiet norm (fair weather electric field) may also play an important role in processes govern-

ing interactions between regions.

This review is concerned with the nature of such suggested interactions, particularly those induced

by transient solar and geomagnetic phenomena. Solar activity, in the sense used here, also includes

modulations of the galactic cosmic ray flux reaching Earth, as well as solar rotation effects including

solar magnetic sector passage by the Earth. Here, we will concentrate on processes involving charged

particles and/or atmospheric electric structure. The former also relate to electrodynamical coupling

in the sense that the primary source of ionizing radiations below 60 km is corpuscular, and thereby

subject to focusing by the Earth's magnetic field. Finally, no discussion of wave coupling interac-

tions is included, since it is covered by other papers in this volume.

2. BACKGROUND AND COMPETITIVE EFFECTS

Figure 1 (Sechrist, 1979) helps exemplify the, complexity and nature of the problems relating to

solar terrestrial coupling. Solar transient and variable emissions reach the Earth in the form of both

electromagnetic and corpuscular radiations. These radiations in turn affect the chemistry and
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physicalpropertiesof theupper,middleand/orloweratmosphere.Timingfor particlearrivalsand
subsequentmagneticfield controlsarealsoimportant.Electromagneticradiationstravelto the
Earthin afewminutesatthevelocityof light andaffectall sunlitregions;corpuscularradiations
arrivefroma fewhoursto a fewdaysfollowingasolareventandaremainlyfocusedto highlati-
tuderegions.Othereffectsarecausedby galacticcosmicrays,whichdonot originatefrom theSun
but aremodulatedby shortandlong-termsolarvariability.Solarmagneticfieldeffectsinducedby
solarrotationmayalsocoupleto theEarthelectromagneticstructure.Finally,meteoricionsmaybe
modulatedbyionizationsourcessubjectto solarvariability.

Figure1 concentrateson processesinvolvingthe passageof signals, energy, and other forms of

coupling from the upper to lower atmosphere. There is already a large body of evidence demonstrat-

ing the reverse influence i.e. tropospheric meteorological disturbances on the upper atmosphere and

magnetosphere. These add to the difficulty of analyzing cause and effect, and must be contended

with in suitable coupling mechanism concepts.

For example, Gherzi (1950) and Bauer (1958) demonstrated ionospheric F region ionization en-

hancements above hurricane passages. Apparent ionospheric responses to cold fronts were also

noted by Gherzi (1950), Bauer (1957), and Arendt and Frisby (1968). To explain the observational

results, Bauer (1957) hypothesized a dynamic coupling process between the troposphere and

ionosphere.

Acoustic waves generated by several local storms have been detected in the F region by Georges

(1968), and Baker and Davies (1969), and Hung et al. (1975). The waves, whose periods in the

ionosphere are in the range 2-5 minutes, are detected by CW doppler techniques. Most recently,

Hines and Halevy (1977) have proposed a gravity wave feedback mechanism, whereby energy pro-

duced in the troposphere by meteorological phenomena propagates upward via gravity waves.

Under certain assumed conditions which could be modulated by solar activity, the upper atmos-

phere will reflect the waves downwared to interfere constructively or destructively.

In addition, there is evidence that lightning can induce effects in the middle atmosphere and above.

For example, whistlers, which are VLF waves thought to be induced by lightning discharges, are

guided along the Earth's magnetic field between conjugate points for path length exceeding

30,000 to 50,000 km (e.g. Davies, 1965). Recently, Bering et al. (1979) have measured microbursts

of electron precipitation from the magnetosphere, stimulated by VLF spherics generated by light-

ning in a thunderstorm cell. Since the precipitating particles can ionize and dissociate molecules in

the upper atmosphere, a lightning induced mechanism for perturbation of the upper atmosphere is

created.

A direct effect on stratospheric ozone has also l_een suggested by Dubin and Zipf (1977). They

have determined enhanced production rates for N 20 under lightning discharge conditions, and offer

the suggestion that large quantities of N 2 O, NO x , and other trace species are produced within the

tropical zone, where thunderstorm activity is highest. Injection of such species into the lower

stratosphere, particularly within large convective thunderstorm cells that penetrate the tropopause,

could significantly deplete stratospheric ozone in time (Noxon, 1976; Chameides et al., 1977).
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Maninducedeffectsin thetropospherealsoaffecttheupperdomains.Themostfamoustopic
underdiscussionin recentyearshasbeendepletionsin stratosphericozoneinducedby hydrofluoro-
carbons,whichoccurin manyproductssuchasaerosolsprays.SSTtransportshavealsobeencon-
sideredassignificantcandidatesfor ozonemodificationin thestratosphere.Manmayalsoaffect
theupperatmosphericenvironmentin electrodynamicways. For example,ParkandHelliwell
(1978)haveshowncorrelativedatato suggestthatpowerlines,particularlyat highlatitudes,gen-
erateVLF waveswhichpropagateto theoutermagnetosphere.Theretheycaninduceparticlepre-
cipitationwhichaffectsionization,etc.within the lowerthermosphere(Figure2). Finally,Boeck
(1976)hasconsideredthegradualincreasein thetroposphereof radioactiveKrypton85 discarded
duringnuclearpowerplantoperation.Hesuggeststhat thisis rapidlybecomingthedominantioni-
zationsourcein the lowertroposphere,andwill soonhaveaprofoundeffecton theglobalelectrical
circuit.

Theaboveprovidesboth transientandlongtermexamplesof effectsthat mustbeconsideredin any
studiesinvolvedwith thedeterminationof atmosphericcouplingprocesses.Theevidencefor up-
wardcouplingisestablished.Wemustnowdetermineif downwardcouplingcanplayassignificant
arole.

3. RADIATIONSOURCES- A BRIEFSYNOPSIS

Solarelectromagneticradiationsarepredominantlyin thevisible,andaffectthe lowertroposphere.
Thereissomeevidence(HeathandThekaekara,1977)that solarUV, especiallytowardthemore
energeticportion of thespectrum,showsasolarcycledependence,but thishasnot beenobserved
for thetotal solaroutput(solarconstant).Solarflaresandotheractivephenomenaexhibiten-
hancedemissionsof UV andX-rayswhichcauseozoneproductionandionizationrespectively,but
suchemissionsareshortlivedanddonot causesustainedeffects.

Solaractiveeventscausethedepositionof energeticcorpuscularstreamsinto theEarth'satmosphere
at highlatitudes,wheregeomagneticshieldingeffectsareweakest.Theseenergeticparticlescandi-
rectlyor indirectlyaffect themiddleatmosphere,dependingon their type,energy,andflux. They
includesolarprotonswhichproducepolarcapradioabsorptionevents(PCA),andrelativisticelec-
tron precipitationevents(REP)wherebyrelativisticelectronscreatedbyplasmainteractionsin the
magnetosphereprecipitateto stratosphericdepths.Furthermore,mosthigh latitudegeomagnetic
disturbancesleadto energeticelectronprecipitationswhichcausex-rayauroraeby thebremsstrah-
lungprocessnear100km. Theconvertedenergycanreachto stratosphericdepths,andcandom-
inateovertheeffectsof galacticcosmicraysto altitudesbelow40km. Finally,galacticcosmicrays
aremodulatedby theindividualgeomagneticeventsandby sunspotcycle,andthesehavebearing
onthe ozonedistributionin themesosphere,stratosphere,andtroposphere.Characteristicpenetra-
tiondepthsfor thevariouscorpuscularradiationsasafunctionof energyareillustratedin Figure3
(Thorne,1977).
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4. COUPLINGPROCESSES AND MECHANISMS

Two major categories of interaction have emerged which apply to electrodynamic coupling. First,

in the search for identification of physical processes to explain the statistical correlations of sun/

weather and climate, the stratosphere and mesosphere must be regarded as an important atmos-

pheric domain within which coupling might occur. Ozone plays a major role in the radiative and

photochemical processes of this region, and therefore must be considered a key parameter for

study. It is also extremely important to understand the natural variability of ozone and its response

to geophysical phenomena before one can assess the impact of man induced influences on the same

environment. Because the variability of ozone may be influenced by ion-neutral chemistry induced

by energetic charged particles, it is appropriate to consider such effects here. Aerosols and particu-

lates must also be considered here, since some variation in these constituents can also be related to

solar activity. Noctilucent and nacreous clouds, as well as sub-macroscopic particles, have been of-

fered as modifiers of tropospheric weather and climate. Hence, this category considers the middle

atmosphere as a buffer region, within which energy undergoes reflection, transmission, filtration,

amplification, absorption, and/or some other form of conversion.

Second, there is newly emerging experimental evidence that atmospheric electric fields, especially

at high latitudes and in the upper atmosphere, are responsive to solar and geomagnetic phenomena.

The corpuscular radiations previously discussed are known to strongly enhance the local atmos-

pheric electrical conductivity and ionization at stratospheric and mesospheric altitudes. However,

the electric field perturbations are not easily explained by conventional atmospheric electricity con-

siderations. Several new theories have now postulated that some electric field perturbations are reg-

ulated by solar activity and may be responsible for the observed statistical correlations between

solar activity and tropospheric disturbances, e.g., thunderstorms. They include the concept that

cosmic rays and/or solar protons can both affect the global electrical circuit and the local field near

thunderstorms. These can then alter the rate of lightning formation and possibly, thundercloud

buildups.

Both categories contain established results relating to middle atmospheric and tropospheric response

to the radiation sources. However, extrapolations to short-term (weather) or long-term (climate) af-

fects in the troposphere all suffer from one or more speculative components. The electrical connec-

tion has made more progress toward a full explanation, because it may bypass the stratosphere as an

intermediary, and because it causes instantaneous reactions.

4.1 PROCESSES INVOLVING MIDDLE ATMOSPHERIC RESPONSES TO SOLAR ACTIVITY -

OZONE

To pass from the upper atmosphere to the troposphere, energy may undergo one or more inter-

mediate changes, possibly affecting relevant meteorological parameters. Recent observations of

stratospheric variability in connection with particle injection events have already suggested some

possible candidates. A depletion of ozone during a PCA event was first observed in the mesosphere

by Weeks et al. (1972) and later interpreted by Swider and Keneshea (1973) to be caused by en-

hanced HO x production during this event. More recently, a 20 percent depletion above 4 mb was
observed during the great PCA event of August 1972, using ozone data from the BUV experiment
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on Nimbus IV (Figure 4, Heath, et al. 1977). Most remarkable is the persistence, whereby the Oa
depletion was maintained long after the termination of the responsible source. The high latitude de-

pletions observed were explained by production of odd nitrogen through proton bombardment as a

loss agent. It has also been argued by Thorne (1977) that REP events could cause similar magnitude

changes when the cumulative effect of these more frequent events are combined. Rocket data evi-

dence for ozone depletions during auroral x-ray events has been reported by Goldberg (1979). Pre-

liminary f'mdings showed a 25% depletion of ozone above 1 mb, cf. Figure 5, (Hilsenrath, pvt. com-

munication 1979) following each of two nighttime x-ray auroral substorms. These results have been

verified with two additional comparisons during March 1978. The observed maximum in x-ray en-

ergy deposition occurred in the region of ozone depletion. However, x-ray and particle data showed

that nighttime relativistic electrons were also present in adequate quantities to override the x-ray en-

ergy deposition above 55 km by as much as a factor of 100. Nighttime relativistic electrons have

also been detected on a regular basis during auroral storm conditions by satellite (cf. Reagan, 1977).

This newly measured nighttime radiation may help account for the observed ozone depletion, which

is too large to be explained by conventional means from the x-rays alone.

Long-term response of stratospheric ozone over a solar cycle (e.g. Angell and Korshover, 1973,

1975) has also been seen from statistical studies based on data from the global network of ground

based Dobson stations. If true, this longer response may be more indicative of solar UV variability

over a solar cycle, as indicated in the work of Heath'and Thekaekara (1977), since solar UV is the

primary control for atmospheric ozone production. The results are controversial, because of abso-

lute and intercalibration errors between stations, gaps in data acquisitions and a host of additional

problems. The conflicts may further be explained by the fact that total ozone (Dobson) measure-

ments are dominated by the maximum density of ozone found below about 25 km altitude. In this

height regime the residence time of atmospheric ozone is about 2 years, and its distribution and

concentration are controlled by transport processes. The effects of production and loss processes

related to solar variability are thus obscured in total ozone data.

In searching for physical mechanisms based on ozone to improve the forecastibility of weather and

climate, total ozone data bases are the wrong place to look. Rather, variations in ozone above the

transport region should be investigated. Frederick (1977) has in fact theoretically modelled O 3 re-
sponse to solar UV changes over several solar rotations using the data of Heath (1973) and found

22% fluctuations about the norm in mesospheric ozone. Even the auroral effect produces approxi-

mately 7% change in mesospheric ozone. For the eleven year solar cycle both CaUis and Nealy

(1978) and Penner and Chang (1978) have calculated significant changes in stratospheric ozone,

with the latter case showing agreement with Angell and Korshover (1973, 1975). Although solar

UV variability presents a major influence on natural ozone response, we concentrate on corpuscular

effects to maintain our context with electrodynamical coupling. Here, numerous calculations have

been published demonstrating the feasibility for ozone depletion by corpuscular bombardment

(e.g. Frederick, 1976; Thorne, 1977; Heath, et al. 1977).

Thus, there are apparent changes to stratospheric and mesospheric ozone induced by both transient

and long-term solar variability. The question to be asked is if such ozone variability can affect

tropospheric behaviour. There are several new ideas linking ozone changes to stratospheric heating,

alteration of the stratospheric circulation pattern, and eventual modification of the troposphere.
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Fritz andAngell(1976)havesuggestedanauroralmechanism,wherebyauroralIR heatingmayaf-
fectstratospherictemperaturesasmuchas2°K. Othershavelookedat theeffectsof solarUVvaria-
bility andcorpuscularradiations.Stratospherictemperaturevariationsdueto changingsolarUV
flux intensitiesaresubstantialat heightsaboveabout10km,accordingto modelingresultsof Callis
andNealy(1978). At solarmaximum,thegreaterheatingof 03 by solarUV leadsto calculated
temperatureincreasesup to amaximumof 18°Kin the40-55km heightrangein threemodelcases
and45°K in theothertwo. Mostrecently,PennerandChang(1978),with amorecomprehensive
model,havefoundtheeffectsto bemuchsmallerbut still significant.Bothpapershavenot at-
temptedhowever,to calculatehow temperaturechangesof thismagnitude,inducedgloballyby
solarUV, couldaffect circulationpatterns.SchoeberlandStrobel(1978)haveconsideredcircula-
tion effectscausedbycorpuscularradiations,whichdepleteozoneto inducetemperaturechanges
onamorelocalscale.Theyconcludethat evenfor thegreatPCAeventsof August1972,themeas-
uredozonedepletionwouldbeinadequatefor causesignificantchangein theglobalmeancircula-
tion.

Usinga differentapproach,AveryandGeller(1979)haveinvestigatedtheeffectsof changingmid-
dleatmosphericwindson troposphericplanetarywaves.TheAveryandGellercalculations,based
on asteady-statelinear,quasi-geostrophicplanetarywavemodelextendingfrom thegroundup to
100km altitudewith sphericalgeometry,indicatethat theplanetarywaveamplitudecanchangesig-
nificantly asitsphaseshiftseastor west(i.e.,ridgesof highsandlowsmoveE orW)mainlyin re-
sponseto jet streamamplitudechanges.Here,variationsin solarUV flux intensityoverthe 11-yr
sunspotcycleandthe27-daysolarrotationperiod,or in solarcorpuscularemissions,couldalterthe
stratosphericozonestructureandproducechangesin the temperaturegradientthroughozone
heating.Thetemperaturechangeswould thenaffectthestrengthof thepolarnightjet streamnear
thestratopause,causingamplitudevariationsandphaseshiftsin theplanetarywavestructure.Fi-
nally,variationsinplanetarywavestructurecouldalterthepositionof principalstormtracks,with
anattendantchangeinweatherpatterns.

Turningto theverylong-term,Reidet al. (1976)haveconsideredPCA'sduringEarthmagnetic
field reversals.Duringsuchperiods(atintervalsof order10 6 years) the Earth's field is sufficiently

weak to permit solar proton bombardment globally, following solar proton flares. They have con-

sidered how such bombardment on this more extensive scale might affect the biosphere, but also

indicate possible influences on climate.

4.2 PROCESSES INVOLVING MIDDLE ATMOSPHERIC RESPONSES TO SOLAR ACTIVITY-
CLOUDS AND AEROSOLS

Clouds and aerosols may also respond to solar variability. Noctilucent clouds (NLC) are the highest

in our atmosphere and occur near the summer polar mesopause ('_85 km) in polar summer. Satel-

lite data (Donahue et al., 1972) have shown NLC to be continuous over the polar cap (>80 ° lati-

tude) for several weeks during polar summer. This is in contrast to ground based measurements,

which have historically indicated temporally varying and spatially discontinuous structure, espe-

cially toward lower latitudes within the auroral zone. Little is known about the structure and com-

position of NLC. However, Hummel and Olivero (1976) have calculated radiative temperature

changes at the Earth's polar surface on the basis of the satellite observations and conclude that

changes of up to I°C are possible, depending on particulate shape, size and concentration.
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Statisticalcorrelationsof NLC with solaractivityhavebeenreported. For example,oneobserva-
tion claimsthatNLC rapidlydissipatefollowingtheonsetof aurorae,andD'AngeloandUngstrup
(1976)postulatedthat thismaybedueto joule dissipationof largeionosphericelectricalfields.
Experimentalevidencewith arocket-borneion massspectrometer(GoldbergandWitt, 1977)shows
that metallicspeciesof meteoricorigin(especiallyFe÷) maybenucleationagentsfor NLC forma-
tion. Sincetheproductionof Fe÷ ionsisenhancedbyprecipitatingparticlesthismayleadto in-
creasedNLC formationwhenothermeteorologicalconditionsaresatisfied.

Within thestratosphere,nacreous(motherof pearl)cloudsareoccasionallyobserved, always near

30 km. They are most often sighted in northern latitudes during local winter, and can only be seen

during the unique sunlight reflection conditions provided by sunrise and sunset. Meteorologists

consider such clouds to be induced orographically, but this does not explain an absence of sightings

at mid- and low- latitudes. The impact of such clouds on coupling processes, through frequency of

occurrence and spatial coverage, remains to be demonstrated, although effects originating through

nucleation by solar proton events and other geomagnetic phenomena cannot be discounted at this

time.

Solar and geomagnetic influences on cirrus clouds, highest in the troposphere, have also been postu-

lated. These relatively frequent and well observed clouds can modulate the intensity of visible radi-

ation reaching the lower atmosphere and surface. Roberts and Olsen (1973 a,b) have claimed that a

cirrus cloud deck near 300 mb could cause local heating up to I°C per day at high latitudes over a

relatively warm ocean surface. The strong temperature gradients induced would then lead to signif-

icant circulation patterns within the troposphere. Roberts and Olsen also postulated that cirrus

clouds are subject to solar activity effects through interaction with ionizing energetic corpuscular

radiation, either directly or through secondary bremsstrahlung x-ray radiations. Johnson and Imhof

(1975) have criticized this concept however, by arguing that the nearly constant ion pair production

rate up to 28 km due to cosmic rays is rarely perturbed by x-ray radiations, even during major geo-

physical events.

Finally there is some evidence for submacroscopic aerosols within the middle atmosphere. These

particulates have been deduced largely from the data of rocket-borne Gerdien and blunt probes.

These data have exhibited huge order of magnitude changes of ion conductivity within the middle

atmosphere as a function of latitude, time Of day, season, and geomagnetic or solar disturbances.

Our lack of knowledge concerning such particulates is evidenced by the recently reported results of

Mitchell etal., (1977). They conducted a series of four soundings to measure ion conductivity

through sunrise from White Sands, New Mexico (Figure 6). The large enhancements between 40 to

65 km are attributed to increases in ion mobility (reduction in ion size), since solar ionizing radia-

tions have small effect below 65 km. This could be observed directly on the latter two flights in

1975, which used Gerdien probes capable of evaluating mobility from independent measurements

of ion concentration and conductivity. The paper argues that the solar UV radiation must disso-

ciate heavy ions or particulates to form smaller mass species during daytime, but a closer study of

the profiles seems to indicate that the effect progressed from lower to higher altitudes, in conflict

with that explanation. It is also not clear" what effect the time separation (",,4 years) between

soundings may present.
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Moremeasurementsarerequiredto determinethecharacter,distribution,size,andmorphologyof
submacroscopicparticulateswithin themiddleatmosphere.If theyexistin reasonablequantities,
theymayaffectthetransportandcirculationpropertiesof themiddleatmosphere.For example,
Hale(1977)hasrecentlyspeculatedascavengingprocesswherebyafewchargedparticulatesof ap-
propriatesize,setin motionby electricfield forces,coulddragtheneutralatmosphereandcauseac-
cumulationof traceconstituentsin localizedregions.A knowledgeof chargedparticulatesand
heavyionsisalsoimportantfor theelectricalconsiderationsof thenext section.

4.3 THEELECTRICALCONNECTION

In mostclassicaltextson atmosphericelectricity,e.g.,Israel(1970, 1973),it isspecifiedthat the
globalelectricalcurrentis drivenby globalthunderstormactivity (about1500to 2000stormsat
anygiveninstanceof time). Thisconclusionis largelydeducedfrom indirectmeasurements(e.g.,
Figure7) whereintheobserveddaily (UT) variationin verticalpotentialgradientappearsastheen-
velopeof thepeakedactivity for thethreemajorcontinentalthunderstormregions.Thisassump-
tion hasnot beenverifiedwith asuitableglobalmappingstudy. At present,thereisno adequate
techniqueemployedfor establishingthevariationof thunderstormactivityonaspatialandtempo-
ral basis,both of whicharerequiredto evaluatethetotal electricalbudget.In the classicalsense,
thebasiccircuit cannotbesubjectto perturbationsfromexternalsources,sincetheionosphereacts
asan"infinitely" conductingsphericalshield.However,recentcomparisonsof themagnetospheric
andatmosphericelectricfieldsshowthemto beof comparablemagnitude(Sugiura,privatecom-
munication,1979).Sincetheionosphereis not aninfinite conductorin actuality,onemightsus-
pectpenetrationof theexternalmagnetosphericfieldsinto themiddleandloweratmosphere,and
viceversa.Furthermore,solarandmagnetosphericfieldsconnectin outerspace,providingthepos-
sibility of adirectphysicalconnectionbetweensolaractivephenomenaandtheatmosphere.

4.3.1 ElectricFieldResponse

Themappingof solarrelatedphenomenato theatmosphericfair-weatherelectriccircuit hasbeen
observedthroughcorrelativestudiesrelatingon theshortterm, to solarsectorboundarypassages
andsolarflares,andonthelong-termto the 11-yearsunspotcycle. Theparametersstudiedarethe
returncurrent(air-Earthcurrentdensity,Jc), theatmosphericverticalpotentialgradient(or electric
field, E), andthe total ionosphericpotential(potentialdifferencebetweentheionosphereand
ground,Vi). Fair-weathermeasurementsof E andJcoverthe 11-yearperiodMay,1964,to February,
1975,at Zugspitze (47.4°N, 11.0°E, elevation 2962 m) exhibit response to sector boundary

crossings (Reiter, 1976; 1977). The results of Reiter's superposed epoch analysis, show that both E

and Jc increased by 20% or more on the two days following a -/+ sector boundary crossing in maxi-

mum solar activity years. An increase also occurred for +/- boundaries, but on the same day as the

crossing date. A superimposed epoch study based on a shorter data span (March -November, 1974)

by Park (1976) indicates that the potential gradient at Vostok (78°S, 107°E) increased sharply by

20-30% beginning 3 days after boundary passages, and the effect was more pronounced in the astral

winter months than the equinox months. The response was similar for +/- and -/+ boundary

crossings. The difference in response time for the Vostock and Zugspitze electric fields remains un-

clear, although new modeling results by Hays and Roble (1979) may account for geographical dif-

ferences in temporal lag.
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Next turning to solar flares, Cobb (1967) found at the Mauna Loa, Hawaii observatory (19.5°N,

204.4°E, elevation 3400 m), that E and J¢ increase significantly, after solar flare eruptions. The po-

tential gradient maximized 3-4 days after the flare day, while the aft-Earth current density reached

maximum after 1 day; both quantities remained above normal for several days thereafter. In a

series of studies, Reiter (1969, 1971, 1972) has shown that E and Jc measured at Zugspitze also re-
sponded to solar flare eruptions.

Potential gradient enhancements have been observed to be correlated with solar radio noise bursts

(associated with flares) at Zugspitze (Reiter, 1972), and at stations within the Arctic Circle (Sao,

1967). Mffrcz (1976) has found enhancements in E of 30-50% in Poland (approx. 5 I°N) associated

with geomagnetic storms (which generally follow solar flare eruptions).

Long-term measurements of the fair-weather electric field in the first two decades of this century

suggested a stronger average field strength in years of maximum sunspot activity compared to

minimum years at some European stations, but no apparent influence at others (c.f., the review by

Herman and Goldberg, 1978b, p. 139). According to Miihleisen (1971), the total ionospheric po-

tential measured over Germany for a complete solar cycle exhibits a positive correlation with annual

mean sunspot number. To the extent that the total potential is proportional to global thunder-

storm activity, one might therefore expect the latter quantity to be correlated with the 11-yr. sun-
spot cycle.

4.3.2 Disturbed Weather (Thunderstorm) Response

In contrast to the classical electrical picture that thunderstorms drive and control the fair weather

electrical circuit, there is some emerging evidence that external influences may help modulate thun-

derstorms. At this time, the results are largely statistical and in many cases, questionable or contro-

versial (Pittock, 1978; Herman and Goldberg, 1978b). The current techniques for counting thun-

derstorms and/or lightning are quasi-subjective, dependent on good observing techniques and station

location. They normally ignore factors such as storm intensity, lightning frequency, or storm areal
extent.

Markson (1971 ) was the first to observe solar sector boundary response and based his study on U.S.

thunderstorm data collected during the solar minimum period covering approximately 52 sector

boundary crossings (November, 1963-December, 1964, inclusive). There seemed to be a definite

preference for thunderstorms to occur from about 1 day before to one day after a +/- crossing, but

no statistically significant response to -/+ crossings.

A more detailed analysis has now been made by Lethbridge (1979), who used data from 102

weather stations in the U.S. extending from the Atlantic Coast to 102°W longitude and from 30°N

to 45°N latitude to derive a thunderstorm index. The daily index was corrected for seasonal ef-

fects, and compiled for the total area as well as for three latitude bands (30-35 °, 35-40 °, 40-45°).

In a superposed epoch anaSysis of three separate sets of data (1947-1956; 1957-1965; 1966-1976),

she found the strongest solar signal in the thunderstorm index for the winter months (November-

March) in the latitude band 40-45°N, with peak activity occurring 1 day after +/- boundary

crossings. With the index combined for all seasons and latitudes, and for both polarity crossings,

Lethbridge could find no discernible response to sector boundaries.
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Severaldifferentmeasuresof thunderstorm activity have been utilized in studies of the response to

solar flare eruptions, and all seem to show a positive response but with varying lag times. For ex-

ample, Reiter (1969) used sferics counts in Germany (indicative of lightning flashes in thunder-

storms within a 300-mile radius) for the years 1964-1967. He found a 57% increase in count rate

peaking about 4 days after the eruption of solar flares with importance >2. Markson (1971) used

the number of thunderstorms reported daily in the United States in 1964-1965, and claims a 63%

increase approximately 7 days after flare occurrences.

Other results include Bossolasco et al. (1973), who used the number of long-range radio direction-

finding fixes recorded in the Mediterranean area as a measure of thunderstorm activity in that area

for the 1961-1971 period, and showed a 50% increase in the daily number of fixes beginning one

day and peaking 4 days after solar flare occurrences. VLF whistler counts were used by Holzworth

and Mozer (1979) as an indicator of high-latitude thunderstorm activity during the August, 1972,

solar-terrestrial events. They found a strong increase in count rate beginning about 12 hours after

the class 3 flares of August 4 and August 7.

Finally, long-term studies of the variability of the annual number of thunderstorm days in different

regions with the 11-yr. solar cycle are replete with contradictions. The analysis of Siberian thunder-

storms by Septer (1926) has been cited often as proof that middle-to-high latitude thunderstorm oc-

currence is directly correlated with annual mean sunspot number (correlation coefficient = +0.9).

This result, however, has been severely criticized by Pittock (1978). Brooks (1934) listed correla-

tions coefficients for 22 regions of the world including Siberia, England/Wales, and seven subdivi-

sions of the USA. His analysis from 57 years of England and Wales data suggests that annual mean

sunspot numbers and annual number of thunderstorm days are uncorrelated. On the other hand,

Stringfellow (1974) found a strong positive correlation for the same region based on English thun-

derstorm occurrence in the years 1930-1973, as shown in Figure 8.

4.3.3 Causal Mechanisms for Thunderstorm Triggering

No fewer than five separate theories have been recently proposed to seek an explanation for thun-

derstorm (lightning) response to solar activity. However, none of these bridge the final gap to ex-

plain how modifications in the electrical structure of thunderstorms can affect local or global mete-

orological structure. One concept considers the effects that external influences may have on the

global electrical circuit. Ney (1959) suggested that thunderstorm activity may be modulated by

solar variability through alteration of the electrical state of the middle and lower atmosphere.

Markson (1971, 1975, 1978) amplified this idea to evolve a theory which in its present state (1978)

assumes that the electrical resistance of the atmosphere above thundercloud tops (the charging re-

sistor, see Figure 9) will be lowered by enhanced ionization associated with incoming cosmic par-

ticles. The charging current is thereby increased leading to an enhanced ionospheric potential and

fair-weather electric field which must adjust globally to the increased charging current. The en-

hanced electric field is also thought to somehow produce increased lightning within thunderclouds.

One question with this idea concerns the magnitude of cosmic ray fluctu'ations reaching thunder-

storm heights in the tropical zone, where thunderstorms predominate; are the fluctuations near the

equator sufficiently large to induce the required effect?
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D'Angelo (1978) has modified the global circuit by introducing a variable emf source representing

the ionospheric potential at high latitudes. Fluctuations in this second driver forces readjustment in

the global circuit including the fair-weather electric field. He argues that the ionospheric potential

is sensitive to solar wind electric fields, magnetospheric fields, etc., thereby introducing a coupling

link within the solar-terrestrial system. These results are also consistent with the recent analysis of

Sugiura (1979, pvt. communication) which demonstrates the equivalent magnitudes of the fair-

weather and magnetospheric electric fields, and help justify the concept of magnetospheric electri-

cal field mapping into the stratosphere (Figure 10). New experimental results of Hale and Croskey

(1979) also suggests that middle atmospheric electric fields in the auroral zone are sensitive to auro-

ral phenomena. Hays and Roble (1979) have provided the most quantitative and sophisticated

modeling effort to date. They have developed a global model for electrical parameters, which in-

cludes as input parameters orographic effects from the Earth's surface, the global thunderstorm dis-

tribution as observed from the DMSP satellite, and the latitudinal distribution of cosmic ray flux.

They too, have calculated high latitude effects induced by solar active and/or magnetospheric phe-

nomena, and have found significant perturbations on the global circuit properties. Finally, we note

that care must be taken in each of the above cases to separate electric field disturbances of solar ori-

gin from those induced by tropospheric storms. According to Cole (1976), the latter can develop a

feedback phase relationship giving the appearance of magnetospheric origin.

In a more localized approach, Herman and Goldberg (1976, 1978) have considered how cosmic rays

and solar protons affect the local environment near thunderstorms, and if modifications in the local

conductivity and electric fields can assist lightning generation. For the case of cosmic rays, the

changes appear quantitatively reasonable based on the school of thought (c.f., Chalmers, 1967), that

an increase in the fair-weather field enhances the probability of thunderstorm formation under ap-

propriate meteorological conditions. Thus, solar-controlled variation in cosmic ray intensity, espe-

cially over the 11-yr. cycle, may modulate the fair-weather field and hence the rate of thunderstorm

occurrence. The more difficult question concerns how solar protons, which typically are absorbed

above 20-25 km, could affect tropospheric electrical structure. Figure 11 shows penetration depths

for protons during several large PCA events of the last decade, and compares the effect of cosmic

rays over a solar cycle. Ion transport cannot carry charge to lower altitudes because of short ion

lifetimes and slow vertical transport in that part of the atmosphere. One possible exception is illus-

trated in Figure 12, wherein large vertical motions induced by ion-neutral drag may exist near the

tropospheric gap caused by the polar jet stream. Also, charges attached to particulates can have

longer lifetimes; this adds further justification for increased study of aerosols as discussed earlier.

Alternatively, Herman and Goldberg have suggested that flare-produced solar protons penetrating to

the stratosphere may effectively lower the height of the electrosphere. The boundary region for

proton cutoff would increase the magnitude of the vertical fair-weather field and also induce a hori-

zontal field component at thunderstorm heights, as shown in Figure 13. Triggering of lightning

would again be accomplished by the modified potential gradient.

Follin et al. (1977) have taken a different approach to explain lightning generation in thunder-

storms. Beginning with the premise of a pre-existing thundercloud, they argue that meteorological

dynamics cannot generate sufficient electric potential to equal or exceed the breakdown voltage of

the atmosphere. If however, the cascading muons from a high energy cosmic ray pass through the
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thundercloudtheycanprovideanionizedpathfor a lightningbolt to follow. If thereisanysolar
control of theoccurrencerateof cosmicrayair showers,the incidenceof lightningshouldcorrelate
with solarvariables.

Thefinal scenario,whathappensto themeteorologyby changesin atmosphericelectrification,is
opento speculation.Here,varioussuggestionshavepostulatedimprovedconditionsfor hail forma-
tion, waterdropletgrowthandenhancedrain,etc. Theseconceptsawaitphysicalvalidation.

5. SUMMARYANDCONCLUSIONS

Wehavebrieflyconsideredthevariousradiationsreachingthemiddleatmospherein responseto
solaractivity,andtheir knowneffectsonneutralandionicspeciesof that region.Thoseresponses
havethenbeenevaluatedaspossiblecouplingmechanismsconnectingtheupperandloweratmos-
phere.Twogeneralcategoriesemerge.First,wehavediscussedtherole of thestratosphereand
mesosphereasabuffer region,whereinSmallperturbationsof localparameterscanbeamplifiedinto
majoreffectsaffectingthetransportor conversionof energyfrom externalsourcesreachingthere-
gion. Theconstituentsincludeozone,aerosols,andto alesserextent,chargedspecies.Themajor
effectsinvolveheating,circulationpatterns,andpossiblelongtermeffectson climateinboth the
stratosphereandtroposphere.

Theelectricalconnectioninvolveschangesin theglobalandlocalelectricalstructureof theatmos-
phereinducedbysolaractivity. Theseeffectsaremoredirectandmaypossiblybypassthestrato-
spherealtogether.Theresponsesin theatmosphericcircuit to localchangesarenearlyinstantane-
ous,andthereforearelookedonwith morepromisefor possibleinfluencesonweathersystems.
Newlyemergingexperimentalevidenceindicatesthat atmosphericelectricfields,especiallyat high
latitudesandin theupperatmosphere,areresponsiveto solarandgeomagneticphenomena.The
corpuscularradiationspreviouslydiscussedareknownto stronglyenhancethelocalatmospheric
electricalconductivityandionizationsat stratosphericandmesosphericaltitudes.However,the
electricfield perturbationsarenot easilyexplainedby conventionalatmosphericelectricityconsid-
erations.

Theoriesnowpostulatethat theelectricfield perturbationsregulatedby solaractivity maybere-
sponsiblefor theobservedstatisticalcorrelationsbetweensolaractivityandthunderstorms.They
includetheconceptthat modulationsin stratosphericelectlicfieldsinducedby cosmicraysand/or
solarprotonscanin turn affectthe local field nearthunderstorms,andchangetherateof lightning
formation. Thisisofferedasanexampleof howatmosphericcouplingmayoccurelectrically.

Thevariousideaspresentedherearepartiallyestablished,but primarilyhypothetical.Experiments
areneededto investigatethemorepromisingconceptsandestablishthe importanceof eachcon-
ceivedidea. Theelectricalenvironmentinparticularneedsfurtherstudy,to establishits responseto
energeticradiations,themappingof magnetosphericfieldsinto the middleatmosphere,the influ-
enceof troposphericelectricaldisturbanceson themiddleatmosphere,localizedeffectsinducedby
auroralactivity,etc. Sincemostelectricalreactionsareinstantaneous,properlydesignedexperi-
mentscanseekcauseandeffectsimultaneously.Early field experimentsshouldthereforerelateto
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electricalcouplingprocesses,andshouldconcentrateonatmosphericelectricalproperties,with an
appropriatecoordinationbetweenrocket,balloon,aircraft,andgroundbasedexperimentsunder
bothsolarquietanddisturbedconditions.
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Figure 1. Schematic depiction of extraterrestrial radiation sources modulated by solar activity, and

their subsequent effects and interactions with various parts of the middle and lower atmosphere.

(After Sechrist, 1979.)
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Figure9. Theatmospheric global electrical circuit. Large arrows indicate the flow of positive charge.
Estimated resistances of circuit elements ire given. The thunderstorm depicted represents the global

electrical generator, i.e., the totality of all thunderstorms, and sends current through the charging

resistor (10 s - 106 _2) to the ionosphere. The cumulative effect of the global return current passes

through the load (102 _2) resistor. (After Markson, 1978.)
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